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TO THOSE INTERESTED

IN THE

work and publications of the

International Bible Students Association

Dear Brethren in Christ Jesus:

Those of us who have been privileged to examine and study

the works of the late Pastor Russell, and to know him person

ally, will always be grateful for the help and inspiration his

labor of love has been to us.

As a personal tribute, I gladly state that, as a result of the

opportunity to study his expositions, I came to realize the

importance of earnest examination of the Word of God; to see

the unscripturalness of the dogma of eternal torment; to rec

ognize that there were various features of God's purpose, each

devoted to its specific objective; and to apprehend more of the

love of God and His gracious provision for the salvation of

mankind.

Looking back over the forty years of Christian experience

since coming into contact with the work of the International

Bible Students, I now realize the significance of repeated warn

ings given us by Pastor Russell lest we become "sectarian."

He firmly held to the "development of truth," and never as

serted himself to be the sole "channel" of the doctrines of

God's Word. Just as in the case of Martin Luther, who was

wonderfully used of God to present to the saints truths that

had been hidden or obscured, there developed a tendency to

make him a sole "channel" for the dispensing of "present

truth," so, in the case of the "followers" of Pastor Russell, the

subtle beginning of a "sect" developed by using unscriptural

terms to describe the relation of Pastor Russell to the saints.

By so doing, we placed in our own way an obstacle which still

hinders many from going on to see greater revelations of God's

grace. No doubt after the death of Martin Luther, a mistaken

sense of "loyalty" hindered many, for a time at least, from

seeing further developments of God's plan; fearing, lest the

acceptance of any fuller realization of God's grace might not

be showing true devotion to him as the "channel" of that time.

Those who, while thanking God for the blessings brought

into their lives through the ministry of Pastor Russell, have

remembered that the "light shineth more and more," have now

come to see the glorious truths of transcendent grace, and

desire to share with others these wonderful realizations. May

He help many to examine and see; and, as a result, rejoice in



4 Do You Know?

the abiding peace that will surely enter into the hearts of such

as make these truths their own. Any who, through fear, hesi

tate to examine, study, and absorb, we remind that in the "col

porteur" work of the International Bible Students Association,

we were instructed to tell our Christian friends who then

feared to examine the word of Pastor Russell, to "prove all
things, and hold fast that which is good." Surely, in our later
Christian experience we should be willing to follow the very

advice we gave others, and thus place ourselves in readiness
so that the faith of Christ Jesus may lay1 hold more firmly on

our lives and hearts; and through that faith and attendent

love we may revel in the message of God's grace given to the
church, which is His body.

May His spirit guide us into the fuller realization of His
Word!

DO YOU KNOW

what the Scriptures Teach on these Subjects %

A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE

"DIVINE PLAN OF THE AGES"

Topics for careful consideration:

"Truth-seekers should empty their vessels of the muddy

waters of tradition and fill them at the fountain of truth—

God's Word. And no religious teaching should have weight

except as it guides the truth-seeker to that fountain."—Divine-

Plan of the Ages, p. 12.
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THE REVELATION OF THE

APOSTLE PAUL

On page 27 of The Divine Plan of the Ages is the following
statement: "Paul evidently had more abundant revelations

than any other apostle. These revelations he was not allowed

to make known to the church, nor fully and plainly to the

other apostles (2 Cor. 12: 4; Gal. 2:2), yet we can see a value

to the entire church in those visions and revelations given to

Paul; for although he was not permitted to tell what he saw,

nor to particularize all he knew of the mysteries of God relat

ing to the "ages to come," yet what he saw gave a force, shad

ing and depth of meaning to his words which, in the light of

subsequent facts, prophetic fulfilments and the Spirit's guid

ance, we are able to appreciate more fully than could the early

church/'

We are grateful for having it called to our attention that

the Apostle Paul received abundant revelations. There is

another very significant note in the above quotation. The

writer refers to the mysteries of God relating to the "ages to

come." It will be well for all of us, as Bible Students, to note

that the expression used points to a most significant fact;

namely, that there are ages to follow the present one, not

merely the so-called millennial age. The term "ages" we shall

see related to the time alloted to the fulfillment of God's pur

pose, culminating in the great consummation, mentioned by

this same apostle in 1 Corinthians 15. It will be interesting to

pursue this study of the "ages" in its proper place in this

treatise.

At present, however, we wish to call attention to the

thought that there is nothing in the Scriptures to indicate

that Paul's revelations could not be disclosed in their proper

time. It must be borne in mind that in the chronicling of the

"Acts 'of the Apostles," so long as the kingdom message was

still to be heralded to the Jew first, the secret that had been

hid in the heart of God could not be given forth, not even by

the one specially commissioned to divulge that secret—the

apostle Paul. When Israel completely rejected the message

given forth by the apostle and refused to accept the messiah-

ship of Jesus Christ; and when even Jewish believers dis

dained the thought of sharing the blessing of His messiahship

with gentiles; then, and not till then, could the apostle unfold

the secret, called the "mystery" in the King James Version.



6 Paul's Special Ministry

The admonition given by Paul, to "study to show yourselves
approved unto God . . . rightly dividing the Word of Truth"

has not been very carefully followed by us, even when we

glibly quoted it, and intended to realize its significance. Just
as the address on the envelope is intended to show to whom

the message is sent, so the salutation and introduction of the

Scriptural messages and accounts unmistakably identify these

writings as to their scope, application, and significance. All

Scripture is written for our admonition and instruction; but

not all Scripture is written to us or directly about us. Earnest

Bible study, correctly apportioning the Word of God reveals

the interesting fact that the apostle Paul alone revealed the

destiny -of the church which is His body; while the rest of the

Scriptures have to do directly with the preparation for and

unfolding of the destiny of Israel, and through them, of the

world of mankind.

The careful selection and use of titles in the Scriptures re

veal the right division of the Word. Paul alone refers to saints

in Christ Jesus. The twelve apostles of the Lamb refer to

Jesus Christ, or in relation to the nations, the Lord or Lord

Jesus. This calls to our attention the fact that while the early

disciples and the chosen twelve followed Jesus after the flesh,

and identified Him as their Messiah, thus acknowledging Him

as Jesus the Christ, the apostle Paul never knew Him as such,

but met Him on resurrection ground and learned that the

glorified Christ had been on earth as the "Jesus" to the twelve

and the disciples; hence in relationship to the church, He is

Christ Jesus. To such saints Paul reveals the celestial allot

ment provided for the church which is His body. When this is

clearly appreciated, there will be no tendency on the part of

such saints to appropriate all the promises directly to them

selves. They will find room in their hearts to apportion scrip-

turally such appelations as "Little Flock," Royal Priesthood,"

"Holy Nation," "The Lord's Jewels," etc., etc., where they

belong—to the Israelites; and they will find abundant pro

vision for the body in the glorious allotment provided by grace

through faith.



PAUL'S EPISTLES

Paul precedes every epistle of his with the name given to

him when he began the separate ministry assigned to him

by the spirit (Acts 13:2). The following gives the opening

words of each epistle:
Romans. Paul, a slave of Christ Jesus, a called apostle.

1 Cor. Paul, a called apostle of Christ Jesus, . , . and

Sosthenes, the brother.

2 Cor. Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus . . . and Timothy,

the brother.

Gal. Paul, an apostle, not from men, neither through a man, but

through Jesus Christ and God the Father . . . and all the

brethren with me.

Eph. Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus.

Phil. Paul and Timothy, slaves of Christ Jesus.

Col. Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus . . . and Timothy, the

brother.

1 Thess. Paul and Sylvanus and Timothy.

2 Thess. Paul and Sylvanus and Timothy.

1 Tim. Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus according to the injunc

tion of God, our Saviour, and the Lord Jesus Christ, our

Expectation.

2 Tim. Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus, through the will of God,

in accord with the promise of life which is in Christ Jesus.

Titus. Paul, a slave of God, yet an apostle of Jesus Christ.

Philemon. Paul, a prisoner of Christ Jesus, and Timothy, the

brother.

To fully appreciate the significance of the name Paul at

the portal of every epistle, we ought to study all of the

passages in which he describes his ministry. It is evident

that it is not a mere personal appellation. It was given to

him after his separation from the rest (Ac. 13:2, 9). Saul
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is just as good as Paul for the purpose of identification. It

is evident that Saul was his personal name which he kept

so long as he was associated with the Circumcision, but

when the holy spirit separated him for a special work his

name was changed to Paul.

We have found that, in the case of other apostles, the

name given to them was an index of their spiritual service.

Simon was called a Rock (Peter) to denote his place in the

foundation of that ecclesia. What is the significance of

"Paul"? It is usually dismissed as being a Latin name,

without any particular meaning. That it was a common

name among the Romans seems evident, but it does not sat

isfy our sense of the fitness of things. Why should Saul be

given a Latin name? He seldom spoke or wrote in Latin.

Why should his name be changed at all to one without sig

nificance? "Saul" means "asked for", and suggests the re

quest of the people to have a king like the other nations.

It stood for conformity with the world and for physical

stature and spiritual decay. It coupled him with the son

of Kish, and the wayward nation before they acknowledged

David, the man after God's heart.

It seems possible if not probable that "Paul" is the mas

culine form of the Greek word paula, which would be paulos,

meaning cessation or an interval. This is derived from

pauoo, to stop, cease, from which we have our English word

"pause." The aptness of this significance becomes more

striking the more we learn of the apostle's ministry. The

whole of his service is occupied with a pause in God's deal

ings with Israel. It fills up the interval between their re

jection of the kingdom and the return of the king in power.

Paul's ministry is an episode in God's revelation, con

nected with, yet distinct from, the rest. This, we submit,

is the thought which greets us at the portal of every epistle.

Paul, whose name opens them all, is not merely the person

who wrote them but the appellation given to him at his sep

aration and a distinct token of their unique and parenthetic

character.
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Paul is alone in writing the great doctrinal epistles to the

Romans and Ephesians, as well as the personal letters to

Timothy and Titus. In all his other writings he associates

others with him. In each case the added names are sig

nificant, however little we may be able to gather from them.

The aptness lies not alone in the meaning of the names, but

in the very fact of joint authorship. The definite doctrine

which he stands for is developed in Romans and Ephesians,

where he writes alone. In the other epistles, which are

largely concerned with the correction of departure from

these, the divine principle of a double witness demands at

least two names in the introduction.

In Galatians, where it is important that the apostle bring

the greatest possible amount of influence to bear, he asso

ciates all the brethren with him in his defense of the evangel.

In Second Corinthians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessa-

lonians and Philemon he unites Timothy with himself as a

joint author. Timothy means "God-honoring," a most ap

propriate name with which to begin epistles concerned, in

large measure, with correction or entreaty. Sosthenes is

associated with Paul in First Corinthians. His name is sug

gestive of salvation—the "place of salvation." Sylvanus,

called Silas by the author of Acts, joins with Paul and

Timothy in the writing of the two Thessalonian letters.

His name, like our "sylvan/' seems to suggest a forest, but

its point is not apparent. Paul himself does not always

appear in the same character. In Galatians he insists most

strongly on his divine apostolic commission. In the three

preceding epistles he is a "called apostle." Romans and

Titus prefix his apostleship by characterizing him as a

slave. In Philippians, corresponding with the character of

the epistle, his slavery alone is mentioned. To Philemon

he writes as a prisoner. To the Thessalonians he omits any

description of himself. These are small points, but, like a

key, which may be very small yet unlock a large door, they

open up to us the proper perspective with which to view each
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epistle. To say, for instance, that Philippians was not

written by the apostle Paul might be misunderstood, yet the

statement conveys an instructive truth. It is not as an

apostle but as a slave that he penned that epistle. Galatians,

on the other hand, demands a recognition of his apostleship.

Another point of prime importance is the title of our Lord

which is almost always used. It is evident, from the many

variations in the manuscripts, that the early scribes, like the

vast majority of His saints today, had no conception of the

vast difference which the simple transposition of His name

and title produces. They saw no harm in writing "Jesus

Christ" when the text read "Christ Jesus." The tendency

seems to have been to put His name first, as it is done today.

Paul alone uses "Christ Jesus," placing the emphasis on His

title in recognition of His present exaltation in the heavens

(1 Pet. 5:10, 14 should read "Christ" for "Christ Jesus").

And this is almost characteristic of the introduction to his

epistles. Even Titus reads "Christ Jesus" in Codex Alex-

andrinus.

Like the name "Paul," this title involves one of the essen

tial truths of the present economy of God's grace to the

nations. In Hebrews, James, John and Jude the Lord is

viewed from the standpoint of His rejection. His exal

tation waits until the day of His manifestation. He is

never called "Christ Jesus" as though He were already

exercising the office of the Messiah. Paul is not concerned

with His rejection on earth, but with His exaltation in

heaven, where He is seated at God's right hand far above

the highest archangel. His present place of power and

sovereignty in the celestial realms is acknowledged by Paul

when he uses the title "Christ Jesus."

Thus the forefront of almost every one of Paul's epistles

reminds us that their proper application is the interval of

Christ's rejection on earth and His investiture with heavenly

honors which we are destined to share with Him.
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TO WHOM PAUl/s EPISTLES WERE WRITTEN

Romans, to all who are in Rome, beloved of God, called saints.

1 Cor. to the ecclesia of God which is in Corinth, hallowed in

Christ Jesus, called saints, together with all in every place

who invoke the name of our Lord Jesus Christ—theirs as well

as ours.

2 Cor. to the ecclesia of God which is in Corinth together with

all the saints who are in the whole of Achaia.

Gal. to the ecclesias of Galatia.

Eph. to all the saints who are believing also in Christ Jesus.

Phil, to all the saints in Christ Jesus who are in Philippi to

gether with the supervisors and servants.

Col. to the saints and faithful brethren in Christ in Colosse.

1 Thess. to the Thessalonian ecclesia in God, the Father, and

the Lord Jesus Christ.

2 Thess. to the Thessalonians in God, our Father, and the Lord

Jesus Christ.

1 Tim. to Timothy, a genuine child in faith.

2 Tim. to Timothy, a child beloved.

Titus, to Titus, a genuine child according to the common faith.

Philemon, to Philemon, the beloved, and our fellow worker, and

to Apphia, our sister, and Archippus, our fellow soldier and

to the ecclesia at your house.

As the accompanying list shows, practically all of Paul's

epistles are addressed to the Uncircumcision, and none are

written to the Circumcision. Timothy is an exception to

this, yet his father was a Greek. The destination of all

was outside the land of Israel and none are sent to the

dispersion among the nations, as is the case with Peter's

epistles.

Roughly speaking Paul wrote nine epistles to seven

ecclesias and four letters to three private persons. The

objection that these epistles apply only to the ones to whom

they are written is sustained to a limited extent by the local

allusions, which we cannot appropriate. Can we trace a

definite title to any of these unfoldings? What right have

we to take any of them to ourselves?

The answer lies in the introduction to the Ephesian

epistle. It was a circular letter for all saints who believe

in Christ Jesus. In those days this excluded all of the Cir-
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cumcision whose hope rested solely on Messiah's future

glory. It included all who base their expectations on His

present exaltation in the heavens.

Thus the Ephesian epistle, which transcends and ranks

all the rest, is distinctly and directly addressed to us. In

it we have specific directions as to our relation to Paul's

prior ministries, which are unfolded in his previous epistles.

Not only are we unable to directly apply their local allu

sions, but even their doctrine is to be modified to accord with

the latest and crowning revelation as given in this epistle.

The evangel which Paul had preached, which is categorically

set forth in the Roman group of epistles, is definitely in

cluded in the present grace, only that the privileged and

prior place of the Jew no longer obtains (Eph. 3:6). Justi

fication and conciliation, the great themes of these epistles,

are ours just as really as they belonged to the Romans and

Corinthians and Galatians. The promise of His presence

is ours just as it was the expectation of the Thessalonians.

Yet each of these doctrines is modified and glorified by the

ranking revelation of the Ephesian epistle.

From these considerations it is evident that the addresses

on these epistles, with the exception of Ephesians, are in

tended to limit the contents to the place or ecclesia to which

it was sent. We are not dependent on mere tradition when

we apply portions of them directly to ourselves. They

reveal Paul's evangel, which is for us. And the indirect

profit is great, for all is done in the atmosphere of grace

into which we have come.

Strictly speaking Romans was not written to an ecclesia,

but to the individual saints. This accords with the char

acter of the letter which deals with our personal relationship

to God rather than our corporate testimony. The same is

true of the Ephesian group. Paul addresses the saints

rather than the ecclesia as a whole in Philippi and Colosse.

In the personal epistles Paul assumes the character of a

father in writing to Timothy and Titus. He calls them his

children, genuine and beloved.



THE PLACE OP EPHESIANS

Having perceived the unparalleled importance of Paul's

epistles for the present period, it will pay us to pursue our

studies of the opening words of each of his epistles.

The most vital and interesting of all is found in the

foreword to the so-called epistle to the Ephesians. We

will continue to call it "Ephesians" because of custom and

convenience and because it is almost a certainty that it was

sent to Ephesus. But we are practically certain that it

was a circular letter addressed to all the believers in

Christ Jesus, and that the introduction has been marred by

the addition of the words "in Ephesus."

This was done so soon that the evidence for its removal

is largely derived from sources earlier than our best manu

scripts. So much depends on this reading that we shall

present some of the facts and reasons which lead us to

leave out "in Ephesus" and thus read the epistle as ad

dressed "to all the saints who are believing also in Christ

Jesus."

The best manuscript we have, Vaticanus, was originally

written without "in Ephesus." It was added in the margin.

This manuscript was written with great care, and it is not

easy to see how the words "in Ephesus" would be left out

by accident.

The next best text, Sinaiticus, was also written without

"in Ephesus," which was inserted by a later corrector. So

that both of the best manuscripts we have were originally

written without these words.
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The early and almost universal tradition that it was

sent to the Ephesians does not seem to have been based

on the text itself, for Marcion gave this epistle the title

"To the Laodicenes." He could hardly have done this un

less he found the epistle without the words "in Ephesus"

as part of the text.

No man, in the early centuries, made as thorough a study

of the text of Scripture as Origen. Living in the early part

of the third century, he was already examining manuscripts,

and classified readings as occurring "in most MSS.," or

"in the oldest MSS." He does not seem to have had any

evidence for "in Ephesus/' and his interpretation of the

words "which are" are criticized by a later writer, when

the sentence had become meaningless because the special

force of the title "Christ Jesus" had been lost.

Basil, a writer of the fourth century, consulted the

texts of his day and reported that the older manuscripts

omitted "in Ephesus," while the later ones included it.

This is especially interesting, in view of the fact that the

two oldest manuscripts we have were written about the time

he conducted his investigation. They were both originally

without the words, which were added later to conform with

the trend of the times. ♦

It seems beyond any reasonable doubt, then, that, as

originally written, the words "in Ephesus" were not a part

of the text. Some have proposed the theory that copies

were made for many places, and that one of these, which

was sent to Ephesus, contained these words. Another,

sent to Laodicea, was addressed to the Laodiceans, and so

for each copy that was made. But this does not agree with

Origen's rendering of the passage, and would certainly

have called for some remark by a writer early enough to

see or hear of such copies.

Besides the difficulty which the interpolation is supposed

to solve is aggravated rather than removed. The real ob-
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jection to the true reading lies in the fact that it is not

addressed to all saints, but only to those who believe in

Christ Jesus. The insertion of "in Ephesus" does not de

lete this limitation but localizes it. Not all the saints in

Ephesus, but only those believing in Christ Jesus, are in

view. The addition only robs the distinction between all

saints and those who believe in Christ Jesus of its clear

ness.

We may congratulate ourselves and rejoice that we have

so far recovered primitive truth that we can receive and

appreciate the original reading. For those who have never

exulted in the title of His present glory, "Christ Jesus/'

as contrasted with "Jesus Christ" the badge of His hu

miliation, the passage lacks all point and purpose. Bat

once that distinction is realized it becomes the key to un

lock the truth of the present secret economy.

We conclude then that the passage should read, "to all

the saints who are, and believe in Christ Jesus." We

deduce from this that it was not written to the saints of

the Circumcision who knew Him only as Jesus Christ, re

jected on earth, whose glory awaits the era of His un

veiling. It was not meant to include those to whom He

brews was addressed, or James, Peter, John, or Jude. It

was confined to those to whom Paul ministered, directly

or indirectly, whether by word of mouth, or by his epistles.

Thus we open the door, long since shut and barred and

bolted, which opens into the treasuries of present truth.

Ephesians is the charter of the church, the foundation of its

faith. It is a systematic treatise on the doctrine for today.

It is to be taken fully and without reservations or restric

tions. All of Paul's epistles apply to the present, but all

others contain personal or local allusions, which we can

take only in a secondary sense. The prison epistles are

especially in point, but even Philippians and Colossians

contain matters of local or temporal application.
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All of Paul's epistles are involved in the Ephesian epistle.

The accompanying prison epistles, Philippians and Colos-

sians, are not revelations of fresh truth, but corrective com

mentaries based upon Ephesian truth. The other epistles

are included in and modified by its teaching. The Promise

Epistles, written to the Thessalonians, are distinctly in

cluded in present truth by the reference to those who have

a prior expectation (Eph. 1:12), the one expectation (4:4)

and the helmet, the hope of salvation (6:17).

The Preparatory Epistles, Romans, Corinthians and Ga-

latians, are included by the fact that we have become joint

participants of the evangel which Paul had preached (3:6),

which is fully expounded in this group of epistles. The

reference to righteousness (6:14) and the evangel of peace

(6:15) are pointed references to Paul's previous ministry.

Thus we may take all of Paul's writings as our present

guide, with due deference to the transcendent and ruling

revelation contained in Paul's epistle to the Ephesians.



PAUL'S PRISON EPISTLES

Having once realized the importance of the title "Christ

Jesus" in defining those who are the recipients of the pres-

sent grace, we naturally expect that the companion epistles

of Ephesians—Philippians and Colossians—will enforce the

same distinction. In this we shall not be disappointed.

Paul associates himself with this title as a slave in Philip

pians, and as an apostle in Colossians.

Not only are they written from one who is in Christ

Jesus, but they are addressed to those in Him as well.

Philippians is to "all the saints in Christ Jesus who are in

Philippic together with the supervisors and servants."

In Colossians there is some question as to the correct read

ing. The two best manuscripts read, "to the saints and

faithful brethren in Christ in Colosse." Codex Alexandri

nus, however, adds His personal name, making it possible

to render the passage "to the saints and faithful brethren

in Christ Jesus, in Colosse." As scribes were so much

more liable to omit such a name than to add it, the evidence

of a single first-class manuscript like Alexandrinus is almost

enough to justify its insertion in the text.

Even as it is, this truth is more pointedly exemplified in

the fourth verse, where the apostle speaks of their faith in

Christ Jesus but their love for all the saints. Their faith

could not be shared by all the saints, but this did not

hinder the outflow of their love to those who did not have

the same faith. The Circumcision were to be included in

the circle of their affections, even though they could not
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apprehend the transcendent faith which could be founded

only on Christ in His present exaltation in the heavens,

which had little appeal to those whose expectation was

anchored on earth, who looked forward to the Messiah of

the prophets. In the fifth verse this very thought is sug

gested by the apostle when he describes their expectation

as "reserved in the heavens/' It crops out again and again,

especially where the Colossians are exhorted to be concerned

with that which is above, not that on the earth (3:2).

The remarkable statement in the closing salutation

(4:10-11) can be explained only in this light, "Aristarchus,

my fellow captive, is greeting you, and Mark, cousin of

Barnabas (concerning whom you obtained precepts—if

ever he may be coming to you, receive him) and Jesus,

termed Justus, who are of the Circumcision: these are the

only fellow workers for the kingdom of God who became a

solace to me."

It is needless to insist that he had other fellow workers

who were a solace to him. What of Tychicus, who carried

this letter (4:7), of Timothy, who is one with him in writing

it? But they were not fellow workers for the kingdom of

God in the sense that the Circumcision were. These three

men—Artistarchus, Mark and Justus—were within that

limited circle of fellowship which Paul had with the Circum

cision. Just as he gave James, Cephas and John the right

hand of fellowship many years before (Gal. 2:9) so he had

continued to have fellowship with those connected with

them, even though his transcendent revelations continued to

widen the gulf between them in the sphere of doctrine.

This, it seems, accounts for the special admonition to re

ceive Mark. Why should they not receive him? His

failure as a servant (Acts 15:37-39) was no ground for re

fusing fellowship. It seems clear that the rest of the Cir

cumcision were hardly welcome among the saints to whom

Paul wrote. They were continually stirring up strife and

contending for the observance of the law of Moses, and
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could not grasp the grace which gave the despised aliens a

place of equality with them (Titus 1:10, 1 Tim. 1:7, Gal.

5:12). In Philippians he bids the saints beware of the

raaim-cision as he contemptuously calls the Circumcision,

who based their prerogatives upon a mutilation of the flesh.

Thus it is evident that Paul wrote these epistles, not to

all the saints, but only to those in Christ Jesus. The

saints of the Circumcision, like Peter, never understood or

appreciated the grace which is dispensed by him (2 Pete

3:15-16).

It is always essential to note the character in which Paul

writes, and to interpret accordingly. Epaphroditus is the

only apostle mentioned in the Philippian epistle. He was

their commissioner to Paul. Paul never speaks of himself

as an apostle in this letter, hence it is our wisdom to rigidly

exclude this thought and all that flows from it. When a

fresh revelation of truth is presented, as in Ephesians, a

divine commission is necessary to enforce his words. We

call for his authority and demand his credentials. None of

this is needed in Philippians. So he writes in the character

of a slave.

Service is the subject of the Philippian epistle. Paul is

presented as a slave, Christ takes the form of a slave, the

Philippians themselves are slaves. This should color and

control the interpretation of every passage. While Ephe

sians and Colossians contain no examples for us to follow,

after which we should fashion our conduct, Philippians

affords four. These are living expressions of the evangel.

"Holding forth the word of life" is, literally, "having on

the word of life" or a living expression. Like the four

examples, the Philippians are exhorted to preach by means

of their lives as well as their lips. It is not the works of

Christ which are presented for our imitation, but His humi

liation from the heights to the death of the cross. Like

wise Paul is presented in his descent from a fancied superi

ority in flesh to a place in Christ Jesus. Timothy's service
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and the sufferings of Epaphrodit.is complete the fourfold

picture presented for our emulation.

It is evident from the whole tenor uf the epistle that the

experience of the believer in Christ Jesus is in point. Paul

details his own experience, rather than definite doctrine and

we are to copy his life as well as believe his wctds.

All this is suggested by the opening words, "Paul and

Timothy, slaves of Christ Jesus."

This important position is much strengthened by the

inclusion of supervisors and servants in the salutation.

These are those who are especially responsible for the con

duct of the ecclesia. Some of them may have taught but

that was not their function.

The old translation, "bishops and deacons" is misleading.

The control of each ecclesia was in the hands of a number

of overseers or supervisors, all of whom were directly

concerned in the individuals under their eye, not, as now,

an official over many churches, or rather, over many "min

isters." The "minister" of today has no counterpart in the

divine picture of an ecclesia as set in order by the apostle

Paul.

Neither was a "deacon" anything more than a servant or,

better, servitor. The same term is translated "servant,"

"minister," "deacon." It denotes, not an office of honor,

above the rest of the ecclesia, but a place lower than those

who are served. It is used of those who waited on the

guests at the wedding in Cana of Galilee (Jn. 2:5, 9).

This illustrates the basic meaning of the word, for it

carries the thought of serving out, dispensing. It is not

so much doing things for others, as supplying their needs.

The low place of the servant is shown when our Lord ad

vises His ambitious disciples who wanted to be foremost,

to take the lowest place. "Whoever wants to become great

among you will be your servant, and whoever wants to be

first among you will be your slave (Mt. 20:26). We know

of no translation which renders this passage "will be your
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deacon," because it would reverse the sense, for a deacon

is a position of honor above the rest when it should be a

place of servitude below them.

The spirit of true service pervades the Philippian

epistle. There is no desire for self-exaltation. All humble

themselves and are exalted by God. Christ descended from

the place supreme to the cross of shame. Timothy and

Epaphroditus were true servants, unmindful of themselves

but devoted to the saints. Paul's case is especially instruc

tive, for he, like his Master, stoops to serve. He casts to

the dogs all his physical advantages through Judaism,

which were of no mean value, because of the superiority

found in Christ Jesus.

The prison epistles of Paul present the truth for the

present. The key to their correct interpretation lies in the

title used of our Lord. The teaching of the epistles them

selves is tinged throughout with the truth that they are not

designed for the Circumcision, but only for those chosen out

of both Circumcision and Uncircumcision whose blessing

and destiny is linked with Christ exalted in the heavens.



THE EPOCHS AND DISPENSATIONS

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF

THE DIVINE PLAN

A chart is often very helpful to the student in cor

rectly applying portions of Scripture. The three heavens

and earths are vividly pictured in the chart found in

Chapter V of the Divine Plan of the Ages. As the truth

develops leading from the thoughts therein suggested, we

find valuable help in studying more minutely and thor

oughly concerning divisional markings in the Word of

God.

In the language of Pastor Russell, page 74, of Divine

Plan of the Ages: "A statement of the Word which be

longs to one epoch or dispensation, should not be applied

to another, as things stated of one age are not always

true of another.'y

This truly Scriptural principle should be consistently

followed in all our study of the Scriptures. Such a pro

cedure will reveal unmistakably to us that while the

twelve apostles of the Lamb in their spoken and written

words outlined the truths of the kingdom to come, includ

ing Israel's place and use to the nations, so only Paul

reveals the destiny of the body of Christ and the celestial

allotment to those who are spoken of as "saints' in Christ

Jesus.7'

To supplement the thoughts given and to clarify some

that subsequent study has made more clear, we present

the following excerpts from a booklet on The Divine

Calendar:

For further enlightenment on the subject of "Epochs and

Dispensations," see The Divine Calendae, Concordant Publish

ing Concern, 2823 East Sixth St., Los Angeles, Calif., U. S. A,



(1) THE TWO GRAND CREATIONS

Creation, while the very antithesis of evolution, and dis

tinct from generation, was not the single act which we have

been taught to believe. God's creatures move forward by

steps; and this is His method in creation. Evolution is

Satan's method: he glides along like the accursed serpent.

The book mis-named Genesis is the book of beginnings:

indeed, this is its Divine title. Genesis or generation is not

a beginning, but a repetition of what has already been.

In the beginning the heavens and earth were created.

This was not necessarily "out of nothing", for "creation"

does not speak of bringing matter into existence, but refers

rather to such revolutionary changes in its form and condi

tion as will be effected in the new creation (Isa. 65:17;

Rev. 21:1).

During the restoration of the wreck of the first earth

there are two more creative acts. Living souls are created

on the fifth day. Man is created on the sixth day.

In creation, as in the eons, God has anticipated His

counsels for the earth. If any one is in Christ, there is a

new creation: the old has passed by: lo! it has become new!

(2 Cor. 5:17). Not only all things new, but Christ

has become the first of a new humanity, suited to the

heavenly spheres as Adam and his posterity are suited to

life on earth (Eph. 2:15). Such is the grace that our God

has granted us! He could neither evolve nor generate

creatures suited to His highest ideals, so, like the God He

is, He creates us anew for our high estate!

This is anticipative: but the time shall come when this

sin-stained heaven and earth will flee from the awful pres

ence of Him Who sits upon the great white throne (Rev.

20:11). Its heart-rending scenes shall no longer be remem

bered, and God Himself bids us rejoice and be glad in His

new creation, which neither Satan nor man shall ever mar!
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The present heaven and earth are but transient. Six

times are we reminded that they shall pass by (Matt. 5:18,

24:35; Mar. 13:31; Luke 16:17; 21:33; 2 Pet. 3:10) and

the seventh time we are told, "I perceived a new heaven

and a new earth, for the former heaven and the former

earth pass away; and the sea is no more" (Rev. 21:1).

They have flown from the face of the Enthroned and no

place has been found for them (Rev. 20:11). With this

agree the words in Peter's second epistle. After reminding

his readers of the destruction of a previous heaven and

earth by water, he tells them that the present heavens and

earth will be destroyed by fire. God's word had established

them from of old and surrounded them by the element which

was used for their destruction. But now the same word has

constituted them a storehouse of fire towards the day of

the judgment and destruction of godless men. Then the

elements shall be melted by the heat of the fire and the

works it contains shall be burned up (2 Pet. 3:10).

The "earth" really means the dry land (Gen. 1:10).

It does not include the sea. The waters which engulfed

the earth were not there originally (Gen. 1:2; Job 38:8-

11). Jehovah formed it to be inhabited (Isa. 45:18). So

it will be in the new creation (Rev. 21:1).

There was an earth before the present: there will be

one after this earth has vanished; consequently there are

three earths. One, as originally created, lasted till the

cataclysm spoken of in Gen. 1:2. The second is the present

earth. The third will be inaugurated with the new creation

(Isa. 65:17, Rev. 20:11).

Three eons and three worlds are staged upon the present

earth. It lasts "for the next eon", or, as we are accustomed

to saying, "forever" (Gen. 49:26; Deut. 33:15; Psa. 78:69;

104:5; Ecc. 1:4).



(3) THE FIVE WORLDS

KOCMOC

The underlying thought of kosmos, the word for "world",

is adornment or ornamentation. It is used in the LXX

to translate the Hebrew adee ornament (Ex. 33:4, 5, 6;

2 Sam. 1:24; Isa. 49:18; Jer. 2:32,4:30; Eze. 7:20; 16:11:

23:40). It is twice used for "beauty" (Pro. 20:29, Isa.

3:18). It is given a special and dignified use when the

"army" of heaven is mentioned. Then it was thought best

to translate "the heavenly orders". In the inspired Greek

scriptures it is used but once in the sense of ornament or

adornment (1 Pet. 3:3).

Order or system seem to be the controlling idea in

kosmos as the Spirit of God uses it. The deluge was sent

not merely to drown the ungodly, but to put an end to the

monstrous system of things which threatened the whole

with a far worse fate. Therefore we read that He "spared

not the ancient world" (2 Pet. 2:5). Peter reminds those

who are about to face the judgment of "this present evil

age" what happened to crush the world as then constituted.

But he reminds them also of still another world even before

the one which the flood destroyed (2 Pet. 3:5, 6). The

heavens were of old and the earth standing out of and

through the water; through which the world that then was,

being overflowed with water, perished. This is the cata

clysm of Gen. 1:2.

The present world is often spoken of in a way which can

hardly be true of the next world, or coming eon. The Lord

was not of this world (John 8:23), neither is His Kingdom

of this world (John 18:36) for then would his officers fight.

When this world began, after the flood, mankind was given

the authority of life and death, the sword was placed in

human hands (Gen. 9:5-6). So all the kingdoms of this

world obtain and sustain their authority. It was not so
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before the flood and it will not be so when He comes

whose right it is to reign.

The key to the division of the Divine Calendar into its

"worlds" lies in the otherwise enigmatic statement "the

eon of this cosmos" (Eph. 2:2). This clearly shows that

eons and worlds are contemporaneous: they synchronize.

We are thus enabled to give a chart of all the worlds, even

when not specifically mentioned.

Let us rejoice then that "the fashion of this world is

transient" (1 Cor. 7:31). The sjrstem which so often jars

and unnerves us is passing by and will yield to the grand

kingdom world and the still grander world when the new

earth springs forth in response to His word. But even

these grand worlds will not ornament His glory as that

grand consummation when God will enjoy the ripened fruit

which the worlds will win for Him.



(4) THE FIVE EONS OR "AGES"

MCDN

God's glory demands expression. The Son of God, who

is the effulgence of that glory, is the executive of this

Divine purpose (Heb. 1:2). He is the Divine Expression

(John 1:1).. Through Him, with this end in view, God

made the eons.

Time was when there were no "ages" or eons to mark

the dial of eternity. God's purpose and favor was promised

us before the eons first began their course. They were

given us before the times of the eons (2 Tim. 1:9; Tit. 1:2).

THE EONIAN TIMES

The Times of the Eons are the scene of sin. They

record its entrance and foretell its exit. They had a

definite Beginning and will have a definite Consummation.

Theology has made one of its hugest blunders in stretching

the terms descriptive of these times into such expressions

as "forever" and "forever and ever". As will be seen from

the chart, these phrases have definite boundaries and a

distinct end. The scriptures use them of the past where

all must acknowledge that they cannot denote "eternal".

In order to hide this from us the word usually translated

"eternal" and "everlasting" is changed to "world"! (Rom.

16:25; 2 Ti. 1:9; Tit. 1:2). It simply means eonian, or

the times occupied by the eons. If they had translated con

sistently they would have rendered Ps. 73:12 "the ungodly,

who prosper forever"!

The entire span of time is divided into three grand

divisions. Before the Beginning we have the Pre-eonian

Times. After the Consummation, we have the Post-eonian

Times. Between these lie the Times of the Eons. This may

be shown graphically thus:
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The Eonian Times
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The grand infinitudes of time before the beginning and

after the consummation have much in common, chiefly that

in the beginning God was All: in the consummation He will

be All in all. Sin is entirely absent. This cannot be said

of any of the eons, for Satan was a murderer from the very

Beginning (John 8:44), and the Son does not subdue all

things until the Consummation.

THE SYMMETRY OF THE EONS

All of God's handiwork is harmonious and symmetrical.

Nature and Revelation are both exquisitely poised. If we

indeed have before us even a crude representation of the

grand outlines of universal history, it must reveal its innate

beauty and comeliness.

The cross is the crisis of the eons. It stands at the center

of the present evil eon, which is bounded in the past by the

Deluge, in the future by the Day of Wrath. "The days

of the Son of Man" are the antitype of the "days of Noah"

(Mt. 24:39). Between these two severe judgments lies the

eon in which we now live.

On either side we have the Disruption (Gen. 1:2) and

the Great White Throne Judgment (Rev. 20:11-15). These

are also the boundaries of the present earth. In one case

water destroyed the earth. In the other it will be trans-

formed by fire.
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An eon further on either side, we have the Beginning

and the Consummation. The Beginning inaugurates what

the Consummation concludes. These are the limits God

has prescribed. Beyond, we cannot pass.

Thus we find that the eons are symmetrically grouped

and pivoted upon the cross. To it all things converge;

from it all things flow.

The first and the last eons correspond. In the dim past

the sons of God compassed its ruin (Gen. 1:2). In the

glorious future the Son of God will restore all to more than

pristine glory (Heb. 1:8).

The second and fourth eons are also complementary.

Adam's sad failure is retrieved in the fourth by his greater

Son.

The Son of Mankind rules the fourth eon; the last is

under the sway of the Son of God.

The present, the central eon, is the only one under

human government. The death penalty, delegated to man

in order to execute justice, leads to the most unjust act of

all the eons—the murder of the Son of God. His cross

stands in solitary and solemn sublimity, in the very heart

and center of all*.

THE PRESENT EON

With a laudable desire to "rightly divide the word of

truth" it has become customary to assign the present

economy to a distinct "age" from that in which our Lord

lived while on earth. The distinctions which are made are

most important and commendable, but if we use the term

"age" to describe them we are guilty of a radical departure

from the form of sound words. (2 Tim. 1:13). Our Lord

lived in the very same "age" or eon as ourselves. We shall

use the word "eon" as the representative of the Greek aidn,

for the sake of clearness and consistency. We have been

using the word "age", but since this term has of late

become associated with unscriptural thoughts which can be

more easily avoided than corrected, we will use "eon" in

the future. This will help to clear up the confusion which

so many varying lists of the "dispensations" or "ages"

may have caused.
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The present is a separate economy but not a distinct eon

from that in which our Lord lived. It does not end until

that "coming eon" ("world to come" A. V.) of which He

told them (Mk. 10:30; Luke 18:30) is inaugurated. He

could not have meant that the present Secret Economy is

the "coming eon", for that eon will be quite different from

the present (Lu. 20:35). Indeed, it is preceded by a resur

rection (<?/. 2 Tim. 2:18).

He could speak of the end of this eon and include much

that can only take place after the present economy has run

its course. The harvest at the end of this eon is connected

with the Son of Man and the Kingdom (Matt. 13:39, 40,

49). When the disciples ask Him, "What shall be the

sign of * * the end of the eon" (Matt. 24:3) He does

not initiate them into the present secret economy, He does

not even stop to mention the destruction of Jerusalem, but

warns them that the end will not come "until this gospel of

the Kingdom" has been proclaimed as a witness unto all

nations. The sign of the end of the eon is the Son of Man

Himself coming in the clouds of heaven with power and

great glory (Matt. 24:30).

Such, then, is the future boundary of this eon. But when

did it begin? We have seen that our Lord's ministry is

comprised within its bounds, but how long it had existed

before this, we are not directly told.

A remarkable expression in Eph. 2:2 gives us the key

to the solution of this question. It reads literally, "the

eon of this cosmos". The thought is, the eon belonging to

or associated with this world or system of things. When

was the present order of things inaugurated ? In 2 Pet. 2:5

we read of the antediluvian as "the old world". There were

worlds before the present. It also tells us that the present

world dates back only to the deluge.

It may be well to remind ourselves that while the word

"world" has a wide application, it refers primarily to the

organic, systematic constitution of creation or society. It

never refers merely to the material substance of which the

universe is composed.
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Order is pleasant to behold, so we are not surprised to

find that the Greek word kosmos reverts at times to its

original meaning "ornament" (1 Pet. 3:3). Indeed, its

verb always means "to adorn". A radical change in the

disposition of authority, such for instance as the committal

of government to human hands after the flood; and such as

will occur when the Son of Man takes the throne in the

Day of the Lord—these changes work such a revolution

in the constitution of human society that each is a distinct

system or world by itself.

There was a world then, before the deluge; and another

will be inaugurated at "the coming eon".

The present world began at the deluge and ends with

His manifestation. This eon also ends at that time, and,

as it is the eon of this world, it, too, began at the deluge.

The worlds and the eons synchronize. They are but dif

ferent aspects of the same thing. A world recognizes the

constitution of affairs while an eon is concerned with the

effects of such a system and its duration.

THE READJUSTMENT OF THE EONS

The system or plan of the eons had been adjusted with

a view to Israel's acceptance of Messiah. This will be

readily seen on the chart showing the Spheres of Blessing.

When folded, it shows complete circles of ever widening

blessing for the earth. But when Israel refused to accept

Him a readjustment was necessary. This is what the

apostle explains to believing Hebrews (who were most

vitally interested in the turn affairs would take now that

the nation as a whole did not believe). The eons were

readjusted to suit this new emergency, so that the state of

things they looked upon was not derived from the previous

condition of affairs, before Israel was thrust aside (Heb.

11:3 "the worlds were framed"!). Meanwhile, believing

Hebrews must await the coming of the Kingdom, as the

cloud of faithful witnesses had done before them.

But God does not wait. He hastens on and, through the

ministries of the apostle Paul, in spirit, lavishes upon aliens

rich blessings greater far than those which Israel spurned.
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Instead of hindering they hasten the outflow of His favor.

Instead of waiting a thousand years for a new creation

with its attendant reconciliation of mankind, these are

brought forward immediately. Though men send Christ

back without His earthly crown, God gives Him the sov

ereignty of heaven. In place of paradise regained, we see

the sovereignty of the empyrean attained. The interval of

Israel's apostasy gives the needed opportunity to attend to

those celestial regions which had not been included in His

counsels concerning the earth. He fills up the word of

God (Col. 1:25) and provides for the complete reconcilia

tion of the entire universe (Col. 1:20).

THE CONSUMMATION OF THE EONS

In this light we can understand the statement of the

apostle that the consummations of the eons had arrived (1

Cor. 10:11). Not indeed that consummation which must

still wait more than two eons before it can be realized, but

that spiritual consummation effected by their readjustment.

A reference to the chart showing The Spheres of Bless

ing will show how closely the present administration har

monizes with the consummation. Both are balanced by the

pre-eonian times. In these God is sovereign in His work,

unhampered by the help of man. Hence matters are not in

ceptive and fragmentary, but mature and complete (Col.

2:10).

In Christ, all who are His, are both mature and complete.

Just as the consummation ushers in the time when all things

are perfected and there is no need of further effort, so it is

now, in spirit. The imperfect transitory administrations of

the past have been brushed aside. So satisfactory is it all

to God that He Himself comes forth to win men to Him

(2 Cor. 5:20) and, unhindered by sin, gives them the high

est place in all the universe (Col. 3:3).

The return to sacrifice and law and ceremony in the

coming eon of the Kingdom but emphasizes the fact that,

in spirit, we are beyond its earthly administrations. They

are a retreat to fit the Davidic covenant which falls far short

of the transcendant favor that is ours.



THE REAL SECRET—A

HIDDEN MYSTERY

In our mistaken enthusiasm to apply every promise

in the Scriptures to us, and to interlink our destiny with

that which a more mature study reveals belongs to the

Jews, we endeavored to discover prophetic unfoldings in

the Hebrew Scriptures of the development of the church

which is His body. The simple statement of the apostle

Paul that it was a secret should convince us that it is not

even hinted at in the prophetic writings, nor alluded to

in any of the earlier Scriptures.

When we come to see that the present period is a

parenthesis, an interim; and that the rest of the Scrip

tures unfold a consistent purpose for the development

of the Nation of Destiny to be used for enlightenment

and blessing of all others, we shall begin to understand

the unique place of the apostle Paul in his relationship

to the church; and to know him as the ambassador of

Christ Jesus for the guidance of the church.

It should be clearly understood that the apostle Paul

was not one of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. This was

clearly brought out in a very interesting article in the

"Watch Tower7' in the 20's. When Peter addressed the

council of disciples at Jerusalem, he laid down the condi

tions of apostleship, and Matthias was selected in accord

with the very means ordained by Jehovah for selections

—witness examples1 in the Hebrew Scriptures.

Paul was specially chosen of the Lord to be an apos

tle to the nations. He was given revelations and a mes

sage which the twelve apostles of the Lamb not only
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never received or taught, but which they did not and

could not understand. None of the twelve apostles ever

preached to gentiles, as such. The instances of Peter's

message to Cornelius and Philip (a disciple, not an apos

tle) to the eunuch were messages to those who had

already accepted the Israelites' worship and had

acknowledged Israel's God.

Paul did preach the kingdom message to Israel dur

ing the transition period, while the kingdom privileges

were still being offered to Israel; and, when doing this,

he made it clear that all such blessings! were to the Jews

first. Even the believers among the Jews, as a rule, did

not take kindly to Paul's offering blessings to the gen

tiles. This provoked them to jealousy, just as G-od had

foretold (Deut. 32:21). The very antagonism, which

some of believing Israel manifested, fulfilled the Word

of God, and led to Israel's being cast off, and the mes

sage being sent to the nations—a message which, after

the casting off of Israel, showed no preference, but was

one in which all should be joint-partakers, a joint-allot

ment, joint-enjovers of a celestial calling in Christ Jesus

(Eph. 3:6).

This was kept an entire secret, says the apostle Paul

in the first chapter of Ephesians1. It never had been made

manifest before. In this chapter he makes it clear that

this was according to the will of God. This will is dis

cussed under the three captions: the delight of His will,

the secret of His will, and the counsel of His will. It

delighted God to prepare a "complement" for His Son,

to be identified with Him in the heavenly allotment to

be used in reconciling the universe to God (Col. 1:20).

It was the secret of His will, in that He did not divulge

any of its blessings until the proper time—after Israel

had thrice refused to acknowledge God's provisions:

once, when they spurned the prophets' warnings and

admonitions; again, when they rejected and crucified

the Son of God; and last, when they committed the "un-
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pardonable sin" by rejecting the Holy Spirit's message,
as recorded in the book of Acts. Those thus refusing the

privileges which were offered to them will not enjoy the

blessings that are promised, which will come to regen

erated Israel in the Millennial Age. When they thus

completely rejected the kingdom message and offer, it

was time to unfold the secret (Acts 28:28), and the

Secret Economy was ushered in, and the real mystery

began to unfold.

Leading up to all these developments, God had un

folded such features of His purpose as were due to be

understood, explained, and expressed; hence, He oper

ated the entire universe according to the counsel of His

will.

To attempt to include in the blessings of the

"Church, which is His body," the promises made to

Israel, and the messages of the epistles written to the

Circumcision, is to confuse rather than to rightly divide

the Word of Truth.

God has stated that He is the Saviour of all man,

especially of those that believe (1 Tim. 4:10). So, in

the execution of His purpose, He has been providing spe

cial salvation for those elected to serve the interests of

the rest of the universe. Through the medium of believ

ing Israel, as the seed of Abraham on earth, during the

coming age or eon, He will bless all the families of the

earth, which blessing will lead to the ultimate salvation of

all humankind. For, "even as, in Adam all are dying,

thus, in Christ also, all shall be made alive" (1 Cor.

15: 22). As glorious as this result will be, it alone would

leave untouched many more who have departed from the

will of God, and are estranged from Him, through dis

obedience—those of the celestial realms. It will be given

to the "church which is His body" to be of the elect

class that will reconcile "all to Himself" (Col. 1:20).

Thus, special salvation is for the purpose of accom

plishing for the others the salvation promised and the
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reconciliation whereby God shall become All in all

(See 1 Corinthians, fifteenth chapter.)

It should be clearly understood that the celestial

allotment is given through the grace of Christ, and is not

based upon any work that we can do. James taught the

Circumcision that "faith without works is dead/' but

Paul taught the nations that "in grace are you saved,

through faith, and this is not out of you; it is God's

ablation" (Eph. 2:8). A proper appreciation of this

ssecret will lead to true devotion to His will and purpose,

a devotion which will determine the award the saint in

Christ Jesus will receive at the dais of Christ; but the

place in the body of Christ is secured through the fin

ished work of Calvary, and no limitations or discrimina

tions made on earth will have the slightest recognition

by our Lord. He has given the revelation; He fulfilled

the conditions; and He is faithful Who promises.



OUR LORD'S RETURN TO ISRAEL

AND THE PRE-EXPECTANCY OF THE CHURCH

WHICH IS HIS BODY

The question whether our Lord has returned or will return is

of utmost importance to every true Christian. Let God's Word

answer it. In the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew this ques

tion is dealt with especially, and so let us examine carefully

that chapter, and in doing so honestly face the facts. Let us

by God's grace come to His Word in reverence and with an

open mind; not to prove some theory we may have, but with

a sincere desire to know the truth. Surely, that is the heart

desire of every real Christian. May God bless our study to His

praise and to our edification.

It is well to bear in mind that when Christ Jesus comes as

King, He will come in power and great glory, and will speak

with authority as God's true representative, and all must obey

Him (Acts 3:23). Many who have been or are heads of some

church or other organization have deceived themselves and

others into thinking that they are God's special representa

tives; therefore, to all intents and purposesi, they are the

Christ, and that when they speak, it is as it were God speaking

and all must obey. It is a strong delusion, and while it may

not be the very delusion Christ warned of when He said, "Many

shall be coming in My name, saying, 'I am the Christ!'" it is,

surely, a strong delusion we Christians should be aware of.

Furthermore, we should not be satisfied with a "proof" text

as conclusive proof that a certain theory is correct, but make

sure the context justifies the application. In verse 3, we read:

"Now at His sitting on the mount of Olives, the disciples came

to Him^privately, saying, 'Tell us, when will these things be?

Tell us what is the sign of Thy presence and of the conclusion

(sunteieia) of the eon?'" Notice, the disciples did not ask for

many signs of His presence and for many signs of the conclu

sion of the age, but for one sign indicating both His presence

and the conclusion of the eon (Mat. 24:3).

Let us follow the words of our Lord in answer to this ques

tion. "Answering, Jesus said to them, 'Beware that no one

should be deceiving you. For many shall be coming in My

name, saying, 'I am the Christ!' and shall be deceiving many.

Yet you shall be about to be hearing battles, and tidings of

battles. See that you are not alarmed, for it must be occurring,
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but not as yet is the consummation (telos)'," concerning which

you are questioning (verses 4-6). He warned them not to be

lieve anyone who would come and say, "I am the Christ," be

cause the time of His presence would not yet have arrived. He

let them understand that He would not return in a short time

after His departure. This He did for their peace of mind.

He further said: "For roused shall be nation against nation,

and kingdom against kingdom, and there shall be famines and

quakes in places. Yet all these are the beginning of pangs"

(verse 7, 8). "Then [during these sorrows] shall they be giv

ing you up to affliction, and they shall be killing you, and you

shall be hated by all of the nations because of My name. And

then many shall be snared, and they shall be giving one an

other up and hating one another" (verses 9, 10).

This prophecy seems on the verge of fulfillment, and if we

would understand His words, we do well to bear in mind He

was "not commissioned except for the lost sheep of the house

of Israel" (Mat. 15:24); "for the sake of the truth of God, to

confirm the patriarchal promises" (Rom. 15:8); and that,

therefore, the words of verse 9, 10 have reference to Israel

and not to the members of the body of Christ.

"And many false prophets shall be roused, and shall be de

ceiving many" (verse 11). It has hitherto been explained by

some that verse 11 refers to the Catholics and Protestants, but

the context clearly shows that it refers to a time just before

His return. It is known by all that the Catholics and Protest

ants have not and do not prophesy other than what they have

known and taught, and that they are stable in their doctrines,

false or true. Only some Adventists and Spiritists and the

International Bible Students Association did foretell or declare

His presence, but the facts show their declarations have not
been true, and no one can deny it. Remember the year 1914.

What expectations were attached to that year, but in vain

Remember the years 1918, 1921, and especially the year 1925

A. D. None of these prophecies were fulfilled. Read what the

Word of God says about such prophets: "And if thou say in

thine heart, How shall we know the word which the Lord hath

not spoken? When a prophet speaketh in the name of the

Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing

which the Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken

it presumptuously: thou shalt not be afraid of him" (Deut.
18:21, 22, Authorized Version).

And then the Master goes on to say: "And, because of the

multiplication of lawlessness, the love of many shall be cooling.

Yet he who endures to the consummation, he shall be saved.

And this evangel of the kingdom shall be heralded in the whole

inhabited earth for a testimony to all the nations, and then the

consummation shall be arriving" (verse 12-14).

From John the Baptist until some time before our Lord's

crucifixion, and from Pentecost until the close of the period
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covered by the book of Acts, the evangel of the kingdom was

heralded to Israel accompanied by the mighty signs and

powers of the kingdom, but despite the signs and powers Israel

rejected the kingdom, crucified our Lord and persecuted His

followers. Paul then, as recorded in Acts 28:25-28, officially

ended the heralding to Israel of their kingdom and con

fined himself to his evangel of conciliation and the call of the

body church. As a consequence, the commission of Matthew

24:14 has stood in abeyance and will stand in abeyance until

just before our Lord's return to Israel, when those who shall

then be chosen of Israel shall proclaim it to all the inhabited

earth, accompanied by the signs and powers of the kingdom.

It is true that many great church organizations and some

lesser organizations of our days have mistakenly thought that

the proclamation of the kingdom was the commission given to

the church today, and so have with great zeal proclaimed it,

but with no effect. Apart from the fact that they had not and

never will have any authority to proclaim it, how could they

expect the people to hear them when they would not hear the

early disciples, whose heralding was accompanied by all the

signs and powers of the kingdom. While it is true that the

lawlessness and false predictions of these organizations has

resulted in the love of many of their members waxing cold,

and has brought much persecution upon those who, deluded by

these organizations, have antagonized the "powers that be,"

and also upon those who by holding faithfully to the Word of

God have come into disfavor with these organizations; never

theless, these conditions are not the fulfillment of the Master's

words. These conditions persist among the gentiles, while our

Lord's words were addressed to Israel and concern only Israel,

and manifestly their application is still future.

The fulfillment of verses 15-29, while very near at hand, is

still future, and these verses have their application at the con

clusion of the eon in relation to Israel.

Jesus, having spoken this astounding prophecy, then said:

"And then shall appear the sign of the Son of Mankind in

heaven, and then shall grieve all the tribes of the land, and

they shall see the Son of Mankind coming on the clouds of

heaven with power and much glory. And He shall be dispatch

ing His messengers with a loud sounding trumpet, and they

shall be assembling His chosen from the four winds, from the

extremities of the heavens to their extremities. Now from the

fig tree learn a parable. Whenever its bough should already be

becoming tender, and the leaves sprouting out, you know that

summer is near. Thus you, also, whenever you may be per

ceiving all these things, know that He is near—at the doors.

Verily. I am saying to you that under no circumstances may

this generation be passing by till all these things should be

occurring" (verses 30-34).

The statements made in verses 30 and 31 are very impor-
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tant to all. Here He states (1) the time when the sign of His

coming and of the consummation of the age, which the apostles

were asking for, shall appear; (2) what shall be the signs;

(3) when He shall descend from heaven; (4) in what manner

He shall come, and (5) what is the first thing He shall per

form upon His arrival.

In verse 30, our Lord describes the time when He shall

descend from heaven, saying that after the great tribulation

all the tribes of the land shall see Him coming from heaven

with power and great glory. That no man could doubt the time

when our Lord will return or descend from heaven, He gave

an illustration from the fig tree and from all trees, saying:

"Whenever its bough should already be becoming tender, and

the leaves sprouting out, you know that summer is near."

Then, note very carefully His statement in verse 33: "When

ever you may be perceiving all these things (including the

abomination of desolation standing in the holy place, and the

great tribulation such as has not occurred from the beginning

of the world), know that He is near—at the doors. Verily, I

am saying to you that under no circumstances may this gen

eration be passing by till all these things should be occurring"

(verses 32-34).

Surely, no one will be so bold as to say "all these things"

have occurred! They should, yes, they would, have occurred

had Israel believed on their Messiah, but now, upon the author

ity of the Master's own words, He is not present. Who dare

deny His words? The time of His coming is after the great

tribulation. His blessed coming for the church which is His

body and to Israel is still future!

The sign of the coming of the Son of Man will be Christ

Himself coming with power and great glory. When God prom

ised to send a Saviour to the world, He said, "Therefore the

Lord Himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall con

ceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel" (Isa.

7:14, Authorized Version). When the Saviour was born, then

the angel said to the shepherds: "And this is the sign to you:

you will be finding a Babe, swaddled and lying in a manger"

(Luke 2:12). When our Lord returns the second time, all the

tribes of the land shall see Him coming with power and great

glory. This shall be the most wonderful sign to all people.

This coming of our Lord with power and great glory will also

be the sign of the consummation of the age. With the coming

of our Lord in power, this evil age will end.

By using the illustration of the putting forth of the leaves

of trees, our Lord desired to teach His followers that when

they see Israel's national revival, then they should expect

that His coming is very near, but not yet here. "Now concern

ing that day and hour no one is aware, neither the messengers

of the heavens nor the Son; except the Father only" (verse

36). "Be watching, then for you are not aware what day your
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Lord is coming" (verses 42-44). "Now what I am saying to you

I am saying to all: "'Watch!'" (Mark 13:32-37).

Some have taught that our Lord would and even has re

turned to the earth, unobserved and unknown by anyone. Our

Lord Himself and His disciples taught differently. They testi

fied that our Lord would eome again, suddenly and unexpected

ly, with power and great glory to be visible to all. Our Lord

and the apostle informed us, that when the Son of Man comes

again, He will come as a thief. A thief comes unexpectedly, in

the night.

How utterly obscure are His words to them when they be

lieve our Lord has already returned! If so, then His words are

an admonition for which there is no further need, or they are

watching for something to happen that has already taken place

years ago! How meaningless!

A similar statement is found in Luke 17:20-30, when our

Lord was asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God

would come. He answered, saying: "The kingdom of God is

not coming with scrutiny." He warned His disciples, saying:

"Then, if anyone should be saying, 'Lo! Here is Christ!' or

'Here!' you should not be believing it. For roused shall be

false christs and false prophets, and they shall be giving great

signs and miracles, so as to deceive, if possible, even the chos

en. Lo! I have declared it to you before. If, then, they should

be saying to you, 'Lo! in the wilderness is He!' you may not
be coming out, 'Lo! in the storeroom!' you should not be be

lieving it. For even as the lightning is coming out from the

east and is appearing as far as the west, thus shall be the

presence of the Son of Mankind" (Mat. 24:23-28).

Note the repeated warnings to believe not those who say
Christ is present! Nowhere are we warned against those who

say He is not yet present. When He returns, the fact will be

so manifest mo one will then say He is not present.

His second advent (coming) will be sudden and visible as
lightning. The Lord also compared His coming with the flood
in the day of Noah and with the destruction of Sodom in the
time of Lot. The flood came down upon the face of the earth
suddenly (beside Noah and his family, no one expected it).

How unexpected was the fire sent upon the people of Sodom!
Likewise, Jesus Christ will return unexpectedly a second time.
The Word of God speaks of our Lord's return everywhere as a

sudden event. Faithful ones, by studying the Word of God and
observing the events in the world, will know that the time of

our Lord is near, and, therefore, they will be glad and more
zealous in His service.

What does it mean when it states that our Lord will come

in the clouds of heaven? What are the clouds of heaven?
In Acts 1:9-11, we read that when our Lord was talking to

the apostles, "He was lifted up, and a cloud took Him up from

their eyes. And, as they were looking intently into heaven at
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His going, lo! two men stand beside them in white attire, who

said also, 'Men! Galileans! Why do you stand looking* into

heaven? This Jesus. Who is being taken up [in the cloud] from

you into heaven shall come thus, in the manner [He shall come

down in a cloud of heaven] in which you gaze at Him going

into heaven." With a bright cloud, in the glory of His Father,

our Lord Jesus shall descend from heaven at His second ad

vent. If we claim that the important events in the Old Testa

ment were to foreshadow the greater things to come, how much

more glorious would the heavenly cloud be, and how much

more wonderful would the glory of our Lord be, when He shall

be coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory!

Our Lord Jesus will be revealed "at the unveiling of the

Lord Jesus from heaven with His powerful messengers, in

flaming fire dealing out vengeance to those who are not ac

quainted with God" (2 Thes. 1:7, 8). "Now immediately after

the affliction of those days the sun shall be darkened and the

moon shall not be giving her beams, and the stars shall be fall

ing from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shak

en (see Hebrews 12:26). And then shall appear [one] sign of

the Son of Mankind in heaven" (verses 29, 30). Then, all the

tribes of the land shall see the Son of Man coming in the

clouds of heaven with power and great glory. Seeing this, all

the tribes of the land shall mourn.

Will all the tribes of the land see our Lord descending from

heaven approaching to the earth?

The Bible, which is the only true source of the Christian

faith, asserts that those who pierced Him will, while some

seem to deny it. When our Lord was coming out of the temple,

He told the Jews, "You may by no means be perceiving Me

henceforth, till you should be saying, 'Blessed is He Who is

coming in the name of the Lord!'" (Mat. 23:39). There our

Lord hinted to the Jews that at some time they shall recognize

their mistake, and seeing Him coming in the glory of God,

shall say, Really, He is blessed. He testified that all the tribes

of the land shall see Him coming in a cloud of heaven with

power and great glory, because He will reveal Himself to

Israel, and no one can stop Him from doing so. (See Acts 7:

55, 56; 26:16; 1 Cor. 15:9; 9:1; Num. 22:23-33; 1 Chron. 21:

16-20; Mat. 28:2-4.)

Let us not be found among those who deny that our Lord

will return in flesh. John states that such are deceivers and

antichrists. His words are: "Many deceivers entered into the

world who not confessing Jesus anointed coming in flesh; this

is the deceiver and the antichrist" (2 John 7, Diaglott inter

linear).

THE RAPTURE A PRIOR EXPECTATION OF THE SAINTS

Miuch confusion might be avoided if all recognized the fact

that the Scriptures draw a sharp line of demarcation between
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our Lord coming for His church, the body of Christ, and His

coming to Israel as their Messiah-King. The former is referred

to in the Scriptures as a prior expectation ("Who is operating

all in accord with the counsel of His will, that we should be for

the laud of His glory, who are preexpectant in the Christ"—

Eph. 1:12), which prior expectation shall be consummated

when the dead in Christ and those of His who are alive when

He comes are "snatched away together ... to meet the Lord

in the air" (1 Thes. 4:13-18).

Concerning His coming to the earth as Israel's Messiah-

King, it is stated: "Now Enoch, the seventh from Adam, proph

esies to these also, saying, 'Lo! the Lord came among ten thou

sand of His saints, to do judging against all"1 (Jude 14, 15).

See to it that we are not of the Hymeneus class, concerning

whom Paul said, "Who swerve as to the truth, saying that the

resurrection has already occurred, and are subverting the

faith of some." This doctrine, Paul states in 2 Timothy 2:

17, 18, was as gangrene.

It might be interesting to note that tne two aspects of our

Lord's return were illustrated by the two aspects of His ascen

sion. It is evident that He made a secret ascension before the

visible ascension from Mount Olivet. He told Mary not to

touch Him, as He had not yet ascended. After making that

secret ascension formally to present the offering He had given,

as typified in the Hebrew services and ceremonies, He did not

object to the women holding Him by the feet, as if fearful of

losing Him again, or to Thomas' handling Him, to be sure it

was really He. Before the first ascension, He could not come

into contact with any thing of sinful flesh. Witness the care

of the High Priest before entering the Most Holy.

So shall our Lord return first to "meet the saints" in the

air; and subsequently to Israel at the Mount of Olives.
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On page 91 of the Divine Plan of the Ages, the writer pre

sents these beautiful thoughts: "Close your eyes for a moment

to the scenes of misery and woe, degradation and sorrow that

yet prevail on account of sin, and picture before your mental

vision the glory of the perfect earth. Not a stain of sin mars

the harmony and peace of a perfect society; not a bitter

thought, not an unkind look or word; love, welling up from

every heart, meets a kindred response in every heart, and

benevolence marks every act. There sickness shall be no more;

not an ache nor a pain, nor any evidence of decay—not even

the fear of such things. Think of all the pictures of compara

tive health and beauty (of form and feature that you have ever

seen, and know that perfect humanity will be of surpassing

loveliness. The inward purity and mental and moral perfec

tion will stamp and glorify every radiant countenance. Such

will earth's society be; and weeping bereaved ones will have

their tears all wiped away, when thus they realize the resur

rection work complete (Rev. 21:4).

"And this is the change in human society only. We call to

mind that the earth also, which was 'made to be inhabited' by

such a race of beings, is to be a fit abode for them, as repre

sented in the Edenic paradise, in which the representative man

was at first placed. Paradise shall be restored. The earth shall

no more bring forth thorns and briars, and require the sweat

•of man's face to yield his bread, but the 'earth shall [easily

and naturally] yield her increase'. 'The desert shall blossom

as the rose'."

In the above beautiful picture, a glorious future is forecast.

It is significant, however, that the writer, while vividly por

traying the joy and happiness that shall come, and the things

that shall be done away with, omits the most significant of all.

"Death shall be abolished" (2 Tim. 1:10). Joy could not be eter

nal nor universal if some were holden in death (call it "Adam-

ic" death or "Second Death"). The picture of the future is

greatly enhanced if we get into it all the details that the

Scriptures give; and one that is necessary to make the presen

tation perfect is the fact that death shall be abolished, and

the operation of evil shall be banished, and a completely rec

onciled universe presented to God that He may and shall

become

ALL IN ALL.



EVIL AND SIN

The basic truth of divine revelation, that all is of God

(Rom. 11:36) is so severe a strain on the faith of Christ

endom, that men instinctively reject it, excusing their

unfaith on the ground that it is repulsive to their

spiritual natures. They seek to shelve it by making the

devil the source of all evil, yet they fail to tell us how

the enemy could originate it, unless the power or capac

ity were given him by his Creator.

We sympathize heartily with the motive of those who

shrink from associating evil with God, because we find

that their conception of evil and sin is such that they

cannot believe God's plain statements concerning them,

but must modify God's Word to suit their misconcep

tion. There is dire need, therefore, of further searching

the Scriptures on this subject.

There are many passages in God's Word which bear

out the great truth that all things—the evil as well as the

good—find their source in the one and only God, Who

alone can originate. Whence are the sufferings of crea

tion, the evil that has perplexed philosophers and con

founded the wise ? Paul writes that the creation was not

subjected to vanity voluntarily. It had no will or choice

in the matter. God is subjecting it against its will (Eom.

8:20). And the reason is not far to seek. It is only

temporary. It is in expectation. Our sufferings will

lead to an overwhelming glory, for which these suffer

ings are essential. Creation is enslaved by corruption
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with a view to a liberty which can only be enjoyed by

that which has tested its opposite.

There is one feature which is common to all opposi

tion to this truth, and that is the failure to distinguish

between evil and sin. We have quoted the words of

Jehovah Himself, "I . . . create evil" (Isa. 45:7), and

immediately we are accused of teaching that God is the

author of sin. Now we did not write the passage in

Isaiah, nor is the prophet responsible. It is the word of

Jehovah Himself, and He ought to know. Speaking of

the physical creation, He challenges Job,

Where wast thou when I earth's foundations laid?

Sayi, if thou knowest and understandest it!

Well might He say to those who deny His creation of

evil, Where were you when evil was created, since you

know I had no hand in it ? We admire their zeal for

God, but we deplore their denial of His words. What

causes the confusion which leads to such dire misunder

standing? It lies largely, we believe, in the lack of dis

crimination. Instead of the Creator of evil being the

Author of sin, we are sure that He cannot sin.

In the languages of revelation evil and sin are clearly

distinguished by terms not in any way related to each

other. Our translations are only partially consistent,

so that there is some excuse for cloudy conceptions on

these momentous themes. With very few exceptions (Job

24:21; Psa. 41:8; 140:11; Prov. 12:21), the Hebrew
stem ro underlies the English translation evil. A

few of its renderings are, break, displease, ill, effect,

harm, hurt, mischief, punish, vex, wicked. The adjective

adds to these adversity, bad, calamity, distress, grief,

grievous, heavy, ill favored, misery, naught, noisome,

sad, sore, sorrow, trouble, wretchedness, wrong. It is

evident that such diversity of translation will not aid us

in forming a correct or concise conception of the real

meaning of the term.

What is its exact import ? This is best discovered in

such passages as Psa. 2:9, where it rendered, break, or
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Dan. 2:40, also translated break. Perhaps our word

shatter is its nearest equivalent. In Daniel it is used

with the same force as the Chaldee dqq, break in

pieces, or pulverize. In the second Psalm it corresponds

to nphtz, which is rendered dash in pieces. In its lit

eral root meaning it describes the effect of iron, the hard

est of the common metals, when used to shatter and

destroy.

It has no moral bias, such as we usually associate

with it. In the passage quoted the evil is done by the

hands of the Son of Clod. He shall deal out evil to the

nations with a rod of iron when He comes again (Psa.

2:9). The fourth kingdom that will be on earth at the

time of the end will deal out evil to the other nations

before it, in turn, is the object of His evil work (Dan.

2:40).

The adjective is used of the "ill favored" kine of

Pharaoh's dream (Gen. 41:3-27). They were lean, no

doubt, but what moral evil were they guilty of? The

wonders done in Egypt were great and "sore", or evil

(Deut. 6:22). Who doubts that the Lord Himself did

this evil ? Who would insist that it was morally wrong ?

The same is true of all the evil brought upon Israel in

the land (Josh. 23:15; 1 Ki. 9:9; Neh. 13:18).

How firmly immorality is associated with evil by the

ologians is evident from their desire to shield God from
all association with it. Our common translation quite

correctly states that an evil spirit from Jehovah troubled

Saul (1 Sam. 16:14). Newberry changes this, in his

margin, to a sad spirit! This literally shows the "sad"

effect of the unfounded fallacy that evil is, in itself,

tainted with sin. The evil spirit was not an emissary of
Satan, but of God. Our translators have tried to hide
this at times, as when, speaking of the waters of Jericho,

they say "the water is naught" (2 Ki. 2:19). It was evil.

Job had learned this simple lesson long before his

testing. In answer to his wife's reflection on God, he

replied "What? Shall we receive good from the hand of

God, and shall we not receive evil?" We can almost hear
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someone shout "Blasphemy !" when he reads this. But

the divine comment is, i i In all this did not Job sin with

his lips" (Job 2:10). "Out of the mouth of the Most

High proceedeth not evil and good?" (Lam. 3:38).

The neutral character of evil is evident when both

words are used together. Zimri "sinned in doing evil"

(1 Ki. 16:19). From this we may freely infer that evil

is not necessarily sin.

The claim has been repeatedly made that, since evil

is contrasted with peace, rather than good, it denotes

calamity rather than "moral" evil. This method of dis

covering the meaning of a word is a good one, but, in this

case, suffers from unskillful use. First we must be sure

of the significance of the contrastive term. Then we

must determine its real opposite. Moreover we must not

base our conclusion on a solitary text, but upon all avail

able occurrences. And, above all, we must not allow one

instance to completely overrule the plain teaching of a

multitude of others. All of these precautions are thrown

to the winds when evil is denied to "moral" evil because

it is the opposite of peace. "Peace", in Hebrew, has a

much wider range than in English. "Calamity" is not

its antonym, even in English. Evil is seldom contrasted

with peace, but often with "good", which, it is allowed

by all, gives it a universal range, to include all species of

evil.

While evil and peace are in contrast a few times, evil

and good are set over against each other often. The fol

lowing are most of the occurrences:

Gen. 2:9, 17; 3:5, 22; 24:50; 31:24, 29; 44:4; Lev.

27:10, 12. 14, 33; Num. 13 :19; 24:13; Deut. 1:39 ; 30:15;

1 Sam. 25:21; 2 Sam. 13:22; 14:17; 19:35 (36) ; 1 Ki.

3:9; 22:8, 18; 2 Chr. 18:7, 17; Job 2:10; Psa. 34:14

(15) ; 35:12; 37:27; 38:20 (21) ; 52:3 (5) ; 109:5; Prov.

14:19; 17:13; Ecc. 12:14; Isa. 5:20; Jer. 18:20; 42:6;

Lam. 3:38; Amos 5:15; Micah 3:2.

If God intends us to understand "moral" evil when

it is contrasted with "good", here is evidence sufficient

for anyone.

&re not trying to prove that God creates "moral'y
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evil, but that the distinction is unfounded and futile.

The word evil has no "moral" bias. It may or may

not be wrong. Is it "moral" evil in the following

passages, where it is coupled with good% "Whether it

be good, or whether it be evil, we will obey the voice of

Jehovah our God" (Jer. 42:6). Moral evil is sin, and

God does not demand that His people sin. Much will

be gained if the term "moral" be discarded in this dis

cussion, and "moral evil" be given its true name, sin.

Calamity usually heads the catalogue of evils that

are not "moral". Yet it is impossible to consider a single

calamity which has not a moral effect. Take the great

Japanese earthquake. No one doubts that it was a divine

infliction. And who can doubt its moral effect % Japan

cannot strike back at God. If the destruction had been

occasioned by some other nation, however, it would be

considered one of the greatest wrongs ever perpetrated

against a people. It was much worse than anything

done in the great war, for they were given no warning

and no chance to defend themselves. So that, in reality,
the proposed distinction is not between various classes

of evil, but that which is from the hand of God and that

which is from the hand of man.

Perhaps the most notable and striking dissimilarity in

the usage of evil and sin lies in their relation to sacrifice.

Indeed, that blurred idea, which struggles so unsuccess

fully to crystallize in such unscriptural expressions as

"moral evil", may be clearly conveyed in the question,

Does evil require a sacrifice? A careful consideration

of the hundreds of passages in which it occurs will lead

to the startling conviction that it is never connected

with the altar and the blood. The many occasions where

God is said to do evil are, of course, as righteous and

holy as all His acts must ever be. In the hundreds of

cases where men do evil, the presumption is that the evil

is also sin, and this is pointed out on rare occasions (IKi.

16:19). Nevertheless we have found no passage in which

the evil, as such, is to be covered by sacrifice.

In convincing contrast to this, the student who will

go over all the passages in which sin occurs, will find
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sacrifice and sin such close companions, that in scores of

cases, in the feminine form, the word sin has been ren

dered sin offering. In Leviticus, evil is mentioned

scarcely half a dozen times, and then mostly in the lat

ter part, and never in connection with the sacrifices,

while sin (including the rendering sin offering) occurs

over a hundred times.

Never is there the slightest hint that evil must be

expiated by an offering. This is necessary only when

it is sinful. A striking sentence is found in the midst of

one of the definitions of the so-called trespass or guilt

offering—the very place where we would expect to see

evil condemned. "If a soul swear pronouncing with his

lips to do evil or to do good, whatsoever it be ... then

he shall be guilty . . ." (Lev. 5:4)e

Until not only the true significance, but the moral

bias of our vocabulary agrees with the divine usage, we

shall not be able to fathom such truths as the origin of

evil and the source of sin. We have an innate repug

nance, an instinctive abhorrence of any suggestion which

seems to associate sin with God. So long as we think of

evil as essentially sin, the door is barred to an under

standing of its introduction into the universe.

The Septuagint, the Greek translation of the Hebrew

scriptures, usually uses one of two different Greek words

in rendering the Hebrew for evil. One is the element

-kak- and its derivatives, which we render evil, and the

common text translates evil, wicked, harm, ill, bad, vex,

hurt, etc. This corresponds closely with the Hebrew in

its usage. The other word is -po7ier-, literally miseky-

gush, or wicked. This is usually translated evil, wicked,

iniquity, etc. It carries with it a moral taint. Its con

texts, associated with the word evil, have given the word

the moral bias which has gradually spread until it seems

to taint the acts of Jehovah Himself.

We may be sure, then, that evil, as spoken of in the

Scriptures, is an act which shatters and demolishes and

brings with it a train of trouble and distress. But it is

neither right nor wrong in itself. This leads us to con

sider the subject of sin.
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The fall of Satan is a fundamental factor in human and

satanic theology. Like many another false notion, such

as natural immortality, it is so vital to the spirit of error

which pervades theology that no one seems to notice its

absence from the pages of holy writ. It is blasphemy to

deny it, though God has not spoken. But once we have

our eyes opened to examine God's revelation on this

point, we see that this is only one of those false traditions

which have been forced into the Word of God, in order

to darken and conceal the truth. Satan's "fall" is un

known to the Scriptures.

Satan's fall is only another and coarser form of Gnos

ticism, the "science, falsely so-called", against which the

spirit of God has warned the saints. It is the old, old,

attempt to relieve God of the responsibility of the crea

tion as we know it, and to shift its shame to the shoul

ders of His creatures. The Gnostics divided this respon

sibility among many, and thus dissipated the blame. To

day it is concentrated on Satan, the Adversary, who

deceived our parents in Eden. It did not seem to suggest

itself to the Gnostic that his scheme was not only unscrip-

tural but unscientific as well; that is, contrary to reason

as well as revelation. It shelved the problem rather than

solved it. It does not occur to the defenders of this

satanic falsehood that it is not only absent from God's

word, but no real relief in answering the question which
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it covers. If Satan fell, we must account for his fall. If

the impulse was from within, or if it came from without,

it is this which is responsible. Where did it come from?

In speaking of Satan, or the Adversary, it will be of

considerable advantage if we drop the common term

"devil". Satan is the Hebrew word for an adversary,

and has not been corrupted by misuse. "Devil" is de

rived from the Greek diabolos, but it has been incurably

corrupted by being applied to demons. Diabolos means

adversary or slanderer. A common noun, it is used of

others besides the one who has it for a title. It has a

definite and instructive significance, but "devil" has

acquired a very different, though indefinite, meaning.

"That ancient serpent, the Adversary and Satan"

(Un. 20:2) is not known by name, but by descriptive

terms and titles. He is not the only adversary or the

only slanderer, but he is the chief Adversary of God and

Christ, and the supreme Slanderer of God and man. He

is the leader of the opposition in the divine government.

It is his function to test and call in question, to thwart

and to destroy every move made by God in His adminis

tration of the universe.

Let us suppose that Adam had been named "Sinner"

instead of Adam. How would that have suited his cir

cumstances before he sinned? If we had no account of

his transgression at the tree of the knowledge of good and

evil, would we not have the strongest kind of suspicion

that his name was an index of his true character ? Adam

became entitled to the name sinner just as soon as he

became what the name describes.

So with Satan, the Adversary, the ancient serpent and

the dragon of the end time. He has many appellations,

but is there one which redeems his character? Is there

one that intimates that he ever was anything but an ad

versary and a slanderer ? The statement that the Adver

sary is sinning from the beginning is self evident be

cause he would not be a slanderer if he was not a sinner.
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He must have been called by some other title if he was

once righteous. Such is not revealed.

There is a strong tendency to ignore the plain revela

tions concerning Satan and to form a blurred, composite

picture by confusing him with every other evil spirit,

as our translators have done in the case of demons. The

motive that prompts this is palpably the desire to prove

that he is an excrescence on God's creation, which has

intruded against His purpose and intention, and in spite

of every precaution. The first step in this propaganda

is to prove that Satan was originally perfect, so that God

is not at all responsible for his subsequent default.

The various attempts to explain the entrance of sin

into the universe are all essentially the same. The mod

ern systems, though indignantly repudiating any connec

tion with Gnosticism because it is denounced in the

Scriptures, are really only a fragment of it. The Gnos

tics introduced evil by gradations. They invented a

series of angelic castes, the highest created nearly per

fect, and each lower level less so, until sin reached man.

In this way they attempted to exonerate God from the

charge of committing a great sin, but fastened on Him

the responsibility of the primeval peccadillo. Of course,

they did not look at it in this way. They thought they

were clearing Him of all implication with sin.

Modern systems are not so elaborate. Pointing to

Gen. 1:2, they assure us that Adam's fall was not the

first. If we look back of Adam we find another "fall".

Modern minds being more easily muddled than the acute

thinkers of the early centuries, it does not seem necessary

to invent still another "fall" before that, and so on ad

infinitum.

It reminds me of a label I once saw, which puzzled

my youthful, inquiring, but stubborn mind for some

time. On the label was a picture of the label itself. Of

course, on the picture of the label there must be a pic

ture of the label, and on the picture of the picture there
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must be—. So I got a microscope and found that the

artist had settled my difficulties very easily. He just

made a little blot for the picture of the picture. That is

the way theology tries to settle the origin of sin! It first

seeks to reduce it so that our perceptions are unable to

follow and then if any one insists on using a microscope

it makes a blot on God's character!

The principle is precisely the same as the "scientific"

philosophy of evolution. First reduce everything to a

mere speck of protoplasm and then—nothing! Men of

God say rightly that it is foolish to reduce everything to

a form for which there is no reason or evidence, merely

to bludgeon our minds into the acceptance of a theory

which it rejects when things are kept within the range

of human perception. It is far more foolish for those

whose minds have been enlightened by God's spirit to

use a similar course in connection with evil and sin. The

problem is not changed though we invent ever so many

4'falls", for which the Scriptures give no warrant.

Another point we must insist on if we are to be clear

concerning these things. Not only do we read of no

"fall" before Adam, we never read of the "fall" of

Adam. Let no one mistake my meaning. That Adam

sinned, transgressed, offended and became a dying crea

ture with a variety of consequences is all too true. But

God has never seen fit to use the term "fall" to denote

the fact. Ordinarily we might overlook the use of a con

venient term, but in this connection it is made the vehicle

of obscure and unscriptural thoughts. Let any one try

to transfer the facts and consequences of Adam's "fall"

to Satan, and he will soon be convinced that it is merely

a blanket to cover ignorance. A return to Scriptural

language will shed light.

The real usefulness of the term "fall" lies in the un-

proven assumption that sin has always come from with

out, as in Adam's case, to a creature originally sinless.

This would recoil on itself if it were carried to its logical
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conclusion. How many creatures in the chain suffered

a "fall" and passed on the burden of sin makes no dif

ference.

There was a first one. And we are driven to the hor

rible conclusion that God Himself must have played the

role of serpent in the first instance! Should not this

make us beware of embarking on this unscriptural and

unreasonable philosophy?

If Satan fell, where is the evidence? The word "fall"

is not used. The desperate need for some evidence is all

that is proven by the appeal to passages which no sober

student would have pressed into service otherwise.

The favorite passage for proving the original per

fection and subsequent fall of Satan is found in the

twenty-eighth chapter of Ezekiel. The "king of Tyrus",

we are told, is another name for the devil. His presence

in Eden is perhaps the only fact which points that way.

But this does not establish the identity of the serpent

with the king of Tyre. We are never told that Satan was

the only spirit who had access to the garden. Moreover,

the creature in Ezekiel was perfect at that time, for

surely it was not one of the glories of the king of Tyre

to have been in that scene as the serpent, the adversary

of God! This would put his "fall" subsequent to the

great cataclysm of the second verse of Genesis, which,

we are told, was a result of it.

The prince of Tyre is emphatically described as a

man, a human being (Eze. 28:2, 9). The king of Tyre

was known among the people and his destruction was a

matter of public astonishment. How can this apply to

Satan ? Those who have seen the ruins of Tyre and have

some idea of its ancient magnificence will find nothing

in this passage too wonderful to be accounted for. There

is not the slightest hint that it concerns any one but the

ruler of Tyre. If it involves the spiritual king of Tyre,

corresponding with the "prince of Persia", the "prince

of Grecia", or Michael, the prince of Israel (Dan. 10:
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20, 21) it is most unlikely that Satan should be assigned

to a small kingdom like Tyre, or, indeed, any single king

dom, for he claims all kingdoms as his. Why should we

give him such a subordinate place, simply to get a pas

sage to prove that he once was perfect?

Moreover, it is always well to inquire what is

intended by " perfect" in the Scriptures. The Greek has

three words for " perfect", and the Hebrew uses it for

about six. It is questionable whether it ever denotes sin-

lessness. Any other meaning would be of little value

in this discussion. The word used in Ezekiel 28:15 is

thmim, meaning flawless. The A. V. renders it with

out blemish, complete, full, perfect, sincerely, sincerity,

sound, without spot, undefiled, upright, uprightly, whole.

It is most often found of the animals used in sacrifice.

Noah was "perfect" (Gen. 6:9) in his generations. This

certainly does not mean that he was sinless. David said,

"I was also upright (perfect) before Him." Does this

prove that David escaped the lot of all of Adam's de

scendants up to this time ? It is evident that the mean

ing is limited to apparent flaws, not to innate tendencies.

It is not a question of sinlessness.

The same word "perfect" is used in the passages

which are usually adduced to prove that Satan was

created sinless, such as "His work is perfect" (Deut.

32:4), "As for God, His way is perfect" (2 Sam. 22:

31; Psa. 18:30). It does not deny the great truth that

all is of God. There is no flaw in the creation of a crea

ture perfectly adapted to carry out a part of His pur

pose. Satan is as "perfect" in this sense as any of His

creatures.

Still further, in the case of the Tyrian king, this per

fection was in his ways, till iniquity was found in him.

The iniquity did not come from without. It was in him

while his ways were perfect, but undiscovered. This can

easily be understood of a man, but cannot be applied to

a sinless creature. Iniquity could not be found in such
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a one, for it is sure evidence that sin was already there.

Our ignorance of the spiritual forces of wickedness

leads us to call them all "devils". Thus our version

calls the demons "devils", and it is common to include

Apollyon, the king of the monstrous locusts and messen

ger of the abyss, and every evil power of the unseen

world, as a "devil". There is only one Adversary, and

many of the minions of evil among the celestials are his

messengers, as is seen under the figure of a dragon

which drags a third of the heavenly host down with it.

Each kingdom or government of earth doubtless has

a spiritual "prince" or overlord, under Satan's suzer

ainty. We have been delivered from the authority of

darkness. But Satan himself is never limited to one

land. His peculiar province seems to be the aerial juris

diction. He is sovereign over all, as he was the first of

all to oppose the government of God. He did not offer

our Lord the kingdoms of Tyre and Babylon as a reward

for worship, but all the kingdoms of the earth, for he was

over all.

Were we considering the end of Satan instead of his

beginning, the very same expositors would absolutely re

fuse to accept their own identification, for, in the Au

thorized Version rendering, his practical annihilation is

tersely stated thus: "and never shalt thou be any

more." Compare this with "The devil that deceived

them . . . shall be tormented day and night for ever

and ever." Changing "for ever" to "the eons" does

not help the identification. There is no point in Satan's

career when he "shall not be". The nearest approach

is the thousand-year period, when he is bound, but the

fact that he will be loosed and lead the largest host of

his career in his final defection after that, makes it im

possible to apply this passage to the Slanderer. The

true reading, for the eon (LXX) would teach that Satan

is not alive today! The king of Tyre was judged in the

sight of those who knew his glory.
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The fact that such a passage should be pressed alto

gether out of its proper place assures us that the under

lying motive is false. If Satan was sinless from the be

ginning a plain passage could be found, and a false one

need not be distorted. Compare the words in Ezekiel

with those of John. In one we read of the king of Tyre,

" Thou wast perfect in thy ways from the day that thou

wast created, till iniquity was found in thee" (Eze. 28:

15). The apostle was inspired to write, "the Adversary

is sinning from the beginning/9 Suppose we falsely say

"Adam was sinning from the beginning." "No! No!"

we hear our readers exclaim. *' He did not sin until Eve

was tempted by Satan." What shall we believe, a fan

ciful inference, or God's absolute declaration?

A favorite refuge from the plain and apparent sense,

that Satan was a sinner and murderer from the begin

ning, is the suggestion that this dates from the beginning

of man rather than Satan himself. The fact that such

a statement could not have such a sense if applied in any

other connection shows how desperate and hopeless this

argument is. Moreover, the same expositors insist that

all the evidences of sin, such as the cataclysm of Gen. 1:

2 are due to Satan! They occurred long before man

came on the scene. Satan was a sinner, according to

their own teaching, ages before Adam's advent.

When was "the beginning"? As in the opening of

John's evangel, the article the is absent. The conception

of an absolute beginning is outside the range of human

comprehension. We cannot look back to any definite

point of time and say, "Nothing—not even God—existed

before this." So, in Scripture, the word beginning has

the definite article—the beginning—when the context

definitely decides what is in view. When the article is

absent, as here, we would probably use the indefinite

article, "as a beginning", or, when used of a person, the

possessive pronoun, "his beginning". The "beginning"

is always limited by the immediate context. Here this
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is finally fixed by the title used. So long as the Adver

sary was an adversary he was a sinner. This, we are

told, was "from the beginning''. No other deduction is

possible but that sin began when he began.

Isaiah's description of the King of Babylon in the

yet future day of Israel's restoration, is also taken as

referring to Satan's fall in the past (Isa. 14:3-20):

How art thou fallen from heaven,

O, Lucifer, son of the morning!

As this is still future, it can hardly refer to Satan's

primeval "fall". At that time Satan will have been lit

erally cast out from heaven (Un. 12:9, compare Lu. 10:

18). But these facts give us no license to identify the

two. There will be a king of Babylon who will arrogate

divine honors to himself and who will lord it over the

kings of the nations, and who will shake kingdoms. Yet

he is a man (Isa. 14:16), and Satan is not a man.

Moreover, an examination of the Hebrew text will

convince any one that the evidence for the title "Luci

fer" is exceedingly slight. It is precisely the same word

as the translators rendered "howl" in Zech. 11:2. In

the feminine it occurs again in this very chapter, at the

beginning of verse 31. In slightly different forms it is

found in Isaiah ten times, and it is always rendered howl

(13:6; 15:2, 3; 16:7, 7; 23:1, 6, 14; 52:5; 65:14). There

is no valid reason why Isaiah 14:12 should not be ren

dered, "Howl!" instead of "Lucifer". This name is a

human invention, and should have no place in the Scrip

tures.

Are not these futile efforts to find a foundation for

the primeval perfection of the devil a tacit admission

that no actual evidence exists ? More than that, are they

not desperate devices to disprove the clear, unequivocal

statements that the Adversary is sinning from the begin

ning (1 Jn. 3:8), was a man-killer from the beginning

(Jn. 8:44), and is not only a liar, but the father of it?
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Having disposed of passages which cannot be con

nected with Satan, it may be well to inquire whether we

have not overlooked some which really have a bearing

on his origin. We are perfectly safe so long as we keep

to the titles given him in the Scriptures—iSerpent, Ad

versary, and Satan. Is there any suggestion as to who

brought the serpent into existence?

In Job 26:13, we read,

His hand hath formed the crooked serpent.

If this were the utterance of one of Job's friends, we

might well beware, lest it be merely human philosophy,

for the Lord said, "ye have not spoken of Me the thing

that is right, as My servant Job hath" (Job 42:7).

Besides, we must be careful to check the translation

of the vital expressions. The Eevisers change "formed"

to "pierced", yet the same word in 39:1 is left "the

hinds do calve". There is more consistency between

"form" and "calve" than "pierce" and "calve", yet

the Eevisers have made a change in the right direction.

The Hebrew word chul refers to the travail which ac

companies birth (Isa. 13:8; 23:4; 26:17; 54:1; 66:7, 8).

When Eliphaz used this word, the translators themselves

rendered it, "the wicked man travaileth with pain"

(Job 15:20) and the Eevisers concur. This, it will be

seen, is allied to both forming and piercing. How incon

gruous "pierce" is will be seen if we should render

Deut. 32:18, "thou hast forgotten God that pierced

thee". They had forgotten the God Who had suffered

in the travail of their birth.

Coming back, now, to the serpent, Job declares that

By His spirit the heavens are made seemly,

Travailed has His hand with the fugitive serpent.

Note the contrast between the garnishing of the heav

ens by His spirit, and the painful production of the ser

pent by His hand. The spirit is used of intimate and
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vital association, the hand holds its work at a distance,

and suggests power and skill, rather than communion.

The immediate application of these lines is, of course,

to the material heavens. But no one who has studied

the stars and their relation to holy writ, will fail to see

a far deeper meaning. The stars are often used as fig

ures of celestial powers, and in the ancient constellations,

both Draconis and Serpens have always represented

the Satan of Scripture. The Dragon's tail drew a third

part of the stars of heaven (Un. 12:4). This does not

prove that we have here the divine description of Satan's

origin, but it is ever so much nearer a demonstration

than the passages which are usually produced.

But there is one more link which will put the matter

beyond question. Not only is the term serpent (Hebrew,

nchsh) the.same as the name of Eve's tempter in Eden's

garden (Gen. 3:1, 2, 4, 13, 14), but Isaiah describes

it in precisely the same terms, the fugitive serpent

(Isa. 27:1):

In that day shall punish, Jehovah with His sword, stiff and

great and steadfast,

The crocodile, the fugitive serpent,

And the crocodile, the sinuous serpent,

And kill the monster which is in the sea.

The context clearly shows that this will be when the

Lord comes to punish the inhabitants of the earth for

their iniquity (Isa. 26:21). Its connection with the

twelfth chapter of the Unveiling is too close to deny.

If Satan is that "ancient serpent" (Un. 20:2), how can

we help identify him with Isaiah and Job and Gene

sis? All will acknowledge Genesis and Isaiah. As pre

cisely the same name and descriptive term is used in Job

as in Isaiah, the evidence is as conclusive as it can well

be. The "fugitive serpent" of Job is the same as the

"fugitive serpent" of Isaiah. The "fugitive" serpent

of Job (A. V. "crooked") and Isaiah seems to refer to
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the constellation Serpens, for it flees from the grasp of

Ophiuchus. The "crooked" serpent of Isaiah may be

Draco (or Draconis), which winds its way among the

northern stars.

The Unveiling and Isaiah give us his end, Genesis

and Job give us his beginning. He is not introduced to

us in the garden as an angel of light, though such he

simulates today. He was seen as a serpent. Job gives

us his origin. The One Who has garnished the heavens—

His hand was pained with the travail of bringing forth

the serpent.

It is well to seek for truth in its proper place. The

judgment of Tyre and Babylon is no place to look for

the origin of Satan. Job, however, is speaking of the

creation of the universe and the manner of its making.

God hangs the earth on nothing. The clouds and the sea

are all displays of His power. Each couplet includes

both good and evil. So, in the heavens, He it is Who

made all. It is an elaboration of the great truth that all

is of God (Rom. 11:36).

We are now able to appreciate the peculiar term

which has puzzled the translators, so that some render it

formed, others, pierced. The woman was not the first to

travail in pain because of sin. Jehovah travailed when

Satan was formed. Sin and pain appear together.

Satan is now transformed into an angel of light, and

many of the Lord's own receive him as such. His min

isters are ministers of righteousness, posing as the min

isters of Christ. This deception is no greater than his

successful entrance into theology and hoodwinking many

great and grand servants of Christ to think that he

actually was an angel of light at the first.
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Before they sinned, Adam and Eve had no knowledge

of good. Good lay all about them, unmixed with evil.

Health, strength, honor, and companionship with one

another and with God was their constant possession and

privilege. Yet they knew nothing of the blessedness of

these boons. This we learn from the name given to the

tree which bore the forbidden fruit. To many minds

it suggests only the knowledge of evil, rather than good.

Yet, first and foremost, it was the tree of the knowledge

of good.

Thus at the very forefront of revelation we have the

principle suggested which is the key to unlock the great

problems that most perplex us. It is this: Our knowl

edge is relative: it is based on contrast. The knowledge

of good is dependent upon the knowledge of evil. Hence

the tree in the garden was not, as we usually think of

it, merely the means of knowing evil, it was the means,

primarily, of the knowledge of good. Adam and Eve

had good but did not realize it because they had had no

experience of evil.

The perfection of Eden's garden was greatly lack

ing in the one element most dear to God's heart. Adam

did not and could not apprehend God's goodness. There

is not the slightest hint of Adam's appreciation or
thanks, or worship or adoration. He received all as a

matter of course and was quite incapable of discerning

or responding even to that measure of divine love which

lies on the surface of His goodness. If we should sud

denly be transformed into glorious sinless beings and

transported to such scenes of sylvan perfection, we
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would exult and praise the author of our bliss. Not so

Adam. He knew no joy, for he knew no misery. He

knew no good, for he knew no evil.

This point is most important, and we press it be

cause it seems to be universally ignored and misrepre

sented. The garden of Eden has become a symbol of

perfect bliss, we are always being reminded of its de

lights, and the happiness of the first pair has passed

into a proverb. Yet there is not the slightest reason to

suppose that Adam was delighted or enjoyed the bliss

ascribed to him.

The mere possession of good does not give a knowl

edge or realization of it. Even today, when there is so

much evil to contrast with the good, many do not appre

ciate their blessings until they lose them. Adam had

perfect health, but what was that to one who never had

even heard of disease? He had abundant food, but

that was nothing to him, who had never felt a famine.

Even pleasure had no appeal to one who had known no
pain.

The fatal lack in all the perfection of Eden was the

utter absence of any note of praise or thankfulness.

Knowing no good, and utterly unacquainted with mercy

or grace, Adam's heart was utterly incapable of love

or adoration or worship. God's goodness did not receive

the least response, because it was unknown. All that

He had bestowed on Adam failed to kindle the affection

for which He longed, and which is the goal of all His
gifts.

How could this grave defect be remedied? There

was but one way, and that way was, in the wisdom of

God, provided by the tree which He placed in the midst

of the garden. Had Adam and Eve known good they

would have treasured God's goodness and never would

have forfeited it by disobeying His command. Yet,

when they did eat of the tree, they set in motion the very

forces which would remedy the defect which caused

them to do it. What divine wisdom do we see here dis

played! God's blessings being unappreciated, they
offend Him by their deed and in so doing pave the way
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for an appreciation which satisfies both. Love is a

marvelous schemer!

Shall we pause here to insist that this primal sin is

the archetype of all succeeding acts of sin? We may

not realize it now, but there can be no doubt on the

part of those who have a mature knowledge of God that

sin is now, as then, the fruit of the ignorance of good and

evil and the lack of appreciation of God's gifts. More

over, now, as then, sin itself, in the wisdom of God, sets

in operation the very forces which lead to a knowledge

of good and evil and the appreciation of God and His

love.

Light, then, is nothing, were it not for darkness.

Love is lost but for hate. Strength is unknown where

there is no weakness. Wisdom leans on folly for its dis

play.

Where is the glory of the stars at midday? Their

light is not dimmed, but they have no darkness to reveal

their splendor. And we would not appreciate even the

sun were it not for clouds, and its daily disappearance.

All things are known by contrast. Creature knowledge

is not absolute, but relative.
God did not plant two trees, one for the knowledge of

good and another for the knowledge of evil. In the

nature of things these are dependent on one another,

and neither can be known without the other. Let us

bow to the divine wisdom which planted one tree, so that

it was impossible to know good apart from the knowl

edge of evil.

Having in mind God's great purpose to fully engage

the affection of all His creatures, it is evident thatthe
prime ingredient of their response to His love is a

knowledge of Him. The process of revealing God is the
problem of the eons. If God should be always seeking

to reveal Himself He would never succeed in His pur

pose. Indeed, if infinity were needed to make Him

known, then His creatures would always be infinitely

short of such knowledge. God never speaks to us in

terms of infinity, for we cannot understand it. He has
provided a definite period for self-revelation, called the
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eonian times. When these are past the process is com

plete, God is All in all, and all the factors (such as sin
and evil) which are no longer needed, are discarded.

The great purpose of God during the eons is to pro

vide a background for the display of His love. What
would be the simplest plan to produce this? Shorn of

details, all that is needed is that each of His creatures

should have, according to his capacity, such an experi

ence of evil and its fruits as will enable him to appre

ciate the good which God will provide after the eons are

past.

Thus we have established the necessity and utility

of evil in God's universe for the period of the eons. We

will now consider the details of the divine operations in

connection with the sinner. The groundwork of the plan

is very simple. The sinner experiences evil that he may

know good. He knows good that he may love God, the

giver of good. The result is intensified by making the

evil, not only calamities and misfortunes over which

mankind has no control, but by making evil the result

of the sinner's sins, and by hedging him in with law,

leading to transgression, and by giving sin a quality

which offends the feelings of God.

No one can, or will, object that God should be good

to His creatures after the consummation—the real be

ginning of the perfected universe. But that goodness

would all be lost on creatures who know no evil. Hence

no one will question the justice of any plan for making

that goodness effective by filling their hearts with grati

tude to God, and in satisfying His heart by their re

sponse. So that God is just—far more than just—in

sending each one of His creatures into a world of sin

and sorrow, grief and pain, and in using any means

which impresses upon them the lesson taught to our first

parents in the garden. We must digest the knowledge

of evil ere we can enjoy the knowledge of good.

The process through which God is putting mankind,

in preparation for their place in the consummation, is

very complex. We can best understand it by grasping
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first the grand outlines and leaving the dimmer details
for later contemplation.

We have said that all that would be absolutely neces

sary for the realization of God's purpose would be the

introduction of each of God's creatures into the sphere

of unmixed evil for a limited time, away from God. Yet

practical experience teaches us that such a method

would demand a very long period and produce compara

tively meager results. It lacks that great force which

is the prime factor in the acquisition of all knowledge.

Evil alone lacks contrast. It must be seen in the light

of good. Wrong must be viewed in the presence of right.

Hence the eonian existence of every man is divided into

three stages characterized by destruction, judgment, and

salvation. He glimpses evil in the world by the feeble

flicker of conscience or human justice until it involves

him in death. In resurrection he sees evil in the light

of God's justice. In the consummation, he contrasts it

with God's salvation. These three grades completely

equip each one for the enjoyment of God's goodness

and love.

It is necessary to pause at this point to vindicate

God's justice in His dealings with those who are not

saved until the consummation. If all mankind should

die in sin and should stand before the great white throne

to be judged and none saved until the consummation,

the righteousness of God's way with them could readily

be justified, on the grounds already set forth. The very

nature of endless bliss is such that those can quaff the

cup of bliss most deeply who have drained the dregs of

evil. Sin is an essential precursor and preparation for

endless happiness.

But strong objection has been raised to the length

and intensity of suffering as unwarranted and severe.

This may be met in two ways. The difficulty depends

upon an exaggerated, unscriptural impression of the

length and terrors of judgment and a failure to see it

in its proper proportion to the bliss to which it leads.

The happiness into which the eons usher mankind

will be endless. While absolute infinity is practically
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outside the sphere of human knowledge, any mathema

tician can tell us something of its relative value in such

a problem as that which is before us. We will, to

fully cover every possible period of time, suppose that

the sinner suffers during the whole course of the eons,

though even Adam could not suffer so long, for he did

not come on the scene until long after the commence

ment of the eons. And we will, for the sake of definite-

ness, give the eons a length of twenty-four thousand

years. To us this seems interminable, yet, in compari

son with the period after the eons, it is, literally, next

to nothing. To God, a thousand years are as a day is

to us, when it is past. To Him, the whole course of the

eons is but as a month to us when it has gone by.

In the light of eternity, no period of suffering, what

ever its limits, can be deemed excessive. But no sinner

suffers for twenty-four thousand years. It is not at all

probable that the average sinner will suffer for fifty

years, including his life on earth and the judgment per

iod. So that the period which we have reduced to zero,

in comparison with infinity, is at least five thousand

times too long. As, however, we cannot divide zero by

five thousand to any advantage, we will let it rest at
that.

We conclude, then, that the period of the sinner's

sufferings, instead of being excessive is absurdly short

in comparison with the boundlessness of bliss. In this

degenerate age we connect all value with money. If an

investment of a dollar should produce a million dollars

no one would say the initial sum was excessive. Every

one would gladly pay it, even if the outcome were not

absolutely assured. No one would question the right

of it even if the dollar were lost. The right amount to

receive for a dollar is about six cents a year, according

to human standards. All above that is more than right.

We must acknowledge, then, that God is transcend-

ently just in His dealings with all His creatures, and
that He would be warranted in making their term of

suffering much longer without impairing His justice.

The severity of suffering is so varied that it is not
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wise to say much concerning it at this point. It belongs,

rather, to the discussion of the degrees of judgment, and

the varied glories of the elect. Yet we must not over

look a merciful provision which tempers the severity of

sin. Evil makes men callous and obdurate. If they

had the supremely sensitive nature which will be theirs

in vivification for the enjoyment of good, the slightest

touch of evil would make them shudder. Their loath

ing of sin would be unbearable. Now they almost enjoy,

in a way, the bitter burden that they bear.

Were God to let mankind live in sin until they

learn its lessons, it would take a long and weary life,

and might never reach the desired result. Hence He

guarded the way of the tree of life, lest Adam and his

descendants should live on in the accumulating effects

of sin. They would become old and decrepit, weak and

blind, driveling and idiotic, and live on, a living corpse

of corruption. Imagine what a sickening world this

would be if all our progenitors still lived with all their

constantly accumulating senility and disease! Can we

not see the marvelous wisdom that provided that evil

should make men mortal ? Evil that results in death is

sufficient to teach the lesson. Death is not only the re

sult of sin. It is the intermission between one lesson and

the next. It is the divine method of impressing upon

the sinner the sinfulness of sin, and is the necessary pre

lude to the resurrection, which introduces the sinner

into an actual experience of God's power and justice.

The judging of the sinner at the great white throne

deals with the evil with which he is acquainted in a two

fold way. By contrast with the right its true nature

becomes apparent. By a just infliction, the evil itself

will be counteracted. No one should confound judging

with "punishment", in its usual acceptation. Men

"punish" in the crudest fashion, with the single

thought of discouraging a future repetition of the act.

A child is "punished" for poor lessons at school by be

ing kept in at recess, when fresh air and exercise are the

very correctives which may be needed. We must not

charge God with such silliness.
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God's judgments, as are manifest from those that

have already taken place, impose penalties which rec

tify the cause underlying the offense. Thus, Adam's

offense was the result of his lack of appreciation of

God's gifts. Flowers, fruit, and food fell into his hands

without effort. Hence he is doomed to toil and discour

agement in tilling the ground so that he may be duly

thankful for God's sustaining love. This principle is

always present in divine judging. It is, in fact, inher

ent in the very term, for judging is that which rights

the wrong.

If this were not so, it would be difficult to account for

God's motive in such a tremendous exhibition of power

as is involved in the resurrection of the dead, and such

a marvelous display of judicial force, in assigning their

sentence. In each decision the sinner will gain such a

knowledge of evil, by contrast with its corrective, as

would be impossible in any other way. The judging

of his own sins and that of all the rest will be the school

in which his knowledge of evil will immensely increase.

The final consummation of the knowledge of evil is

always found in bringing it into close contact with the

supremest form of good. The salvation of mankind at

the consummation is the final lesson in good and evil.

The lessons of the latter which have been learned by

experience are now enforced by the realization of a

good for which their sufferings have prepared them.

The God Who had been their Creator and Judge now

becomes their Saviour. They are ready to enjoy His

love and give Him the response, which is the basis of

eternal bliss. In this light we can see how God is just

in dealing thus with His creatures, and His creatures

are justified, eventually, as regards their sin.

Thus far we have kept to the most elementary prin

ciples in outlining God's dealings with mankind. The

subject of salvation has hardly been touched, especially

the subject of eonian salvation, for the unbeliever has

no salvation during the eons. His does not come until

their close. Before taking up eonian ("everlasting" or

"eternal") salvation, it will be necessary to inquire a
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little into the nature of the salvation of the unbeliever.

Our first inclination, when we learn of God's grand

purpose to save all mankind (1 Tim. 2:4), is to substi

tute their sufferings for those of Christ. We have been

told that He bore our punishment, and we surmise that

they have their own, hence need no Saviour.

But this is far from the truth. Judging may cor

rect the sinner, but it does not give him the power to

undo his sins toward other men or toward God. The

murderer may be taught the utmost horror of his crime,

but he cannot restore the life he took. The blasphemer

may have learned to abhor his sin, yet no amount of suf

fering on his part will efface his offense. If judging

made it possible for all men to right their wrongs

then it would not be followed by, or rather, end in, the

"second death. Mankind fully learns the lesson of evil,

yet in learning, finds itself the helpless victim of death.

Indeed, this is the climax of evil. This shows the exceed

ing sinfulness of sin. The sinner, though raised from

the dead, finds that he is unfit to live, on the ground of

justice.

Here is where the need for a Saviour arises. He

needs to be One Who can do far more than bear the

penalty of sin. If He had simply become a "substitute"

for men and had taken their sins upon Him, then He

must not only die, but, like the denizens of the second

death, there could be no return to life except through

another Saviour. Christ is no mere "substitute" to

bear the "punishment" in "the room and stead" of the

sinner. He died for, or on behalf of the sinner. He

turns his sins into acts of righteousness. This is justi

fication. He recalls the murderer's victim to life, re

stores what the thief has stolen, and harvests good from

their evil.

Thus far we have confined ourselves to the contrast

between good and evil, and the basic principle that both

are necessary to the knowledge of either. The same

principle of contrast is used over and over again in the

complex process which prevails during the eonian times.

As, in nature, power and passivity qualify the one uni-
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versal substance so as to produce the infinite variety

which we see in the world, so good and evil are used in

endless combinations and contrasts to bring out the vast

variety of God's wisdom and the limitless resources of

His love.

All of the eons are characterized by the presence of

evil, which was not ere they began and will not be once

they end. Yet the eons themselves are divided into two

classes, some of which are evil, while others are compara

tively good. The next eon, in which the millennium

occurs, holds evil in check, and the succeeding one, the

last eon, segregates and banishes it. In contrast with

these, the present eon and that one before the flood are

evil eons. The secret of the difference is not far to find.

In the former, Christ is absent, or, when present, is cru

cified. In the latter He is on the throne and evil is sup-^

pressed.

The question arises, how can God be absolutely im

partial in His dealings with mankind when one person

finds himself in Sodom and another has the privilege of

hearing the Lord Himself? The answer to this lies in

the equity which will characterize God's judgment

throne. It will be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomor

rah than for the cities visited by our Lord during His

earthly ministry. Judgment will be tempered by consid

eration of opportunity and circumstance.

The gravest problem, to some, is the fact that God,

in His mercy and grace, selects some for eonian salva

tion, so that they do not enter the judgment at all. Is

it just of Him to favor them and pass by others no more

undeserving? Why should some sorry sot secure salva

tion and eonian glory when a pure and pious philan

thropist (Christ unknown) passes on to judgment?

Even from the human side the justice of it is appar

ent. Shortsighted though we are, we must not let

this contrast destroy the conclusion already established

that, first of all, the philanthropist is not to be the sub

ject of any injustice. In the judging he will get his

due deserts, and in such a fashion that he himself will

acquiesce and acknowledge their equity. More than
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this, in the consummation, he will be unutterably thank

ful, in his measure, for the judging of his pious sins.

He will have no charge to bring against God in that

day. Then why should we, with a beam in both our

eyes, seek to remove a seeming speck in God's?

God is not satisfied, nor is it sufficient for His pur

pose to reveal the excessive depths of His love, to save

all men at the consummation. The contrast is not great

enough. The distinction is not sharp enough. Such a

course would leave depths unexplored, recesses unre-

vealed. So He proposes to compare the good with the

best. The righteousness of such a course is manifested

by our Lord in His parable of the laborers in the vine

yard. Right demands the payment of a just equivalent.

Yet this does not debar God from giving freely when He

chooses.

God will be more than just to all. It is only the lurk

ing impression that He is not just to unbelievers, the

non-elect, which suggests that there is an element of

partiality in His favor for the few. God, having pro

vided for a full accounting with all His creatures, which

is good, proposes to display the riches of His love, which

is better, and for the exceeding riches of His affection,

which is best. In fact, it is this last which has been His

aim in all the rest, only it takes a pyramid of love to

rear its highest pinnacle.

First of all, by what process does God save men

now? Is it not, in essence, the very same process as

that which will save the unbeliever in the future ? They

are brought into the presence of the great white throne

and learn God's judgment on their sins. . We are

brought into His presence at Golgotha and learn the

same lesson through Him Who suffered there. No scene

in all the universe of time or space will ever expose the

hideousness of sin as does the cross of Christ. Even the

great white throne with its exposure of the sins of myri

ads of mankind, will not equal it. We know what sin

is, not merely by our own sad experience, but by the

place it gave Him. He was the Highest of heaven. It

made Him the lowest of earth. He was the life and the
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light of all. It put Him into the darkness of death.

That pole on which He was nailed is the real tree where

we may gain the knowledge of good and evil. Knowing

that, what need is there for us to enter into judgment?

But the cross reveals far more than the judgment.

The evil is eclipsed by the good. The vivid and appal

ling contrasts between the limitless love of God and the

wretched wickedness of man makes it both the judg

ment and the consummation for all who gaze upon it.

He is our Judge and our Saviour all at once, and we

enter into a foretaste of the bliss which will finally

embrace all of God's creatures.

In God's dispensational dealings we see the vast

value of contrast, in order to pile up a pyramid to give

expression to His grace. God did not call all nations, but

chose one as the special object of His favor. With this

as a background He turns to the despised aliens when

His chosen people apostatize. By showing the highest

honors to those who deserve the least, He has at last suc

ceeded in producing an object lesson through which,

not only mankind, but the celestial spheres as well, may

learn and luxuriate in the lavishness of His love.

God Himself planted the tree of the knowledge of

good and evil in the midst of the garden of Eden. As

both were combined in a single tree, it was impossible

for Adam to know good, apart from evil. The contrast

between the two is the only means the creature has for

the realization of God's goodness and the appreciation

of His love. For this cause evil and sin have invaded

the universe for a season. Their presence is appalling,

but their stay is brief, and their ultimate effect, not only

the knowledge of good, but the enjoyment and adoration

of the God of all good.

JUDGMENT—ITS REAL OBJECTIVE

So important was this subject in the original publica

tions of the International Bible Students Association

that one entire volume of the series Studies in the Scrip

tures was devoted to it. An earnest effort was made to
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indicate that the real purpose of judgment was that of

correction, yet the ultimate "destiny" of the "wicked"

being taught to be "annihilation," it followed that the

love of God appeared to be inadequate to the gigantic

task of accomplishing the salvation of humankind.

Any attempt to minimize the importance of punish

ment in God's purpose is a grievous mistake; but it is

most important to know the truth as to the purpose of

all punishment and the final result of it. In our present

civilization numerous "humane'' efforts are being made

to make punishment purely corrective, introducing into

it as little pain and suffering as possible. Yet it is very

significant that as the world is rapidly being prepared

for the advent of the Antichrist, the Lawless One, the

great nations of Christendom are disregarding more and

more these humane principles and resorting to cruelty

and vengeance. Consequently when they are saying

"peace, peace" none of them believe in a lasting peace;

and each is preparing more determinedly for war.

As the true Divine Plan of the Ages is unfolded the

real purpose of all punishment will become apparent.

The word "age" has lost much of the significance of the

Scriptural expression, hence the term "eon" as the

proper rendering of these great Scriptural divisions of

time clarifies much that heretofore has been obscure.

The closing words of the chapter The Permission of Evil

in the Divine Plan of the Ages are significant: "Ultimately,

when the purpose of God shall have been accomplished, the

glory of the divine character will be manifest to all intelligent

creatures, and the temporary permission of evil will be seen

by all to have been a wise feature of the divine policy. Now,

this can be seen only by the eye of faith, looking onward

through God's Word at the things spoken by the mouth of all

the prophets since the world began—the restitution of all

things."

These words, traced to their Scriptural significance, reveal

the ultimate of God's purpose (Col. 1:20), the reconciliation

of the universe to God. Then, and not till then, shall evil have

served its purpose and our Lord will have seen of the "travail

of His soul, and will be satisfied."



EVIL AND ITS RELATION TO GOD'S PLAN

Perhaps no subject of Scriptural study has baffled Bible
students more than that of the relation of sin and evil to the

great purpose of God. Certainly in the Divine Plan of the Ages

an effort was made to reconcile the "permission of evil" with

the character and power «of God; but no real solution is given.
No words, I believe, can better present the joy and peace

coming from a proper explanation of this great problem than

the words of introduction to The Problem of Evil:

INTRODUCTION

"Words cannot express my thankfulness for the consolation and
peace, the confidence and exultation which this truth has

brought to my heart! It is just what is needed in these terrible

times, when men's hearts are failing them for fear of what is

coming upon the earth. Make it known, far and wide! Tell the

people, who so sorely need it, why God seems to have forsaken

His creatures. Explain to them His object in their trials. And

show them the glorious future which He has in store for all

the creatures of His heart and hand! What joy it will bring

to many a weary and discouraged heart! How solid is the

foundation it puts beneath our feet! And how simple and

sensible it is! All is of God. The bad as well as the good. He

rides the storm. The future is assured. Oh, that our eyes

were opened to see it!" Such are the words which come to us

from those who have read this study.

Christendom, alas, fulfills what is foretold of it in the Bible,

and no longer believes or teaches what God has revealed. It

does not worship God as God, but gives part of His deity to

the devil and man. This must needs be. But, in this way,

God is only painting the background of His great picture, and

it must be dark, oh, so dark, so that the highlights will be

more brilliant when the work is done. He will use your trials,

your discouragements, in order to enhance your happiness in

the future, and to enable you to appreciate His power and

grace and love in saving, justifying and vivifying you when

the consummation comes. And, if you believe Him, and accept

His salvation in Christ Jesus, you may anticipate much of

this future bliss, and escape the judgment which lies before all

God's creatures before He can be All in all.

You are probably like the miserable beggar who was an

heir to untold wealth, yet never knew it. Only, in your case,

your inheritance is sure. All we wish to do is to tell you of it

so that you may have all the joy and satisfaction which comes

from knowing that the future is safe and glorious. But better
far than this, you will have the unselfish exultation which

comes from the knowledge that all your fellow men, in spite of
their present misery and degradation, are also creatures cre
ated in the Son of God's love, and the objects of His affection,
sure of future bliss. God will richly bless you, through His

Anointed. May He do it now, through the knowledge of Him
self!



"PUNISHMENT"

Most who will read these lines have learned that the eons

are not endless, but as each eon has a starting point and

also a terminal point, so there is also a limit to the

entire number of the eons. They in their entirety had a

commencement and will also have a consummation.

The Bible range of vision falls into three great divisions:

pre-eonian, eonian, post-eonian. The "purpose" and "prom

ise" which we read of in connection with the times before the

eons (2 Tim. 1:9; Tit. 1:2) attain to full fruition in the

times that lie beyond them. During the eons the Divine

purpose is being wrought out and carried on amidst opposi

tion.

The concluding verses of Romans give us an index to

the character of the eons (Rom. 16:25-27). The mystery

of the Gospel—the conciliation—silenced during the "eon

ian times" is now promulgated among the nations by decree

of the "eonian God" with a view to their obedience to. the

faith. Here we learn that the eonian times are times of

estrangement, and the Divine activities throughout their

course are directed towards recalling mankind to the path

of filial obedience. The great object of the eons is to recon

cile the universe to God. Thus the eons are a connecting

link between the times before and after them which are char

acterized by the absence of sin and its resultants, a gigantic

span of time devoted to the banishment of sin, and may be

compared to a flight of stairs on which the universe rises,

step by step, out of the darkness of the abyss to the unend

ing bliss of absolute sinlessness.

These considerations should impress upon us the necessity

of keeping each truth in its proper place and guard us

against importing eonian truth into post-eonian perfection.

As an example of the mischievous results flowing from

ignoring the divisions here insisted upon, we may instance
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the much debated doctrine of the Fatherhood of God. Some

affirm that God is the Father of all men; others insist that

He is the Father only of believers. In this bitter con

troversy the usual theological tactics have been followed.

The advocates of one view fling at their opponents an array

of "proof-texts" favoring their position and either ignore or

gloss over those uncomfortable Scriptures on which their

opponents rely to prove a contrary opinion. The doctrine

of the eons effectually disposes of the difficulty and shows

that the supposed contradiction between these views in

reality does not exist at all. The reason why men have

made mistakes here is because they have always considered

the Scriptures which speak of God's Fatherhood of believ

ers as referring to the same time as those Scriptures which

speak of Him as the Father of all men. The truth is

that the two classes of Scriptures do not refer to the same

identical period, but His Fatherhood of believers has its

place previous to the time when He becomes All in all.

The one fact is true during the eons; the other becomes true

at their close. We thus see that while contradiction and

confusion must exist in human theory, it does not exist in

Bible truth.

The doctrine of the eons renders its greatest service in

discrediting the intolerable ideas prevailing on the subject

of "punishment". Though the dogma of Endless Torment

is hoary-headed and has become so firmly established that

it seems almost sacrilegious to ask for its credentials, it is

actually founded, not upon Scripture, but upon translations

colored with the ideas and creed of the translators' age.

Basing themselves on those translations, and even regarding

them as "inspired,"—which translations fuse two ideas by

speaking of the eons in terms of eternity—it was both logical

and inevitable that men should conceive of "everlasting

punishment" and "eternal judgment." We are not striving

to get rid of judgment. That would be contrary to Scrip

ture and reason alike. We merely protest against the false

theological notion regarding its character and duration.

The thought that sin must be met with judgment is an

instinct divinely implanted in the human breast. Proof
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of this is to be found in the universal disposition to unite

wrong with punishment. Nations at the antipodes of civil

ization are one on this point. The bushman of South

Africa, the savage of Patagonia, the cultured Anglo-Saxon—

all alike visit misdeeds with punishment. But human

thoughts on this subject, as on every other, are being con

stantly modified by increasing knowledge and experience;

harsh conceptions are softening with the march of progress.

The ferocious medieval views have been slowly outgrown

and replaced by milder and more humane principles. Men

begin to perceive the real end of punishment to be the re

formation of the culprit rather than a mere infliction upon

him of a measure of suffering commensurate with the nature

and extent of his offense. Sociology at last discerns the truth

that the function of punishment is corrective rather than

expiatory, while an ever-increasing number of people ac

knowledge that whereas punishment is justifiable as a means

aiming at good results, punishment as an end is as unprofit

able as it is fiendish. Now, if judgment be "eternal," it

follows as a matter of logic and clear thinking that it is an

integral part of God's forepurpose, and that involves a con

ception of His nature which makes Him akin to the cruel

and vindictive gods that reigned on Mount Olympus.

In this connection, it may be remarked that the belief

of Christendom in the permanence of evil is demanded by

its false cosmogony. Taking the work of the six days as

the primeval creation instead of what it really is—a re

habilitation of its ruins—Theology has transferred into

Christianity the Pagan dogma of the inherent evil of matter.

If Gen. 1:2 is an amplification of the preceding verse,

then evil springs out of the original constitution of things,

and if the very substratum of the universe is vicious, and

evil intimately interwoven with the constitution of things,

here then evil is indeed eternal, there can be no ground of

hope, no possibility of redemption. But the One who knows

His creatures best sees in them an abyss of mystery, an

originative, inscrutable, intense, supernatural element, and

in that element He finds the genesis of that evil by which

the universe is cursed; and as evil originates in the error of
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the creature's will, it ceases at once if the erring will be

brought into sweet correspondence with the will of the Crea

tor. This dawn of hope in the abyss of our despair

brightens into day when we learn of the purpose of God to

reconcile the universe to Himself through His Son.

Judgment and chastening are corrective agencies, hence

Scripture speaks of them as "eonian" (Heb. 6:2; Matt.

25:46), that is, belonging to the system of things peculiar to

the eons. The Biblical terms and examples and prophecies

and doctrines are eloquent in proclaiming their remedial

character. Moses admonished Israel, "Who led thee through

the great and terrible wilderness, wherein were fiery ser

pents and scorpions, and thirsty ground where was no water

. . . that he might humble thee, and that he might

prove thee, to do thee good at thy latter end" (Deut. 8:15,

16). To do good at the latter end—that is the one and

only aim of the chastening which Deity employs.

In the individual life we find a ready and apposite illus

tration of both the function and the effect of punishment on

a lower plane. In the days of youth we were kept to duty

by the austerity of our masters; a whole system of minute

and coercive measures was necessary to overcome our lazi

ness, our love of indulgence, our waywardness. The pun

ishments incurred were bitter indeed to some of us; yet we

now know it was essential to our progress that we should

have been subjected to such coercion. But, growing to

manhood, we conceived a passion for knowledge, art, busi

ness, duty; larger views opened to us, nobler motives made

themselves felt, a sense of dignity and responsibility was

created in us; the spur within took place of the spur with

out, and the whole work of life is now done in a freer, hap

pier spirit. A change corresponding to this is being wrought

in humanity at large. During the eons mankind learns the

lesson of the unprofitableness of sin. By means of judg

ment and chastening God breaks down in men the tyranny

of sin which is the secret of humanity's woes, and enthrones

within their soul the power of love. He will utterly destroy

in mankind the egotism, pride, greed, envy, wrath, which

render the emulations of society so bitter and destructive
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at present. No physiological defects, no mental limita

tions, no perversity of heart can hinder Adam's race from

attaining that glorious pattern of manhood of which the per

son of the Risen Man is. the concrete expression. His

power shall never cease to work until every individual is

transfigured into the glorious likeness of the Saviour.

The prophet reminds us that judgment is God's "strange

work" (Isa. 28:21) ; that is, work which seems altogether at

variance with His glorious character, and with His gracious

purpose. And yet judgment is not malevolent, but benign;

in spite of its unamiable character, it is constructive, more

than it is destructive; its action is to save, to heighten, to

perfect. In the prophets, God is represented as a Destroyer

with a plumbline in His hand (Isa. 34:11; Amos 7:7-9).

Now, a plumbline is usually employed for the purpose of

building up, but God is represented as using it for the

work of destruction. Jehovah is represented as using the

plumbline in pulling down, inasmuch as He carries out the

reverse of building with the same rigorous exactness as that

with which a builder carries out His well-considered plan.

The grand idea pictured by the prophets is, that in judg

ment God accomplishes His purpose of bringing the erring

back to Himself. God destroys as He builds, with line

and plummet. What a mighty comfort it is, then, to know

that the seeming irrationality of judgment is not real, and

that all chastening is adjusted to capacity and need! Amid

all the confusion, waste, ruin, sweat, pain, tears, and blood

of the eonian times, God stands with the measuring-line,

dealing to every generation judgment, as He assigns to

every man duty, according to its capacity and need.

Elihu questioned Job, "Dost thou know the balancings

of the clouds, the wondrous works of Him who is perfect in

knowledge?" No, we do not know the balancings of the

clouds—how God supplements one dark thing with another,

how He neutralizes one dark thing with another, how He

completes one dark thing with another, how He makes

all dark things agree to a bright consequence—all this

we do not understand; but we do know that He does bal

ance the clouds, that He sets one thing over against another
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with such subtle and gracious wisdom that they unfailingly

work out the individual and universal advantage. Clouds

and darkness are round about Him, but every shadow, bolt,

lightning, hailstone, belonging to the economy of darkness

is governed by absolute love. The hand of God limits and

regulates the severities of life, so that they may serve and

not destroy us. We may sing with the poet—

"High-throned on heaven's eternal hill,

In number, weight, and measure still

Thou sweetly orderest all that is."

not merely when life flows smoothly, easily, happily, but

also in the presence of storms, earthquakes, hurricanes,

plagues; though these seem to imply only confusion, reck

lessness, purposelessness. The blizzard owns the same rule

as the zephyr; the storm that scatters is measured as

delicately as the sunshine that ripens; one gracious will

fashions the flower and points the thorn.

In all ages men have felt the austerity of nature, and

the older the world grows, the more fully do we realize, the

more keenly do we feel, the severity of the laws of the

physical universe. The reign of law is universal; it is

inevitably associated with unorganized matter, with or

ganized matter, and with sentient beings. Nature knows

nothing of indulgence; she makes no concessions to ig

norance, folly, or weakness; her profound arrangements are

to be respected; and those who dare to defy them are forth

with wiped out. A lofty and unyielding commandment is

written over all things, and behind law is a hand capable

of enforcing it to the utmost, of exacting the last farthing

of the overwhelming penalty.

The stern laws which at present govern the majestic

proceedings of nature are neither primeval nor eternal;

once milder laws and happier conditions prevailed; but

since the earth has been modified by sin's intrusion, natural

law had to be correspondingly altered to meet the exigencies

of the new situation. The laws of Nature, as we know

them—imperative, uncompromising, terrible—are only tem

porary, being designed to regulate the intruding evil forces

and turn them to good use. Students of nature have
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shown with great clearness and power that the severity

everywhere discerned is at bottom merciful; for if the stern

system of physical laws were relaxed, the creation would

sink to mud and chaos. The scientist is reconciled to

austere nature, recognizing the fact that "she chooses a

lesser evil to prevent a greater."

Like the administration of nature, the government of

God in human society is marked by a severity men often

shrink from, and yet it works out glory and blessing. By

laws most exacting and rigorous, God governs the race and

conducts it to ultimate perfection. As the catastrophes of

nature are preventive of greater calamities, so the strange

conflicts and sorrows of individuals, communities, and races,

are like a wall of fire securing their salvation from degra

dations, retributions and miseries. The epigram of The-

mistocles, that "ruin had averted ruin," often finds palpable

illustration in the history of men and nations; but it is

only in considering "the purpose of the eons" that we fully

understand the whole sweep of the policy—by ruin, ruin

is averted; by constantly encompassing the course of the

eons with ruin, Heaven averts the ruin of the race in its

highest powers and hopes.

Commenting on the visions of Isaiah, Renan says:

"They have been the smoke of the incense with which humanity

has intoxicated itself during many centuries. Powerful narcotics

consoling mankind by imaginary paradises for the sorrows of

reality will never cease to be necessary until humanity attains the

state of natural comfort which renders the dream useless. Now,

if humanity should ever reach such a state of dull beatitude, it

would be so quickly corrupted, so many abuses would be produced,

that it would require to rise out of this putrid stagnation a new

sacrifice of heroes, victims, expiations, 01 servants of Jehovah.

This is the eternal circle of all life. Stung by adversity, allured

by dreams, society is to develop itself until it reaches a state of

rich material comfort; but that state without struggle is to

prove a dull beatitude, and is soon to he corrupted and dissolved.

Without hunger, difficulty, woe, all things are to sink into a putrid

stagnation, out of which society will not arise until the law of

agony again once more asserts itself. This is the eternal circle of

all life."*

"History of the People of Israel"; vol. IIT, p. 405.
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The brilliant Frenchman has seen through the historic

ages, that in suffering men and nations have become strong,

only to collapse utterly when they attained to wealth and

security, and he thinks that this is the eternal order. He

would have been perfectly right had he said "eonian order,"

for, until the ushering in of the consummation, nations are

nourished into strength and faculty by the stern law that

will not allow the peoples to go to sleep, but involves

them in perpetual anxiety. But revelation teaches that this

state of things exists only temporarily for ends of disci

pline, lesser evils permitted for the prevention of the

greater; that the whole eonian order is not the carrying out

of the original programme, but an unnatural condition of

things forced by disobedience which is ultimately to give

place to a happier state of things. It declares that once

reconciliation has been ushered in mankind will need no dark

background to enjoy felicity, and that the ultimate state

will be preserved wholly by the soft yet irresistible power

of love, which during the eons has been allowed only in a

very imperfect manner to assert itself.

A lady recently related in one of the journals how she

went through a veritable blizzard to view a flower-show.

With one step she passed out of the wild night, the deep

snow, the fierce wind, the biting frost, into a brilliant hall

filled with roses, tulips, hyacinths, azaleas, heliotropes, and

orchids. So it will be at the conclusion of the eons. Those

who had tasted to the full of the bitterness of judgment

will emerge from the Second Death leaving sin behind them

and will become Sons of God and allottees of the universe.

The state of affairs during eonian times is only seemingly

cruel; the keen strife going on everywhere between plant

and plant, animal and animal, bird and bird, insect and in

sect, the internecine, interminable strife, the push and pull,

the storm and strain, the toil and trial of the whole creation,

will lift this world out of the bondage of corruption. V.G.

Note: The Greek words for punish (timoreo) and

punishment (timoria) are never used of God's inflictions

and judgment, hence should never be used in connection

with the final fate of His creatures.



GOD'S CONSUMMATION

God's grandest glory has become a blot upon the pages of

Theology. The success or failure of any enterprise can only

be rightly judged by the outcome. God's adventure must

stand the same test, and His work be viewed in its finished

form. Our estimate of His work and our regard for Him

self must be molded by His ultimate achievement for our

selves and for the universe. The theories of current theol

ogy fail to give any satisfactory solution to the problems of

sin and death and estrangement from God. Their presence

is deemed a hideous nightmare, inexplicable, eternal, omni

potent. But God assures us that He can cope with all of

these, and through the work of Christ will replace sin by

universal righteousness, death by universal life, estrange

ment by universal reconciliation.

Upon the pages of current translations of God's Word

there is an irreconcilable conflict between eternal sin and

universal righteousness, eternal death and universal vivifica-

tion, eternal punishment and universal reconciliation. If

sin and death and judgment are eternal then righteousness

and resurrection and reconciliation cannot be universal. The

translations must be wrong and a study of the doctrine of

the eons shows that the eternity of evil is unfounded and

fatuous and false. As the preceding pages show, God is not

ground under the heels of Fate but serenely guides the uni-

yerse with a strong and steady hand to its grand and glori

ous goal.
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The subject has been considered from two sides, God's

assertions and human asseverations, and, as always, God is

true and man is found a liar.

Let it be clear that we are not seeking to displace the

Word of God or any portion of it by a new "system" of the

ology. We know that no present system will stand the test

of all the Word of God. The difficulty lies deeper—it is

in the faulty version of that Word itself. By correcting the

version the discrepancies vanish as well as the difficulties

which they occasion.

Let everyone face the issue squarely. Current versions

clearly teach two different outcomes of God's connection

with evil. Let us put the case thus:

Universal Everlasting

Justification vs. Punishment

Rom. 5:18 Mat. 25:46

Universal An Endless

Vivification vs. Death State

1 Cor. 15:22

Universal Eternal

Reconciliation vs. Torment

Col. 1:20 Rev. 20:10

There is no escaping the conviction that both cannot be

true. The usual method has been to minimize the univer

sality of the reconciliation. But this cannot be done with

out violating the context. The real discrepancy lies in the

words "everlasting," "endless/* and "eternal," which have

no equivalents in the original.

The key to the cause, the character and the consequences

of sin lies in its temporary term. If evil is eternal and death

indestructible and estrangement irreconcilable, their origin

and object can never be grasped. Their gloomy shadow

stretches its interminable length athwart the character of
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the God Who permitted and planned and prepared their

entrance and existence, yet provided no exit when they had

played their part.

Faith will fall back upon God in spite of a faulty version

and trust Him to explain all in His own time; but this very

same faith will force aside all human interference when

once it discovers that God Himself has already given a suf

ficient and most satisfactory explanation. Faith will exult

that the bitterness of human theology has been banished and

its doubts not only dissolved but that the God it worships

is greater and grander and more glorious than it has dared

to dream; that He is not only able and willing, but that

He has harnessed evil to His chariot for His own glory

and for all His creatures' good.

Let no one imagine that these pages teach a mere "restitu

tion" to a former state. A creation restored to its primeval

condition cannot account for the presence of evil. Sin leads

to estrangement. It brings in the breach between God and

His creatures. It makes them His enemies. God's answer

to this is reconciliation, not a mere restoration to a former

condition, but an exultant and ecstatic engagement of the

affections with the God who has delivered them from the

evil and has displayed His own immanent love in its dark

shadows.

Nor let any dream that aught of this is brought about

apart from the work of Christ. Rather let them acknowl

edge that it owns Him not only as the Alpha, but also as

the Omega, not only as the Origin but also as the Con

summation. The truth here set forth is based upon the

blood of Christ, it depends upon the death of God's Son, and

it crowns His cross with a conquest which adequately ac

cords with the suffering and shame of Him Who was for

saken for our sakes upon the accursed tree.



SUMMARY

We have borne testimony in the pages of this pamphlet

to our uncompromising belief in the reality of judgment.

There is no law in God's universe more sure than the in

exorable decree that every transgression and disobedience

shall receive a just recompense of reward. The absolute

certainty of judgment should be emphasized and insisted

upon; but to teach its eternity is a vital mistake, amounting

to a slander upon God and a most awful misrepresentation

of His character. There is judgment in this eon, there is

judgment in the eons that will follow; but all of the judg

ments of God are salutary and remedial, and though they

may be, like the destruction of Sodom, age-lasting in their

effects, yet the outcome shall be blessing and salvation.

The sole props on which the champions of a pitiless or

thodoxy rest the dogma of endless woe are the phrases "for

the eon of the eons" and "for the eons of the eons." But

it has been shown that these terms do not imply infinity but

have reference to finite duration; not in one single instance

does the noun eon mean eternity, or the adjective eonian

mean eternal. Thus the biblical usage of these terms gives

no support to the dogma of unending torment. As eonian

life is a certain kind of life, as has been shown, so eonian

judgment is a certain kind of judgment; in neither case

does the word mean endless; but it describes the nature of

the life and of the judgment.

Investigation proves to demonstration that the Hebrew

and Greek terms supposed to denote eternity refer invaria

bly to terminable periods, with definite starting and terminal

points. Where, then, is the ground for this awful doctrine
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to stand upon? It has no foundation whatever in the

Scriptures. Who would wish to cling to it, then? For

ourselves, we are glad to shake it off as a horrible night

mare of the past, and walk out into the glorious light that

lifts the veil of a bright and happy future for every son

and daughter of the race, secured to them by God's sov

ereign love and the sufferings of His Son.

Human happiness must ever depend upon God's glory.

Apart from His perfection it is but a fleeting phantom.

But the God of Christendom is a deity defeated and dis

honored by a devil of his own creation. Where He gains

thousands, the adversary grasps his tens of thousands. But

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is our

God, is invincible and victorious and will not give His glory

to another. He is a God of gods, who is able to gain the

goal He has set before Him.

Once He was All and He will be All again. Not as then,

when there were none to find satisfaction in His love; not as

now, when but few are filled with His fulness; not till the

consummation, when His work is finished, when all the

scaffolding of the eons is removed, when every heart beats

in unison with His, when sin no longer sullies the effulgence

of His affections, when His attributes retire to let essen

tial Light reveal essential Love—then, then shall He be

come All in ALL.

"Thus heavenward all things tend. For all were once

Perfect, and all must be at length restored.

So God has greatly purposed; who would else

In His dishonour'd works Himself endure

Dishonour, and be wrong'd without redress.

Haste, then, and wheel away a shattered world,

Ye slow-revolving seasons! we would see

(A sight to which our eyes are strangers yet)

A world that does not dread and hate His laws

And suffer for its crime; would learn how fair

The creature is that God pronounces good,

How pleasant in itself what pleases Him." —Oowper



RANSOM—THE KEYNOTE OF THE DIVINE

PLAN OF THE AGES

No organization of Christian believers has attempted

more sedulously to uphold the doctrine of the "ransom"

than those working under the banner of the Interna

tional Bible Students Association. In all the writings of

Pastor Eussell this doctrine is set forth as the great vital

issue of Christianity.

Unfortunately, however, this attempt resulted in the

phrasing of a philosophy of the ransom that became the

basis* of all Christian fellowship. If one gave every

assurance that he believed in the efficacy of the blood of

Christ, unless he phrased his belief in the dictated usage

of the International Bible Students Association, he was

outside the pale of Christian fellowship from their point

of view, and subject to the second death.

There is a significant lack of "rightly dividing the

Word of truth" in the statements made by these good

Christians, concerning the ransom, for their own lan

guage misses entirely the real significance of the complete

purpose and ultimate results of that very ransom; and it

is continually confounded with their teaching concern

ing "sin offering" and "atonement."

A great controversy arose among them as to whether

the "church" was part of the sin-offering. The very

question raised by such a debate showed how little was

understood concerning the sin-offering and'' atonement.''

A right division of the Word of truth would convince all

earnest Bible students that both these terms—sin-offer

ing and "atonement" (or propitiation)—are Israelitish

terms and do not directly concern the church, which is

His body.



'THE RANSOM PRICE'

Many dear followers of our Lord have received a philos

ophy which centers around the phrase "ransom price".

It is not an orderly setting forth of the testimony of

Scripture on this subject, but an elaborate theological

system which appeals to isolated texts for its support.

Not a few earnest teachers in their desire to set forth the

philosophy of the ransom exclude the greater truths of

justification and reconciliation as well as propitiation,

expiation, and redemption, or reduce all these various

phases of God's salvation to the theory they espouse.

The ransom is only one aspect of God's work, seldom

referred to in the Scriptures. We have no desire to for

mulate another philosophy, but it is our privilege to com

pare this one with the Word of God. Is it in harmony

with the Scriptures? Is it expressed in the pattern of

sound words (2 Tim. 1:13)?

The unsound phrase, "ransom price" has led to

untold confusion. Through it two entirely distinct lines

of thought have been hopelessly entangled. The associa

tions of the word price has introduced into the ransom

all the elements of a commercial transaction. It has led

to the idea of an exact equivalent, as though Adam

alone were to be bought, rather than all ransomed.

Because English has no word or expression for the sum

paid for a ransom, "price" was used and led the ransom

off to realms of thought in which it has no place.

In loose, secular literature there would be no objec

tion to such a term. But it should make us very sus

picious when it is necessary to invent a phrase not found
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in the Scriptures in order to express a thought which is

supposed to pervade the sacred text. Let us discard the

expression and the idea of "a ransom price'- until we

have warrant for it in the Word of God.

Both ransom and price are used of believers, but they

are opposite in their effects. We have been bought with

a price, hence are slaves. We have been ransomed, hence

are free. "He who is called being free, is a slave of

Christ. With a price are you bought. Do not become the

slaves of men" (1 Cor. 7:22, 23). Price brings before

us a commercial transaction. In contrast to this, nothing

is ever purchased by ransom. It, as well as redemption

and deliverance, are a loosing, not a binding. They are

used of that which is emancipated, not enslaved.

The word " ransom "■ [lutron] is scriptural. The

phrase "ransom price" is unscriptural. We have not

found it anywhere in any translation, nor has it any

equivalent in the original. The word " price" [time] is

used in the Scriptures, but it is never connected with a

ransom. It is used of buying and selling. Eansom is not.

We are asked to believe that the ransom is a com

mercial transaction because we are "bought with a

price" (1 Cor. 6:20). No one would confuse these two

things in ordinary affairs. Most of us buy many things.

Few of us ransom anything. What we buy is our prop

erty. In the days of slavery, the man bought was in

bondage. Eecently a prominent religious leader was

held for an enormous ransom. No one questioned whether

the sum demanded was an equivalent, or thought that it

would buy the evangelist. The precious blood of Christ is

the "price". If anyone thinks that it has no more value

than those who are purchased by it, I am sorry. It is

possible to pay too much, even in buying, and I am con

vinced that the blood of Christ had infinitely overpaid

the price of those whom it has purchased. But we must

insist that this buying, this purchasing, was the very

opposite effect of a ransom or redemption. Peter writes
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of those who "disown the Owner (Despotes, not Kurios,

Lord) who buys them" (2 Pet. 2:1). They are enslaved
by purchase, not liberated by a ransom.

FLESH NOT THE RANSOM " PRICE"

We are asked to believe that the flesh of Christ was

given as a ransom "price". The flesh of Christ was

never given for the ransom. The Scriptures say He gave

His soul for many (Mat. 20:28; Mark 10:45), and is

giving Himself as a correspondent ransom for all (1 Tim.

2:6). These are the only values given. Why deny the

Word of God? Why substitute flesh for soul or for

Himself? Who would pervert the Scriptures unless com

pelled by an anti-scriptural philosophy?

We are asked to believe that our Lord referred to

the ransom when He spoke of giving His flesh for the

life of the world (John 6: 51). Our Lord's hearers also

made a mistake in thinking He referred to His literal

flesh, so He corrected that impression, saying, "The

spirit is that which is vivifying. The flesh is benefiting

nothing" (John 6:63). He is speaking of a present

spiritual eating of His flesh on the part of His disciples.

If the ransom depends on the eating of His physical

flesh, no one is, or ever will be ransomed.

Surely we are not to understand that, after He died,

as a ransom, His dead corpse was to be eaten by His

disciples! This passage has absolutely no connection

with His death or the ransom. The use of a few words in

it in a sense entirely out of line with the context, in

order to make the flesh of Christ the "ransom price" is

proof positive that there is no foundation for the thought.

Indeed, almost every passage appealed to in support of

these teachings is wrested from its context and given a

force entirely foreign to its true meaning. Anything can

be "found in the Bible" if we use it in this fashion.

Furthermore, in many vague statements, we are asked

to believe that the blood or the life is the ransom
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"price". The various terms used, soul and life and
Himself are not distinguished, nor are they considered

when the further point, that the ransom "price" cannot

be recalled, is in view. The whole system depends on

proving that the ransom "price" was His flesh, for

which not a single passage of God's Word is evidence.

We are asked to believe that the ransom is an exact

equivalent. In the Scriptures the ransom is never an

equivalent. If we add the word "price" to the word

ransom we may be deluded into the idea of the payment

of an equal amount. Even this would not be the case in

ordinary English. In speaking of the sum demanded for

the ransom of a kidnaped child we may use the word

"price", but we never think of it as the market value of

the child. It is usually far more than the price formerly

paid for a slave.

We are asked to reason that, since justice demands

an absolute equivalent, therefore the ransom "price"

must be an exact equivalent (Deut. 19: 21). Ordinarily

we do not reason thus. What would we think of a man

who did not know the difference between a judge, dealing

with a criminal, and his friend who pays a ransom to

save him from bandits? It is far worse to mix law and

grace. The law came to condemn. What was the

result? If one man takes another's life he forfeits his

own. Is this a ransom ? Is this the measure of a ransom ?

It is distressing to see such handling of the Word of

Truth. Passages utterly foreign to the subject are

wrested from their contexts. Any equivalence anywhere

would do to prove that the ransom "price" is an equiv

alent! As a result the "ransom" is very little better

than the law.

It is insisted that God is just, and that Justice de

mands an equivalent. The ransom is never connected

with God's justice. That attribute is associated with jus

tification and the law (Eom. 3:19-28). It is concerned

with propitiation, not ransom. Christ Jesus is God's
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Propitiatory, by means of which He displays His right

eousness in passing over the penalty of sins which oc

curred before in the forbearance of God, and in the cur

rent era. The "price" (if we may be forgiven a most

unscriptural term) is the blood of Christ. We are now

"justified in His blood" (Rom. 5: 9), not by a ransom.

The blood of Christ is the memorial of the abiding

efficacy of His death. In the divine ritualof Israel the

blood of the annual sacrifice, sprinkled on the mercy

seat, or propitiatory, availed for the ensuing year. But

it speaks of more than this, for the blood is not the seat

of life but of the soul. "The soul [not life] of the flesh,

is in the blood" (Lev. 17:11). It recalls the sensation

or suffering of death, for life is the result of spirit, and

sensation of the soul. The justice of God is satisfied by

the memorial of Christ's death pangs, of which His

shed blood is the tangible evidence. If the argument

that the "price" cannot be recalled had been applied

to the blood, it would have had a much better founda

tion, for it was poured out, and His resurrection body

was not flesh and blood, but flesh and bones.

And who will place an estimate on the value of the

sufferings of Christ? Who will dare to limit the pre-

ciousness of His outpoured blood?

The value of Christ's blood is by no means confined

to Adam or the human race. By the blood of His cross,

the Son will reconcile all to God, whether on earth or in

the heavens (Col. 1:20). The whole universe does not

exhaust its worth. Instead of being a skimpy equivalent

for Adamic sin, and leaving all the rest of creation to its

terrible fate, it so overwhelms human offense that its

overflow is more than sufficient in value not only to res

cue sinning creation from its doom, but to reconcile all

of God's enemies to Himself.

His suffering, His death, was not like that of other

men. Since He could recall the dead to life, He could

have kept Himself alive. At the very last He cried with
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a loud voice and voluntarily gave up His spirit to God.
He had suffered for years at the hands of men, but such
afflictions only add to His own reward, and to His value
as the Sacrifice. Through all of this He had His Father's
smile and fellowship. It is only when He is nailed to the

accursed cross that God averts His face and sends His
fire from above to consume the great Sin Offering. Dur

ing the three hours of darkness on Calvary's cross, a

"price" was paid of such infinite value to the heart of
God that any attempt to estimate its preciousness would

only reveal how far it is beyond all human imagination.

This Sufferer was the Son of God, not our mere equal

Who takes our place and suffers in our room and stead.

The Greek preposition used is most expressive. (See Rom.

5:6, 7, 8; 8:32; 14:15; 1 Cor. 5:7; 15:3, etc.) It is

huper, over. He is above: we are beneath. We are not

on His level. He acts for our sakes, on our behalf. He is

not doing something that we could do, but what we can

not do. He did not suffer as the innocent in place of the

guilty. He was holy and was made sin for us, not as us.

He is not a mere substitute, but a mighty Saviour. A

man in danger of death by drowning does not want some

one to drown in his place, but one who is strong enough

to effect his rescue. A sinner who wishes to be saved

from sin would not seek some one to whom he may shift

the penalty of his sins. That would mean death without

hope of resurrection. He needs One Who can cope with

His sins and arise in triumph over them.

The Scriptures are simplicity itself on this subject.

But almost all of us approach them with a theory of the

atonement derived from some misleading story or tract,

or with a philosophy of the ransom based on human rea

soning from fragments of Scripture wrenched from their

contexts. Then we find the simplest statement difficult.

I can express my "theory" of any aspect of His salva

tion in the very words of Scripture, such as, "while we

are still sinners, Christ died for our sakes". But this
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does not seem acceptable. What is wanted is a single
idea, covering every phase, such as substitute, or equiva
lent. Very well, here it is. It is not some unscriptural,
extrascriptural, philosophic, or theological term. As

sinners, He is our Saviour. As enemies, He is our Rec

onciler. These titles are a whole philosophy in them
selves.

The Saviourhood of Christ has been lost in the miser

able theory of substitution. His love and his power have

well-nigh vanished as unnecessary elements of His sacri

fice. It has been dragged down to the level of the animals
offered under the law.

David gives us a true picture of His salvation. He

saved his people, Israel, from the Philistines when he

slew Goliath of Gath. He did not meet the giant in the

room and stead of the army of Saul. He was not even

taking the place of a single champion in the hosts of

Israel, for there was no one who was able. He fought in

behalf of his people and his God.

The epistle to the Romans gives us a complete exposi

tion of the deliverance which is ours in Christ Jesus in

this administration of God's grace. As to sins, we are

justified. As to enmity, we are reconciled. Justification

comes to us through Christ as the Propitiatory (Rom.

3: 25). This is usually called the mercy seat. It was the

lid of the ark, made of one solid piece of gold, with two

cherubim, one at each end, facing each other (Exodus

25:17-22). Its function was as follows: "I make ap

pointments with you there, and I speak with you from

on the propitiatory, from between the two cherubim

which are on the ark . . ."

Recent concordant studies in the Hebrew vocabulary

have yielded fresh light on the meaning of the word

kaphar, usually translated atone or atonement. Our

word cover is so near it, in both sense and sound, that it

may be derived from it. This seems to be its force in

almost all of its occurrences. But another word, kasah,
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which occurs over a hundred fifty times, is almost always

translated cover, and, undoubtedly, is the closest equiv
alent of cover in Hebrew. Consequently, though kaphar

seems to have the general sense of cover, it must have

some elements in it which distinguishes it from kasah. A

careful reconsideration shows that it signifies shelter,

for it is always used of a protective cover.

The meaning of the word atonement in the '' Old

Testament" is shelter. It is used of Noah's ark, which

was pitched with pitch, or sheltered from the water by a

protective covering (Gen. 6:14). All of its Authorized

Version translations are suggestive of shelter of some

kind. It is rendered villages (1 Chron. 27:25), ransom

(Exo. 30:12), satisfaction (Num. 35:31), bribe (Amos

5:12). The feminine form, kapporeth, is reserved for the

name of the mercy seat, or propitiatory. Hence the

great Antitype may be called the Shelter of all who have

faith in His blood.

Christ is our Propitiatory, or meeting place with

God, through faith in His blood (Rom. 3:25). The

chief priest could not come to the propitiatory without

blood. He had to offer a bullock as a sin offering for

himself as well as a goat for the sin of the people. This

blood he took within the veil and sprinkled on and

before the mercy seat. Thus was propitiation effected in

the type. It was weak and temporary because the true

Propitiatory and the actual Victim had not come. The

apostle confines our attention to the Propitiatory Him

self and His blood. He is careful to omit any mention

of propitiation, for the justification which attends the

great Antitype, in this day of grace, far transcends the

fullest intimations of the type. Only John speaks of

propitiation, and that for a different administration.

The idea of equivalence is based on the Greek word

anti, for. In the three passages which speak of the ran

som, this word is used in connection with lutron, ran

som. Let us see whether anti conveys this meaning. In
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Matthew 17:27 we have a most apt illustration. Our

Lord, to avoid snaring His enemies, pays for the shelter

of His soul and Peter's (Exodus 30:14). This should

not read ransom. After the catching of the fish with a

stater in its mouth, He tells Peter, "give it to them for

(anti) Me and you". Was the sum given an exact equiv

alent of the value of our Lord and Peter? It amounted

to about sixty-three cents of our money. Peter may not

have been worth that much, but shall we insist that,

since the word anti denotes equivalence, our Lord's

value was less than a dollar? Anti never denotes equiva

lence. It denotes correspondence.

But we are asked to believe that, when it is prefixed,

as in antilutron, it must mean an exact equivalent. A

perfect parallel is the well known word antitype (anti-

tupon). What is the force of anti in this word ? Every

one knows what a type is. Aaron and David were types

of the Messiah. He is the Antitype. He corresponds to

the types. But correspondence is not equivalence.

There is not a legitimate reference to ransom in the

Word of God which makes it an equivalent. There are

many Scriptures which prove that a ransom is never an

equivalent. To investigate this intelligently we must

recognize the fact that, in Hebrew, there are two words

translated sometimes ransom, sometimes redeem. We

distinguish between them by always rendering one ran

som [padah], and the other redeem [goal]. We will

give all of the passages in which the ransom " price" is

given. In all the variety, it is most remarkable that there

is never an equivalent.

RANSOM

The first time that ransom is spoken of in the Scrip

tures is in connection with the ransom of the firstborn

(Exodus 13:12, 13; 34:20). Jehovah claims all the

firstling males. That of an ass must be ransomed or its

neck broken. What must be given for the ass ? A lamb.
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Surely no one will contend that the actual value of the

two is the same. The market price of the lamb was much

less than that which it ransomed. Its moral value, as a

type of the Lamb of God, was infinitely more.

Houses, fields, or unclean animals, in the case of vows,

were to be ransomed. In their case there was to be a

valuation (Lev. 27: 27). Did this sum suffice for a ran

som ? It did not, for a fifth part was added to make the

ransom '' price". There is absolutely no possibility of

an equivalent here. It is specifically denied.

As a rule the "price" paid for ransom was much less

in value than the person or thing to be ransomed. But

an exception is made in the case of ransoming something

vowed to Jehovah. These vows were voluntary in their

undertaking, but not as to their fulfillment when under

taken. To discourage rash and unconsidered making of

vows it is made very difficult to escape should one repent

of his vow. He must pay the full value and a fifth part

more. In other cases the "price" is less than the market

value.

When giving Aaron the firstborn of all flesh, Jeho

vah stipulated that mankind and unclean animals must

be ransomed (Num. 18:15-17). They could not be sacri

ficed. The "price" was fixed at five shekels, or about

three dollars. No estimate of individual cases was made.

The meanest of the unclean animals and the son of a

king were all rated alike. This practically excludes the

idea of an equivalent. The firstlings to be ransomed had

such various values that no one sum could fit every case.

When the Levites were taken instead of all the first

born of the sons of Israel, two hundred and seventy-

three men left over and above the number of the Levites

had to be ransomed. Jehovah fixed the "price" at five

shekels apiece, or one-tenth the price of a man over

twenty years who had been vowed to Jehovah. This was

the value of an infant. (Compare Num. 3:46-48 with

Lev. 27:3-6.) Perhaps we should guard this statement
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by pointing out that the Companion Bible, in its note on

Numbers 3:46, etc., is mistaken. The word used is

padah, ransom, not goal, redeem, as there stated.

REDEMPTION

The other word [gaal] is seldom translated ransom

(Isa. 51:10). It is almost always redeem, so we are not

concerned with it in this connection, except to note the

instructive contrast between the "price" of redemption

and ransom. If a man in Israel was compelled to sell

some of his allotment, a kinsman could restore it to him

by redeeming it. As it would come back to him auto

matically in the jubilee, he only paid its rental until the

fifty years would end (Lev. 25: 24-33). Thus it was that

Boaz redeemed Ruth's allotment. The "price" of

redemption varied, not according to the value of the land

or the man to be redeemed, but according to the length

of time until the next jubilee.

The effort to make the jubilee a type of the ransom

is an index of the excessive inconsistency of this theory.

In the jubilee they went out free, without any "price".

Yet we are asked to believe that it is a type of an equiv

alent! It is neither redemption nor ransom.

These examples show us the difference between ran

som [padah] and redeem [gaal] in the Hebrew Scrip

tures. While both release from obligations, ransom has

to do with Jehovah's claims, but redemption with man's

mortgages. God provides both, in Christ. Israel needs

both ransom and redemption. They are the firstborn for

whom the Lamb was given to satisfy God's demands.

But they also need to have their allotment redeemed by

the great Goel or Redeemer, the Lion of the tribe of

Judah. Both aspects are brought before us in Hosea's

prophecy (Hos. 13:14) :

From the hand of sheol I am ransoming them:

From death I am redeeming them.

I am becoming thy plagues, O death!

I am becoming thy extirpation, O sheol!
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All of the ransomings under the law are types of the

great Antitypical Ransom which we are considering. If

equivalence were an essential in the Antitype it surely

would appear in the type. Yet nothing is more notice

able in these foreshadowings of the ransom than the lack

of equivalence in value. If these types teach anything

they teach us that the great Eansom was to vary accord

ing to circumstances, so as to cover each case. The com

mercial value of that which was ransomed never deter

mined the amount. Hence it was an elastic, a corres

pondent ransom, an antilutron, but never an exact equiv

alent.

We are asked to believe that, in every particular,

Christ's work is an exact payment to cover the debt of

Adam, and He did nothing more than to bring the race

back to the position Adam lost. This matter should not

be connected with ransom, but justification. It is brought

before us in the fifth of Eomans. Here Adam and

Christ come before us, but there is no equivalence.

Rather the contrary. Adam and Christ are contrasted.

There are similarities. There is type and antitype, but

the type always falls short of the antitype. Adam

brought condemnation: Christ did not restore innocence,

but brought justification of life.

Adam made the many sinners. Christ does not

merely make the many neutral, but actually righteous.

The likeness is confined to the extent or the scope. Both

Adam and Christ affect all mankind.

We are asked to believe that the ransom "price",

once paid, could not be recalled. This sounds reason

able. Two "prices" are given in the Scriptures. His

soul for many, Himself for all. The logical deduction is

that He now has no soul and He is no longer Himself!

To escape this dilemma, we are told that the "price" is

His flesh, and therefore He cannot take His flesh again.

But the ransom "price" is not His flesh. That is a pure

invention, in order to escape the absurd conclusion to
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which a logical deduction leads. When once we under

stand what is meant by His soul and Himself, all neces
sity for such reasoning vanishes, for He cannot "take
them back".

The soul laid down for the ransom is taken up again.

He gave His soul (not His flesh) as a ransom. Of His

soul He says: "Therefore the Father is loving Me, seeing

that I am laying down My soul that I may be getting it

again. No one is taking it away from Me, but / am lay

ing it down of Myself. I have the right to lay it down

and I have the right to take it again. This precept I got

from My Father" (John 10:17, 18). The fact that the

word psuche is often mistranslated life instead of soul,

even in such works as the Emphatic Diaglott, has hid the

plain import of this passage. But any concordance of

the original will confirm what we are saying.

At His death, His soul went to "hell" or "hades"

or the unseen. Did it remain there as the "ransom

price"? No! David foretold its fate. "Thou wilt not

abandon my soul in the unseen, neither wilt Thou be

giving Thy benign One to be acquainted with decay"

(Acts 2: 27). This was not true of David. He "speaks

concerning the resurrection of Christ, that He was

neither abandoned in the unseen, nor was His flesh

acquainted with decay" (Acts 2:31). Christ's soul,

though given for the ransom, was not forfeited forever.

What stronger evidence can be produced that the "ran

som price" does not rob Christ of His soul or His flesh?

How, then, did He give His soul as a ransom (Mat.

20: 28) ? The soul is neither the material part of man,

nor the spiritual part. His body was laid in the tomb.

His spirit returned to God, when He expired (Eccl.

12:7). These are the two entities of which He, as a

Man, was composed. He did not give either. The com

bination of these two results in sensation, or soul. The

body is not conscious, neither is the spirit, but their

union is. When His spirit returned to His Father, His
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soul went to the unseen, and entered oblivion. The suf

fering of death, both as an act and as a fact, is what pro

cures the ransom of many.

As we have elsewhere fully explained what the soul

is, we will merely repeat that giving His soul, in this

connection, denotes the shame, the suffering, the dire

distress of Golgotha. This is the ransom "price". How

can He "take it back"? Does the recovery of His soul,

when He was roused from among the dead, recall the

sufferings that He endured? Once we understand what

was really given for the ransom of many, we see the

futility of reasoning about "taking back" anything.

When our Lord's soul came back from the oblivion of

the unseen, it did not, in the least, diminish the value of

His ransom.

Moreover, Christ is giving Himself a correspondent

Eansom for all (1 Tim. 2:6). Shall we reason that this,

of necessity, demands that, at some time, He will become

annihilated? "Himself" is not limited to His flesh, or

His soul, or even His spirit. Logically, we ought to

deduce that He, in His whole humanity, must suffer

extinction to satisfy this reasoning. But nothing of this

sort is within the realm of sanity. There is no mental

difficulty in believing that all there is of Him is devoted

to the work of ransoming all mankind, and thus He is

giving Himself. This includes His sufferings and adds

His glories. Any objection to the tense of the verb

(which the Diaglott inconsistently renders "having

given" and "gave") does not alter the case. If "Him

self" is the "price", He cannot take Himself back,

whether it be in the past, present, or future. Nothing

less than the annihilation of the Eansomer will satisfy

the reasoning.

The teaching that the ransom "price", once given,

cannot be recalled leads to some most serious dilemmas.

One is that Christ, no longer having a soul, is practically

dead, and has not been roused at all. Herod sought His
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soul when He was a Babe (Mat. 2:20). That is, he

sought to kill Him. As the ransom "price" is not His

flesh, but His soul, and we are asked to believe that this
could not be taken again, He must be soulless, without
feeling or consciousness.

Not only was Christ's body or flesh raised from the

dead, but His soul was roused from sleep. Indeed, He

spoke of His return from death as a rousing more fre

quently than as a raising. This, however, is seldom

apparent in our English versions or in the Emphatic

Diaglott, for it is usually translated raise, just as if it

were the same word as rise. In Matthew 8:25 the

Authorized Version translates correctly awoke. The fol

lowing are most of the passages which are absolute evi

dence that the Lord did not lose the ransom "price"

(His soul) when He came out of death:

Mat. 16:21; 17:23; 26:32; 27:63, 64; 28:6, 7;

Mark 6:16; 14:28; 16:6, 14; Luke 9:22; 24:6, 34;

John 2:19, 20, 22; 21:14; Acts 3:15; 4:10; 5:30;

10:40; 13:30, 37; Kom. 4:24, 25; 6:4, 9; 7:4; 8:11,

34; 10:9; 1 Cor. 6:14; 15:4, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20;

2 Cor. 4:14; 5:15; Gal. 1:1; Eph. 1:20; Col. 2:12;

1 Thes. 1:10; 2 Tim. 2: 8; 1 Pet. 1: 21, and Mat 27: 63.

In every one of these He is spoken of as having been

roused from the dead, and this is absolutely impossible

if His soul was left in the unseen.

Thus we have seen that the ransom is not the flesJt of

Christ, but His soul and Himself. In no case is a ransom

an exact equivalent in the Scriptures. It does not con

sist of some part of Christ which cannot be taken back.

The Scriptures distinctly insist that He does take His

soul back. There is not a single point in which this

philosophy agrees with the Word of God. It is so

unscriptural that it is antiscriptural. It logically leads

to the denial of Christ's resurrection, which is the most

essential and fundamental of all truths.

We beg our friends to consider the Scriptures we
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have referred to in this article. Above all, read the con

texts. See that we are not wresting the Word of God to

suit our interpretation. Though I might claim that I

have more right to speak with authority than almost

anyone else, because my translation work has kept me in

constant contact with the originals for the last quarter

of a century, I renounce all such claims. Found your

faith on God's Word. I am not inspired. I am not an

official channel. I am nothing but a voice imploring in

the prevailing apostasy, ''Back to God and His Word!"

Look up every passage in your Bible. Better still, turn

to it in your Emphatic Diaglott. As this is not uniform

in its renderings of the word soul [psuche], the best and

safest plan is to check everything by the Concordant

Version, for it is based on principles which make it easy

for those ignorant of Greek to satisfy themselves of the

exact facts, and make it impossible for the translator to

vary his renderings to suit his own opinions.

In conclusion we wish to point out that the vital

defect in most theories of "the atonement", or substitu

tion, or ransom, consists in degrading our Lord to the

level of those whom He saves. When once we give Him

His place preeminent, and see that He has done all for

our sakes, on our behalf, not as a mere equal or equiva

lent, but as One infinitely greater, more precious and

glorious, Who has condescended to be our Saviour, not

our substitute, difficulties will disappear and our sorrow

and shame for Christendom's illogical and degrading

speculations concerning Christ's sacrifice will vanish in

wonder and adoration of the wisdom and love which it

unfolds. A. E. K.



THE SALVATION OF THE

UNBELIEVER

As God is the Saviour of all mankind, especially of those
who believe (ITim. 4:10), we may confidently rest on
one grand and glorious foundation truth—that all salva

tion is of God, and neither believer nor unbeliever has

any part in it. On the one hand this assures us of the

possibility of saving all men, for God alone is able, and,

on the other, it bars out all human schemes for their

restoration, whether by works, or suffering, by giving

them a second chance, or by any cause whatever which

originates in man. Those who believe are saved by His

grace (Rom. 4:16), those who do not believe are saved

through His judgments, but in both it is He alone Who

is Saviour. Faith is but the channel of grace; it plays

no efficient part in salvation. Judging is but the means

He uses, the process which leads to the salvation of the

unbeliever. It does not remove his guilt or cleanse a

single sin. That is done wholly and solely by the blood

of Christ. Every effort to bring about the ultimate

salvation of all through the purgatorial or penitential

sufferings of the sinner is a denial of this great truth.

Judging does not save, but the God Who judges is also

the Saviour and all His dealings with mankind are

governed by the grand goal which He has set before

Him—to become All in all His creatures.

In setting forth the process by means of which God

brings the unbeliever back to Himself we must remem

ber that few believers are able to analyze the method

used in their own salvation. Now, if we are not able to

explain our own experience, how shall we understand

His method with others'? Yet, strange as it may seem,
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God's dealings with the unbeliever are much more easi

ly apprehended than His way with us. The very simplic

ity of faith baffles us. Most theological systems seek to

base belief on evidence, and speak of "Christian evi

dences" as the foundation of the believer's salvation.

This is, rather, the method He uses in the deliverance

of the unbeliever.

When we reflect how few of those who actually heard

our Lord and His apostles, who saw Him and perceived

the signs and miracles and powers which He performed,

and had ample opportunity to test their genuineness,

how few of those actually believed, we are tempted to

lose confidence in the efficacy of "Christian evidences".

Yet they had their place and were used in the heralding

of the kingdom. They produced a hybrid sort of faith,

generated partly by tangible evidence, and partly by con

fidence in those who wrought them.

The case of Thomas is an example of the overpower

ing force of evidence where faith is wanting. No man

can long withstand the testimony qf his senses, even

when his interests are opposed. But today the doubt

ing Thomases are offered no proof to correct their credu

lous questions. It is either sheer unfounded faith or

fatal unbelief.

The tangible proofs given to support the herald

ing of the kingdom affords a rich field for the study

of the effect of evidence on the human heart. The un

believer will be saved by sight. He will yield to the

force of facts. He will be convinced by logic. What

evidence is most suited for this purpose? In our Lord's

ministry we can see both the helps and the hindrances

offered by the senses. The consideration of a few cases

will reveal what most moves men and what makes them

obstinate.

The rich young man was hindered by his possessions.

The Samaritans were helped by the Lord's words. The

resurrection of Lazarus led many Jews to rely on His

acts. These illustrate God's method in the judgment of

the unbeliever. He removes hindrances—no earthly ac-
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quisitions interfere with the decisions of the heart, for

both heaven and earth flee from the face of Him Who

sits on the throne. He works the greatest possible mir

acle, by raising them from the dead. He reads the

inmost secret of their hearts. He appears in their very

presence in soul-dismaying splendor. They cannot

doubt His power or His perfections, and no motive

remains to lead them to deceive themselves.

The judgment of unbelievers takes place in the

interval between the passing of this present earth and

the creation of the new. Every tie which bound thexn

to the earth has been burned up. They are the subjects

of the most astounding miracle ever wrought, having

been raised from the dead. They are in the presence of

the Divine Majesty. Their secrets are bared to His

awful gaze. The character of their judging, being ad

justed to their acts, not simply as to severity but so as

to correct them, will reveal God's purpose to save and

reconcile them to Himself. This, followed by their death

in the lake of fire and subsequent vivification at the

consummation, is the • basis of their reconciliation.

First, we will consider the hindrances which have

held many from becoming followers of Christ. The rich

young ruler (Mt. 19:16; Lu. 18:18) desired eonian life

but was kept from it by his acquisitions. Will this

hinder him in the judgment ? No. For then all his

riches will have vanished; not only through his own

death, but by the fires which have engulfed the world.

Examples abound. The excuses offered by those who

were bidden to the great supper (Lu. 14:18) are all re

moved before the great white throne. No fields or oxen

or wives will intrude between the spirit and the great

Judge.

In the judgment day God will judge the hidden

things of humanity (Eo. 2:16). We are prone to con

sider this a mere exhibition of His omniscience, to facili

tate the trial of the sinner and to insure his condemna

tion. But more than this, it cannot but have a most

powerful effect on the unbeliever's attitude toward
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Christ. What was it that impressed the woman of Sa

maria? It was His knowledge of her hidden secrets.

When she left her water and went into the city she bore

witness to Him: '' Hither! Lo! a Man Who told me all

whatever I do. Is not this the Christ ?" (Jn. 4: 29). As

a result we read that many of the Samaritans of that

city believe in Him because of the woman's word that

He told her all that she did (Jn. 4:39).

But more believe on Him through His own word.

The Lord bared only a few facts in the woman's life.

In the judgment all of men's secrets will be exposed. If

men could be moved to believe through the word of a

dissolute woman, how much more readily will they bow

when all their own secrets are brought to view! And

not only so, but when the lives of all their fellow crea

tures are subjected to the same superhuman scrutiny,

the overwhelming evidence will banish all doubt of the

identity of the One before Whom they stand.

The blessed results achieved by His exposure of the

woman at Sychar's spring will be multiplied by many

millions at the great white throne. There is nothing

hidden that shall not be manifested (Mt. 10:26). As in

Corinth, the hidden things of the unbeliever's heart be

come apparent, and, falling on his face, he will worship

God (1 Co. 14:25).

Perhaps no miracle wrought by our Lord and His

apostles created a stronger conviction than that of rais

ing the dead. When Lazarus was raised many of the

rulers believed, and the chief priests were concerned

lest all should believe on Him because of this sign (Jn.

11:45, 48). When Peter raised Dorcas it also was used

to convince many who believed on the Lord. Can we

imagine what conviction it must have brought to Lazarus

and to Dorcas themselves, if they should have had the

slightest tendency to doubt ? Could there have been any

stronger proof of divine power than that their very life

had come back to them at the bidding of One Who is

stronger than death ? In the process of winning the un

believer, we judge their resurrection and final vivifica-
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tion to be ample to account for their salvation and
reconciliation.

The salvation of the unbeliever will be by sight, not
by faith. Otherwise it is effected in the same way as
that of the believer, by the word and power and pres

ence of God. The means which proved most effective in
the past are repeated, but accompanied with unparal

leled power and under circumstances infinitely more
impressive.

The apostle Paul's case is of surpassing significance

in its bearing on the salvation of unbelievers. He was

the foremost of sinners, and it cannot be denied that,

among men, there was no case quite as desperate as his.

All question as to God's ability to save vanishes in the

light of his call on the Damascus road. The miraculous

means employed in his case surely would suffice for every

one of God's enemies. And who will deny, on sober re

flection, that the appalling power and glory of the august

judgment session into which the unbeliever is ushered

by his resurrection will be unutterably more impressive ?

The apostle's vision passed. He came back to a scene

where all was as before. He alone had changed. But

the unbeliever sees the power and presence of God not

only in his own deliverance from death, but in all around

him. The vision does not vanish. The divine presence

abides.

One of the leading lights on eternal torment crystal

lizes the prevailing insensibility to the mighty dealings

of God with the unbeliever in the following question and

answer. "Is there going to be any tremendous power

in the moral sense in eternity to change a character that

it could not change here?" "There is no hint in the

Bible of a change of character beyond this world."

These very leaders would shudder if we should sug

gest that salvation is based on character. Yet they do

not hesitate to damn mankind for lack of it! But we

will let that pass. Unbelief in the saint is just as irra

tional as in the infidel.

The appalling nature of the blindness which lies on
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Christendom with reference to God's great ultimate can

hardly find a better illustration than in the question and

answer we have quoted. So far as they read their Bible,

the unbeliever is not raised from the dead at the judg

ment, nor vivified at the consummation. They contend

for the genuineness of miracles, yet ignore the most tre

mendous and stupendous of all miracles—the resurrec

tion of all mankind. They are making a firm stand fora

whole Bible, yet practically expunge the great truth that

"all who are in the grave shall hear His voice, and shall

come forth.7' All the significance and power of the res

urrection of the unbeliever is totally ignored and denied

by many who consider themselves defenders of the faith

and supporters of the Bible.

We consider, and rightly too, that our resurrection

and vivification will be an essential part of our salva

tion. It will be the crowning glory of our deliverance.

Yet when the same mighty power of God acts on be

half of the unbeliever, resurrection becomes damnation

and vivification death! These, we are told, will have no

effect on the character of the unbeliever at all! Since

that is so, it logically follows that character is not af

fected by resurrection or vivification, and, as a result,

the saints will have just the same character in glory

which they have today. The tranformation will be

entirely physical, not moral or spiritual. Our likeness

to Christ will be limited to the brilliancy of our ap

pearance. All the heartbreaking defects in our char

acters will be with us still, only unutterably more

apparent and painful in His presence.

But enough! It is not true! Every experience

through which we pass affects our characters, even in

the present life. And we may rest assured that our

character (how I hate to use a non-scriptural term!)

will accord with the presence of His glory.

Our resurrection and vivification are simultaneous,

but the unbeliever will be raised long before he is

vivified. The change which eventuates in the ultimate

salvation of the unbeliever is wrought, not only by
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his resurrection, but by the august judgment session,

when he stands in the presence of Christ, with all his

unbelief swept away by the awful realization of His

power and the justice of His throne. We are asked,

Is it possible for them to repent? Bather, we would

like to know, Is it possible for them not to repent, or

change their minds? We cannot conceive an unre

pentant sinner before the great white throne.

God's thoughts and man's imaginations are nowhere

more at variance than on the subject of judgment, or

punishment. God is love: man is hate. David was wise

when he was given the choice of fleeing before his ene

mies or falling before the hand of Jehovah. He uttered

a great truth when he exclaimed "Let us fall now into

the hand of Jehovah, for His mercies are many: and

let me not fall into the hand of man!" And surely his

choice was vindicated, for, when the angel stretched out

his hand upon Jerusalem to destroy it, Jehovah repented

Him of the evil, and said to the angel that destroyed

the people: "It is enough! Stay now thine hand"

(2 Sam. 24).

Jonah went through the streets of Nineveh, crying:

"Yet forty days and Nineveh shall be overthrown!"

"But God saw their works, that they turned from their

evil way; and God repented concerning the evil that

He said He would do unto them. And He did it not"

(Jon. 3). And what did Jonah do? Was he not pleased

at the success of his mission ? Did he not glory in the

character of His God? Alas! he was like the majority

of the Lord's people today. Like Jonah, they imagine

that God has a streak of hate in His character and that

He wanted to destroy Nineveh to give it exercise. But

He had an object in threatening its destruction. Now

that they repented and the object was attained, why

should He belie His character and destroy them from

sheer vindictiveness? Jonah thought He ought: and

so think those today whose prototype he was.

Is it not too bad that Jonah's God was a gracious

God, and merciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness,
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and repenting of the evil which He had threatened?

(Jon. 4:2). What did Jonah care for Nineveh? What

pains had it cost him? What comfort did it bring to

him? But God looked at it from His standpoint. In

it there were sixty thousand souls more in tune with

Him than sulky Jonah. He was their Creator, and He

had not created them for naught.

The thought that the resurrection and judging

of the unbeliever is only a prelude to his final " de

struction' ' in the lake of fire must be judged by its

moral effect, for it has no support whatever in the

Scriptures. In the first place " destruction " (by which

annihilation or extinction of being is intended), is

never used of the lake of fire or of the second death.

It is always used of the sinner before his resurrection

at the great white throne. Those who are " destroyed "

in Gehenna will be there. Those who "perished" in the

wilderness and at the flood will be raised. " Destruc

tion " is never annihilation. It never precludes resur

rection and salvation. Indeed, it is a necessary precur

sor of salvation. The Lord came to seek and to save

the "destroyed" (lost). So that, even if there were

a single passage telling us that the unbeliever is "de

stroyed" in the second death (which there is not) we

would still have every reason to believe God when

He assures us that all who are dying in Adam shall

be made alive in Christ (1 Cor. 15: 22).

Let no one suppose that we plead for the repeal of

God's word regarding the doom of the unbeliever. Far

from it. But we do plead for the removal of those harsh,

human perversions of His word, which seek to make

Him a man like ourselves, hateful and hating one

another, vindictive and vicious in our views of the so-

called "penalties" of sin. We plead for a revision of

our vocabulary on this important theme. Many of our

words and expressions are not only unscriptural but

positively anti-scriptural.

Let those who constantly refer.; to the lake of fire

as a place of punishment, chastening, destruction (apol-
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lumi), extermination (oletJtros), and the like, reflect on
the fact that these terms are not used specifically of the
burning lake. With the possible exception of the destruc
tion of the wild beast (Un. 17: 8, 11) all refer to previous
judgments, and none of them preclude the resurrection
of those to whom they are applied. In other words, the
strongest terms to be found in the Scriptures are avoided

when speaking of this final infliction. The true scrip
tural phrase to use when we desire to describe its action
is "the second death".

The terms destroy and destruction are so often used
of irrecoverable ruin that a few examples will be given
to show how far this is from the truth. The rendering

"lost" is always the translation of the word for destroy.
It would be the utmost folly for the Son of Mankind to

seek, much less to save those who are annihilated. The

lost sheep and the lost coin and the lost prodigal all had

been destroyed, yet all were found and saved. Were

the whole world lost or destroyed in the lake of fire,

that would be no hindrance to salvation. Rather, it

would be the very sphere in which alone salvation can

operate. Christ cannot save anyone unless first he is

destroyed, or lost.

Such is the salvation of the unbeliever. It is not

only in absolute accord with every passage in the word

of God, but in utmost harmony with the God Who is

revealed through that word. How can anyone who truly

loves Him rest satisfied with less than this, the only

true, the only scriptural solution? How infinitely it

lifts Him above the defeated, vindictive deity of Christ

endom! How grandly it accords with all those tributes

which theology gives Him with its left hand and filches

from Him with its right! Is He love? Then how can

He bear the very thought of eternal torment for a single

one of His creatures, much less for myriads of millions?

Is He omnipotent? Then why is He unable to rescue

them? The Buddha of Christendom is great in name,

but small in deed. He makes great claims but does not

live up to his reputation.
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Let those who are fond of reasoning about the des

tiny of the universe accept their own premises and fol

low them out logically and the inevitable conclusion

will be a universal reconciliation. Try it and see. All

will acknowledge these premises:

God is love I therefore?
God is omnipotent |

God is not love if He will not do all He can for His

creatures, neither is He omnipotent if He is unable to

save them. Hence the God of theology is magnificent,

but the god of eschatology is a myth.

Both revelation and reason are arrayed against the

false delusion of unending torment for the unbeliever.

It degrades the sacrifice of Christ to a mere attempt to

remedy an evil which it cannot cure. 0, my brethren,

why do you limit' His love, why do you paralyze His

power? Is the Christ Who saved you capable of com

pleting His work by saving all like you ? Or, if He can,

why will He not? Would you, if you could?

Confess that this terrible doctrine cannot but lead

you to doubt His perfections. It brings you up to a

blank wall, to a pit of dense darkness. But the blessed

truth opens up a glorious vista flooded with the love

light of God.

This leaves the way open to consider the moral

effect of this doctrine as it relates to our conception

of God's love. The sinner is dead, and, apart from the

power of God in resurrection, quite as good as anni

hilated. What possible benefit can accrue to the sinner

to expend unmeasured power in his resurrection and

unstinted force in his judging, only to return him to

oblivion? From the sinner's side it would be unutter

ably cruel and vindictive.

But, we are told, God's justice demands it. There

is an element of truth in this. But if God's justice

must be displayed at the expense of His love, the ex

tinction of the unbeliever in the lake of fire, far from

forever removing an eyesore from the universe, places
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a blot upon His character which eternity itself can

never erase. If we do not doubt His willingness to

save them, then we must acknowledge His inability.

If we cannot question His power, then we must limit

His love, and then we endanger the very foundation

on which all eternal bliss must be established.

Once more we affirm, without the slightest fear of
contradiction, that the judging of the unbeliever is

confined to the period between the resurrection and

the second death. If this is the end of the unbeliever,

if the mighty miracle of resurrection and the awful

judgment session have no other object than the inflic

tion of the pains and penalties each deserves, we des

pair—not for the unbeliever, for his fate is not the

paramount consideration—we despair for the character

of God, "Who uses power unstinted to satisfy the stern

demands of justice, yet outrages every instinct of His

love. No amount of sophistry will ever annihilate the

stubborn fact that they are His creatures, and their

final fate is just as much His work as was their crea

tion at the first. As creatures, they had no more com

mand of their destiny than they had of their birth

or their environment. All was of God. He held the

reins. And let us remember that salvation depends,

not on character or attainments such as might be

within the reach of mortals, but upon the knowledge

of the One Whose very name will be unknown to the

great majority who stand before Him in that awful

day. They are, not saved because God has not saved

them, and for no other reason whatever. If their ex

istence has been futile and a blot upon the universe, the

final disgrace falls upon God, Who was the only One

Who could have averted the disaster.

The resurrection and judgment of unbelievers leaves

no reasonable alternative but their ultimate salvation.

Without such an outcome, so great and stupendous an

exhibition of hatred and futile rage would throw a

pall of settled gloom across God's glory for all eternity.

Only the wickedest of men are unsatisfied when their
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enemies are dead, and would bring them back from

the grave to endure still further torment.

But we do not need to rest on reason. At best, it

is usually the refuge of unbelief. God has spoken,

and real reason rests on His revelation. He is the Sa

viour of all mankind, especially of those who believe.

God give us grace to glory in siuch a God! (1 Tim. 4:10).

In that marvelous revelation concerning the vivifi-

cation of all found in the fifteenth of first Corinthians

there is a notable omission which has a vital bearing

on the resurrection of judgment which we are con

sidering. The words "And if anyone was not found

written in the scroll of life," has led a few kind hearts

into the supposition that some, perhaps many, are not

cast into the lake of fire, but live on with the saints

during the eon of the eons, which follows. This would

transform this resurrection into a partial vivification.

But the great outline of vivification sketched by

the apostle includes only three classes at three distinct

epochs. After the Firstfruit, Christ, all who are His

are made alive at His presence. The last class is vivified

at the consummation. There is no class in between.

The resurrection of judgment, before the great white

throne, is ignored altogether. No one will be vivified,

in the full sense of that word, when the unbelievers

are raised from the dead. All die again. All return

into the domains of death during the eons.

The death which comes at the close of this life is

the effect of mortality, not of a judicial infliction. Sin,

in Scripture, is represented as a great Slaveholder.

He does not pay wages, as our version puts it (Ro.

6:23). Who ever heard of a slave getting wages f He

deals out rations. Sin's ration is death. The sting of

death is sin. Sin, fully consummated, is bringing forth

death (Jas. 1:15). Only in the case of criminals, is

death the result of a judicial decree, yet, even then,

it is at the hand of man and not of God.

The fact that the believer and the unbeliever share

alike in the first death ought to be sufficient proof
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that it is not, in any sense, a judicial infliction on God's

part. The saint is assured of immunity from all judg

ment, yet he does not escape the first death. Death as

the penalty of sin cannot be inflicted until after judg

ment has held its session. If God's decree calls for

such a penalty for sin, this is not satisfied with the

death common to all in Adam. Hence judging is followed

by the second death.

In the opening chapters of Romans Paul lays the

foundation on which God's just judgment is based.

He closes his indictment of mankind with these words:

". . . God's just statute, that such as are committing

them are deserving of death . . ." As the first death

cannot be the effect of any judicial procedure on God's

part, it is evident that the death penalty awaits all

who come into the judgment. Whatever may be the

variety and degree of the tribulation and anguish

meted out to each, one common end awaits them all—

the second death.

This divine decree is in fullest harmony with the

great truth that eonian life is only for the believer.

Only those chosen by His sovereign grace have the

privilege of living with Christ for the eons of the eons

and of being associated with Him in His work of rec

onciling the universe to God. A result of the unbe

liever's judgment consists in exclusion from these

blessings and dignities. '' He who is believing in.. the

Son has eonian life, yet he who is stubborn as to the

Son shall not be seeing life, but the indignation of

God is remaining on him" (John 3: 36).

These words are awful enough in their bearing on

the unbeliever without changing the inspired original,

as most or all of our versions do, to the indefinite, thus

denying the great truth that all shall be made alive

at the consummation. "Shall not see life" denotes a

fact and is timeless. "Shall not be seeing life" is def

inite, and confines the sense to the future eons which

are in question. The unbeliever can have no share in

the life of the eons.
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God is light and God is love. The unbeliever learns

the first at the great white throne. He realizes the

second at the consummation. Just as, in the epistle to

the Eomans, we are first acquainted with the just God,

Who justifies us, and later with God the reconciler,

Who invites us into His heart, so the salvation of the

unbeliever divides itself into the judgment session,

where he is judged in fact as we are by faith, and

the ultimate vivification, when death is abolished, and

God becomes All in all.

But, some will ask, if they were condemned to

death, how can they be raised again? What right

have they to the grace and life that will be their por

tion? We answer, none. They will have no more

claim on the ecstatic bliss of that unending day than

I or you, or any believer! What right have we? None

at all. But in Christ we have a perfect title to every

favor. So it will be with the unbeliever. It is not

written that Even as in Adam, all are dying, so all shall

be made alive, but "in Christ also, all shall be thus vivi

fied. " Adam's death involves all, irrespective of their

deserts. Christ's life extends to all, apart from their

personal merits (1 Cor. 15:22).

And here is where the unbeliever learns to love

God. The judgment has exposed his own unworthi-

ness. The grace of vivification will illumine his heart

with the love of God in Christ. Then shall be fulfilled

God's universal goal (Eom. 14:11) :

". . . to Me shall bow every knee,

And every tongue be acclaiming God."

This is the method He will use to bend the stubborn

knees. He will not use physical force but moral suasion.

Neither will He wring out a confession of sin from every

tongue. The word here used means more than that.

When our Lord said "I thank Thee, 0 Father7' (Mt.

11: 25; Lu. 10: 21) He used this term. It includes a com

plete acknowledgment and acquiescence in the divine

will.
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This is God's way with the unbeliever. We are

fond of recalling God's dealings with us to bring us

to Himself. Some have been driven to Him through

the loss of earthly possessions. Others found Him in

the midst of trials. His written word alone has led

myriads to see themselves and the loveliness of His
Christ. But no believer today has passed through any

experience which even approaches the stupendous re

alities which await the unbeliever. With the very

earth swept from beneath his feet, with his sins staring

at him and open to every eye, with the awful Presence

on the great white throne, all superimposed on a per

sonal experience of the greatest of all miracles—what

more could possibly be done to turn him back to God?

Who ever doubtb that Lazarus or the widow of Nain's

son was saved? Others believed who merely heard

and saw, but had none of the personal knowledge they

possessed. So, who can doubt that such an awful scene

and such a stupendous experience will turn the hearts

of all unbelievers toward the God of their salvation?

Some have sneeringly asked whether punishment

will reform the sinner, and have pointed out the har

dening effects of judgment. But this rests on the

vulgar and unscriptural notion of punishment apart

from resurrection. Others make judgment the end and

an end in itself, little heeding the effect of this on God.

But this judgment scene is not the end nor an end.

When we see a sinner, convicted of sin, burdened with

fear, we rejoice to behold the work of God, knowing

that it is but the beginning of His operations. So

the great white throne judgment is but the prelimin

ary to God's greater work at the consummation

The crowning and conclusive exhibition of God's

power and love toward the unbeliever awaits the con

summation. The eons are past. All sin is banished.

Evil is no more. The Son of God has nearly completed

His mediatorial work. All the living are in perfect

accord with God. Nothing remains but the conquest

of death and the reconciliation of its denizens. It is
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the only enemy left in all God's universe. Then, and
not till then will the vast concourse of mankind emerge
from the domain of death never to enter it again. Then

that voice for which we wait, that will call His own
from the graves, and that once before had called them
back to life, will speak with power, and death will be
despoiled, the last enemy laid low. Then shall all awake

to live in the light and love of Him Who will have
become in truth the Saviour of all mankind.

A. E. K.

SALVATION

SPECIAL AND GENERAL

One of the most interesting attempts in the writings

and publications of the International Bible Students

Association is the exposition concerning election and free

grace. While it is admitted in these publications that

election is for the purpose of selecting classes to serve

the interests of others, and free grace is that part of

God's purpose to reach all humanity, still the final out

come shows that the "elect" failed to complete the work

in a victorious manner, and free grace was at most par

tial and the triumph incomplete.
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In the chapter of the Divine Plan of the Ages on the Three
Ways, an attempt is made to show that the "Narrow Way" is

the way in which the saints in Christ Jesus are supposed to

walk, the "Broad Way" is the way of the sinner, and the

"Highway" is the way that will be opened up in the millennial
age.

A more careful study of the Word, rightly dividing the

Scriptures, will reveal additional truth concerning these ways.

Those called to the glorious calling in Christ Jesus are never

exhorted to walk in the Narrow Way. This is the way of law-

keeping. It did not give life, but led to it. The early disciples

and the Twelve Apostles of the Lamb endeavored to walk in

the footsteps of Jesus; but the saints in Christ Jesus are ex

horted to follow Paul as he followed Christ. One was a ter

restrial calling; the other, a celestial calling.

Our Lord's earthly ministry was devoted to Israel, the

gentiles receiving only crumbs of favor as they came into the

picture. The entire world was under the "law of sin," but our

Lord's teachings had to do directly with the nation of Israel.

Hence the picture of their condition on the "Broad Road" was

not a discussion of the sentence of death which passed upon

all men, but had to do with the fact that Israel was at that

time threatened with destruction as a nation because of their

refusal to receive the kingdom message and acknowledge their

Messiah. The nation did go into destruction, as stated in the

very last of the book of Acts. Destruction does not mean anni

hilation; for "all Israel shall be saved;" but when, for the

third time, they refused the message under the direction of

the Holy Spirit, they were cast off, and as a nation they were

destroyed. Thus they committed the "unpardonable sin," a

sin of rejection that could not be forgiven in "this age or the

next," as our Lord stated it.

A few of Israel, however, were following the spirit of truth,

and looking for the Messiah. These gratefully acknowledged

Him, and so were transferred from the "Broad Road" to the

"Way of Life."

Today there are thousands of Christians—earnest Workers

—who are preaching the kingdom, meaning the coming reign

of Messiah, as the one great topic in which all Christians
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should be most interested, entirely overlooking the secret
divulged by the apostle Paul, which opens up the "More excel
lent Way" (1 Cor. 12:31) never before known, and never

offered to Israel as a nation.

So intensive is this teaching among some Bible Students

that the activity in proclaiming the "Kingdom" is made the

chief basis of fellowship. If one physically able to witness

fails to do so, he is relegated to a class that will be deprived

of the "choicest" blessings, and becomes in danger 'of still

greater calamities. In delivering this witness such are denom

inated Witnesses of Jehovah. It is a most significant thing

that the title "Jehovah" is never used in the Scriptures con

cerning the church which is His body. Jehovah is the term or

title used in the relationship of God to Israel.

In the present age when God is conciliated, grace is to be

heralded and manifested. Vengeance and judgment are with

held until His body is glorified, anid the King returns to estab

lish the "highway" in the thousand years.

From the foregoing, it should be clear that the saints in

Christ Jesus should not sit in judgment during the present

time, but should be ambassadors of peace. To proclaim wrath

and indignation now is to misinterpret the very mission which

is ours. To us has been committed the "word of conciliation,"

and our lives, our words, our ministry should comport with

that commission.

Much confusion has resulted from trying to apply the mes

sage of the Circumcision apostles, and the personal teaching

of our Lord Himself while on earth to those who are in

structed under the guidance of Christ by the apostle Paul. No

other writer speaks of Christ Jesus. To the Circumcision He

was Jesus, Who had been the Christ; and they knew Him and
spoke of Him as Jesus Christ; the One Who had first been

humiliated and then exalted. Paul met Him on resurrection

ground and knew Him as Christ, the Sovereign of heaven, Who

had once been Jesus, the Saviour. Thus He was to him, and
becomes to us, Christ Jesus. Being put to death with Him;

roused with Him; seated with Him, in the spirit, among the

celestials, we enjoy the "more excellent way," a "way" entirely

unknown to the Circumcision—the message concerning which
Peter said was a thing "hard to be understood."



LAW OR GRACE, WHICH?

From Unsearchable Riches

Is the Fourth Commandment and are the remaining nine of
the Ten Commandments binding upon the Church?

If so, to what extent?

The very First Commandment is evidence that the law was
given only to the nation of Israel, for they only were brought
up out of the land of Egypt (Ex. 20:2; Deut. 5:6). The
Fourth Commandment, concerning the Sabbath Day, likewise
is restricted to that nation, for it is 'written: "Remember
that thou wast a servant in the land of Egypt, and that
Jehovah, thy Elohim, brought thee out hence by a mighty

hand and a stretched out arm: therefore, Jehovah, thy Elo
him, commanded thee to keep the Sabbath Day (Deut. 5:15).

Israel's greatness consisted partly in this, for "what
nation is there so great, that hath statutes and judgments

so righteous as all this law, which I set before you this day?"
(Deut. 4:8). It was one of their special prerogatives (Rom.
5:9, not the giving of the law, but the legislation) in which
they boasted (Rom. 2:23), and a part of the oracles of God,
which were their chief advantage over the other nations.
Negatively, we are told that the nations, who have not law
shall perish without law and be judged by their conscience
(Rom. 2:12-16). Some are inclined to repudiate these pas

sages because of Rom. 3:19, which sums up the two lines
of argument the apostle has been pursuing. First he indicts
the nations (Rom. 1:18 to 2:16), without a single appeal to
the Scriptures. Then he turns to the Jew (Rom. 2:17—3:

19 a) and quotes their own Scriptures to show their guilt.
Then, having previously indicted Jews as well as Greeks to
be all under sin, he quotes what the law says, which can
only apply to those under the law, to prove Israel's guilt
and thus stop every mouth, making the entire world sub

ject to the just judgment of God. It is foolish to insist

that "as much as the law is saying it is saying to those in

the law" and then immediately gainsay it and assert that
the law is speaking to the whole world, whether under its
jurisdiction or not. The Greek conjunction used here (hina,
in order that) introduces a logical deduction which must be
traced back to its sources. It must not be used to distort
one of its premises because the other has been lost sight of.
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There are two classes among those who believe so far as
their previous place in the world is concerned—those who
were Jews and those who were of the other nations. Before
faith comes (Gal. 3:23) the former are guarded under law,

but after faith is come (Gal. 3:25) they are no longer under
law. They are now exempted from the law, having died to
that which was holding them fast (Rom. 7:6). The spirit's

law, giving life by Christ Jesus, frees them from the law

of sin and death (Rom. 8:2).
Soon after some of the nations believed the sect of the

Pharisees insisted that it was needful to command them
to keep the law of Moses (Acts 15:5). At the conference
called to consider this matter, Peter declared that God had
purified their hearts by faith. "Now, therefore, why tempt
ye God to put a yoke upon the neck of the disciples, which
neither our fathers nor we were able to bear? But we

believe that through the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ we
shall be saved even as they" (Acts 15:6-12). And even

James gave it as his judgment that "we trouble not them
which from among the nations are turned to God" (Acts

15:19). Yet they made decrees for them to keep, which
were binding on those among the nations who believed until

Jew and gentile are reconciled through the cross, and are
created into one new humanity, and the law of precepts in
these decrees are repealed (Eph. 2:15, 16).

The period from the council at Jerusalem until Paul's
imprisonment is the only one during which the nations were
under any law, yet these decrees were in no sense a repeti

tion of the decalogue. They made no reference at all to the
Sabbath.

It should be freely and fully acknowledged that our
Sunday is a purely heathen holiday. It is not even referred
to in the Scriptures. While the first day of the week may
be mentioned in our version, it has no place in the original.
We know that it was not a Sabbath, or day of cessation from
labor, or it would assuredly have been so designated. We
need hardly say that "the Lord's day" is a modern misuse of
a term which should be applied only to the day of the Lord
spoken of by the prophets. The observance of Sunday was
probably unknown until the time of Constantine—a name
associated with much which is prized by men, but an abomi
nation to God.

What then, is our attitude towards the law? If the
reader is a Jew, let him reckon himself as dead to it and

beyond its jurisdiction. He will not keep Saturday as the
Sabbath, for that is the letter of the law whose infringe
ment would bring him into bondage, but, knowing Christ
as the consummation of the law (Rom. 10:4), in spirit he
enjoys all that the keeping of the law could bring and far
more. His Sabbath consists, not in cessation from physical
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labor each seventh day, but complete rest from his own
efforts to attain righteousness. Christ has become this to
him. The Sabbath was but a shadow of this real rest. The
danger in falling out of grace (Gal. 5:4), even so little as

going back to the literal observance of the Sabbath lies in
the fact that the slightest infringement of the law of the
Sabbath carries a curse with it. "Cursed is every one that
continueth not in all things which are written in the book
of the law to do them" (Gal. 3:10). The first sign that it
has become a legal observance is the repudiation of Sunday
for Saturday—the seventh day—which was the day God
sanctified. This is but a step to the deadly bondage of the
law. For if it is necessary to observe the right day it is
also necessary to keep every jot and tittle of the commands
concerning that day. And the slightest failure here brings

condemnation. Grace brings us beyond condemnation: law
puts us under it. The law says do or die; grace says believe
and live. But if the reader is not a Jew (as the writer of
these lines) let us exult in the transcendent grace which has
become ours in Christ Jesus, so that, though never under

the jurisdiction of the law before faith came, we are not

bound by its chains after we have believed, but are free in
Him. Our incentive to good deeds is not the law's loud

thunders, but the gentle, but far more potent call of love—

the love of Christ constraineth us.
The law has its place and function. It came in by the

way in order to increase offense. Sins of ignorance are no

offense to God. It is when sin is committed against His

express commands that God is offended. And this was
needed in order to magnify the grace which was about to be
revealed. Yet where sin increases, grace superabounds. Thus

it is with us quite the opposite of being under law. Con
demnation increases as sin increases under law: grace in

creases as sin increases for those in Christ Jesus (Rom.
5:20—6:1).

In conclusion, the law was a wise provision for God's
earthly people and many of its enactments are fraught with

physical and moral benefits which may profit us. To rest
one day in seven is undoubtedly a good plan and well worth
observing as a rule of health, provided it be kept out of the
domain of law keeping. It is the motive that matters. To

do aught to justify ourselves strikes at the heart of God's
purpose to lock up all in stubbornness, that He should be

merciful to all. To keep the law after faith has come

defeats His purpose to draw us close to His heart in recon

ciliation. It denies the gift of the spirit. It recalls the

administration of death, which has been eclipsed by the ad
ministration of righteousness and life and love.

A. E. K.



THE SECOND DEATH

In the Divine Plan of the Ages it is made clear that

death signifies "repose" and that the Scriptures do not

teach consciousness in death. But concerning The Sec

ond Death there is much confusion. The compiler of this

treatise lectured for over fifteen years as a "Pilgrim"

for the International Bible Students Association, and,

together with most of these, repeated over and over

again the expression "The second death, from which

there is no resurrection." This statement was supposed

to be either an actual quotation from the Word of God

or unmistakably taught in that Word. Today most of

the Bible Students are astonished when told that no

such statement is either taught or hinted in the Scrip

tures. Hence it becomes advisable to review the subject

of death at this point in this message.

Often an attempt is made to exclude from the second

death all whose names are not found in the book of life,

such as infants, imbeciles, idiots, etc. This attempt

arises, evidently, from a failure to comprehend the

nature and purpose of the second death. No special stig

ma should be attached to the second death. Those going

into it are put to repose because they are not of the ones

called to eonian blessings because they "believed." God

is the Saviour of all men, but especially of those who

believe. Just as the saints in Christ Jesus now go into

death with a confidence of a resurrection through the

grace of our Lord; so then, all who are put to repose will

have the realization that the consummation will bring

them full salvation. They cannot be holden in death after

the eons, because death shall be abolished, and God shall

be All in all. The Good Shepherd was not satisfied with

99% of His sheep, but must have 100%; so "He shall

see of the travail of His soul and be satisfied.''



WHAT IS DEATH?

Death is a return. Man is soil and returns to the soil

(Gen. 3:19). The spirit returns to God Who gave it

(Ecc. 12: 7). The soul returns to the unseen whence it

came (Psa. 9:17; c/. Acts 2: 27, 31). In fact, Job speaks

of death itself as a return when he says (Job 30: 23) :

For I know Thou wilt return me to death.

Neither man as a whole or any part of him enters a

new, unknown condition at death, but all returns to the

state from which it emerged when life was imparted.

Even as the boly was created of existing entities, so

with the spirit which was given by God. At death these

return as they were before.

This truth has been obscured by inconsistency in ren

dering the Hebrew word shub. This word is represented

in our English version by a great variety of variations

in rendering. On the other hand, five Hebrew words are

translated " return". Our only recourse is a fresh con

cordant study of the term. The main question to be

decided is whether it simply means to turn or return.

The following passages from the A. V. are in point:

Gen. 3:19 till thou return unto the ground;

— unto dust shalt thou return.

Psa. 104:29 they die, and return to their dust.

146: 4 he returneth to his earth

Job 10: 9 wilt thou Wing me into dust again?

Ecc. 12: 7 Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was:

and the spirit shall return unto God Who gave it.

Psa. 9:17 The wicked shall be turned into hell,

Jud. 15:19 and when . . . his spirit came again

IKi. 17:21 let this child's soul come into him again.

Gen. 42:28 My money is restored;

Lev. 6: 4 (5:23) that he shall restore that which he
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These are but a few of many passages which clearly

prove that this Hebrew word means not only turn but

return. Many instances are quite misleading if we should

translate turn, but all are clear when we prefix re-.

With this key in our hands we are able to unlock the

secret of death. And if we apply it first of all to the

material part of mankind, the body, we not only have

proof indubitable of its truth, but are supplied with a

parable of the spirit and a clue as to the soul.

Consider, then, the facts as to the body. It is soil. At

death it returns to the soil whence it came. While it was

a part of the body this soil was stamped with our person

ality. We speak of it as our body, though the elements

which compose it are constantly changing and are

entirely decomposed at death. As a matter of fact, each

cycle of years, the body undergoes an entire change, so

far as its material components are concerned, yet it is

the same body as far as our consciousness is concerned.

Perhaps it would not be too much to say that our bodies

die every so often and are renewed in the same time.

This, of course, is a gradual process, nevertheless a real

one. It should help us realize what the death of the body

involves. Could we compress this process of dying into a

brief period and arrest the repairing process, then we

have death itself. This daily dying is a continual

reminder and a constant intimation of mortality. Death

is written large in our daily experience, for it is perpet

ually operating in our bodies to return them to the soil

from which they came. And it is to this that Scripture

points us if we would realize what death means. It

should teach us that the body is not identified with any

arbitrary, unchangeable portion of the soil, but remains

the identical body when the material elements which com

pose it have been replaced by entirely different substance.

The elements which return to the soil have no more con

sciousness or identity than they had before we partook of

them in the form of food.
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Another law, akin to this, is that the higher organism

must live by the death of the lower one. Plants can

draw their sustenance directly from the soil, but animals,

living souls that move, cannot extract their food from the

earth. They must live by the death of the herb and the

grain and the fruit.

Thus we are constantly being reminded of the great

lesson that God does not only bring life from death, but

that our death alone is the stepping stone to the high

honors He has for His beloved.

No fact in all the universe is so amply and constantly

evidenced as the truth that death is the only means of

life. The death of Christ, as the harbinger of life to a

dead race, is the most illustrious example, of which the

others are merely intimations. It is the apex of a pyra

mid of facts which have been piled up by the ages, which

are still recurring, and which may be felt by everyone

and everywhere. The food we eat is eloquent on this

point. Not merely flesh food—though this is its highest

expression—but vegetables and grains as well. To begin

with, it is only by dying that the grain can grow. It is

only through death that the seed we sow can sprout. This

imparted life is lost again when the grain is used as food,

either of animals or mankind. Death! Death! Death!

Nothing lives but by death. This is the universal law of

life from which nothing can escape. Men have been be

trayed into the most absurd inconsistencies in their

efforts to accept the dictum of the serpent, "Ye shall not

surely die." They frantically flee from death, they add

precaution to precaution to avoid it, they brand a man a

murderer who kills another, and call him a suicide if he

kills himself, yet they persist in painting death in most

pleasing colors. If it is such a blessed state, why not

embrace it 1 "Why not honor those who usher themselves

or others into its pleasant portals? How absurd to pun

ish a slight offense with hard labor or confinement, and

the most heinous crimes with a delightful death!
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But the word of God clears away all such mists by

associating life with good and death with evil (Deut.

30:15, 19). God has no pleasure in the death of those

who die (Eze. 18:32), nor has anyone else. Death, in

His Word, is compassed with snares (Psa. 18: 5), dread

(Psa. 116:3), and pangs (Psa. 55:5).

The greatest havoc wrought by a fake view of death

is the virtual denial of the resurrection. In my early

endeavors to grasp the mind of God as to the true evan

gel which He would have preached, the most striking and

notable departure from the preaching of the apostles I

found to be in their constant stress on the resurrection

of Christ, while present day evangelical preachers hardly

ever deemed it worth mentioning in a gospel address. I

sought the cause of this discrepancy, and found it in the

false view of death which has become orthodox and

" sound". For if death for the believer is but the

entrance into a fuller, freer life, then what need of a

resurrection ? Why drag down the spirit from its ecstatic

session in the divine presence into a burdensome body

again?

In line with this I found that the theological phrase

"the resurrection of the body" (which virtually denies

rousing and vivification, in that it excludes the soul and

spirit), has wrought great mischief. This unscriptural,

misleading phrase has found its way into the creeds, and

seeks to hide its falsity by its challenge to faith. It wears

a mask of truth to conceal its real intent, which is hardly

less than the error of which the Paul warns us (2 Tim.

2:18), for it implies that the resurrection is past already

so far as the soul and spirit are concerned.

Until we acknowledge death to be death we cannot

understand resurrection aright, for it is resurrection

from the dead, not from another form of life.

Another remarkable phenomena is worth noting in

this connection. It is the tendency for those who deal

much with the original to become " heretics" on this
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question. The church has corrupted the truth, so that a

vital contact with the Greek and Hebrew is sure to lead

to "heresy". In fact, such a study of the original has

become absolutely necessary in order to recover this

truth. Thus it was with Martin Luther, soon after his

escape from the thralldom of Eome. In his " Defense"

he says: "I permit the Pope to make articles of faith for

himself and his faithful: such as that the soul is the sub

stantial form of the human body, that the soul is immor

tal, with all those monstrous opinions to be found in the

Roman dunghill of decretals."

But even before his day our own martyr, whose life

and death were devoted to truth, wrote to Sir Thomas

Moore:-"In putting departed souls in heaven, hell, and

purgatory, you destroy the arguments wherewith Christ

and Paul prove the resurrection. What God doth with

them, that shall we know when we come to them. The

true faith putteth the resurrection, which we be warned

to look for every hour. The heathen philosophers, deny

ing that, did put that souls did ever live. And the Pope

joineth the spiritual doctrine of Christ, and the fleshly

doctrine of philosophers together—things so contrary

that they cannot agree. And because the fleshly-minded

Pope consenteth unto heathen doctrine, therefore he cor-

rupteth the Scriptures to establish it. If the souls be in

heaven, tell me why they be not in good case as the

angels be, and then what cause of the resurrection?"

And not only the faithful Tyndale but others since

his day, who have dealt directly with the? text of the

original Greek and Hebrew, have become convinced of

this "heresy". As a young enquirer I was warned

against Wilson's Emphatic Diaglott on this ground.

Rotherham, whose quaint version has been the delight

and help of many, has been impeached of this "error".

Dr. Bullinger, whose Critical Lexicon evinces a close

study of the original, suffered much for maintaining this

truth. So that we must warn all who wish to remain
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orthodox: Do not brush aside the veil of the Authorized

Version, or look upon the face of the ancient text, or you

will surely become tained with the heresy of God's truth!

The most unblushing denial of God's word is found

in the orthodox doctrine of inherent immortality. It

finds no source or prop or excuse in the Scriptures of

truth. It is but the wild guess of a pagan philosopher

foisted upon us by a degenerate theology. When its sup

porters are driven to admit that it has no place in God's

Word, they try to tell us that it is everywhere implied.

If they should say that it is everywhere implied that God

will bring all back to life, it would fully satisfy each in

timation, and would have solid support and definite dec

larations. But nowhere is there the least intimation of

immortality being a present possession anywhere in the

sacred scrolls. Death is insisted on everywhere as being

the lot, not only of humankind, but of other creatures

as well.

At the very forefront of revelation man is denied

immortality. The serpent had indeed said, "You shall

not be dying to die." But Jehovah) Elohim takes all the

necessary precautions, so that His word does not fail.

Not only does the sentence go forth, "soil you are, and to

soil shall you return", but they are driven from the

garden for the express purpose of keeping them from the

tree of life^ Had they tasted of this tree, then they

would indeed have been immortal—at least for the eons

—and their life would have been prolonged in the midst

of all the infirmities and distresses of advancing age.

They would be tortured by pain and racked by disease

without the possibility of escape through death, or res

toration by resurrection. They would be in the modern

"hell".

But Jehovah Elohim allows no such incurable calam

ity to overtake them. He placed cherubim and a flaming

sword to guard the way of the tree of life. In other

words, He took care that no one should by any possibility
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become immortal until the way should once more be

opened by means of Christ and the resurrection. How

anyone, in the face of the narrative, coupled with the

distinct assertion that Christ alone has immortality, can

still believe Satan's lie, seems almost incredible. Those

in high places not only hold and herald it forth as truth,

but seek to find "evidence" for it in the Scriptures!

Our Lord alone has immortality (1 Tim. 6:16). "We

shall put it on when we are vivified (1 Cor. 15:53, 54).

These two passages are the only references to immortal

ity, or deathlessness, in the Greek Scriptures. Romans

2:7 and 2 Timothy 1:10 refer to incorruption, not im

mortality. This is clear from 1 Corinthians 15:42, 50,

53, 54; Ephesians 6: 24, and Titus 2: 7, which comprise

all the other occurrences of the word for incorruption.

Immortality is not brought to light through the evangel

(2 Tim. 1:10), but through the resurrection.

Notwithstanding the plain, unequivocal declaration

of Holy "Writ, it is commonly believed that the theory of

Plato, that man is inherently immortal, is found in the

Bible. Let anyone who believes this take up his Bible

and concordance and search and see if he can find a

single passage to support the assertion. Usually this is

acknowledged, though some passages, such as Mark 12:

26 are cited, which clearly refer to resurrection, or to the

fact that the dead are roused, not to deathlessness. The

very weakness of this cause, when referred to the Word

of God, ought to be the most powerful argument for

believing God's express declaration that our Lord alone

is possessed of immortality.

Nevertheless many of the arguments of Plato and his

followers appeal to our reason with great strength. The

longing for deathlessness, which God has implanted in

each breast, is eloquent in its favor. Will He deny the

craving which He has Himself created? Shall death

defeat the designs which have cost Him infinite pains

and unlimited labors?
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It was but human for Plato to reason from all this

that death was not the end of God's dealing with man

kind. Thus far he and those who follow him are right.

His error lay in his ignorance of God's power to rouse

the dead. All he could do was to deny the reality of

death itself. He would limit it to the body. He would

make the soul or the spirit immortal, and thus provide

for the continuance of man's existence, that the purpose

of his creation might find a possibility of fulfillment.

The grand truth that, in Christ, all shall be vivified,

at once denies the doctrine of inherent immortality and

supplies the true and satisfactory solution to Plato's

problem. Man, truly, was not created to float as a vapor

across the sky and dissolve into nothingness. His present

life is no more than this. This fails to fulfill his destiny

and falls far from the purpose God has in view in his

creation. But the object is not obtained by a fancied

immortality. It is attained only through death. It is

reached only by resurrection. It is found alone in vivi-

fication. Men shall not be kept alive; they shall all be

made alive. Vitrification is composed of the Greek zoe,

live, and poied, make. It is used only of that which is

dying or dead. It will not do to deny death, for death is

one of the means for manifesting God's might and mercy.

Every argument in favor of immortality receives a

complete and comprehensive answer when once we see

that all shall be made alive. Not only will they be raised

to receive the deserts of their deeds, but, when this has

been attended to, then they will be vivified in Christ in

order that God may enjoy the fruit of His endeavors on

their behalf and that they may enjoy the love which will

not leave them even in the soil of death.

It has been truly said: "Even in pagan religions

there is found an element of distorted truth. In fact,

many a deep truth, which narrow-minded Christian the

ology has never grasped, can be discovered, in caricature,

in heathen religions. They all date back to the sons of
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Noah, all of whom had the oracles of truth, as far as

they were known in their day. It is around fragments of

these oracles as a basis that heathen philosophy has spun.

It is from them, as a source, that all pagan cults have

sprung, even though they are, in the form they have

taken, * doctrines of demons'. Distorted, malignant car

icatures of truth are they, just the same. . . . And so, in

the heathen belief of the soul's immortality there is a

grain of truth also."

The elements of truth in the doctrine of the inherent

immortality of man will be evident after the consumma

tion when all men will indeed be possessed of this price

less gift. But the great error lies in the denial of God's

power and of His Christ. Life is not inherent in man in

any sense. Not even in God's Son. The Father has life

in Himself—inherent life—and He makes a gift of this

to His Son (John 5: 26). Apart from Christ, the Son o£

the living God, there is no life. The continuity of life

after death in some modified, fragmentary way, is

entirely unknown to Scripture. The spirit does not con

tinue to live. The soul does not continue to live. The

man is dead. The denial of this is only a subterfuge of

philosophy which knows nothing of resurrection. At all

hazards God must be kept from touching His own

creatures!

But God will not have it so. The cold comfort which

"inherent immortality" gives is replaced by the grand

consolation that death, like all else, is for God—a means

for the display of His heart. So that, when all men

indeed possess immortality, it will be a gift—a gift from

God Himself. The realization of their utter unworthi-

ness for this priceless boon, as well as their absolute

helplessness to gain it, this is the function of sin and

death and judgment. God will sell nothing to any man,

but nothing will be able to keep Him from giving with a

lavish hand what each may most esteem and least deserve.

Inherent immortality is a doctrine of the demons, the
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substructure of spiritism, a destructive delusion. It is

the offspring of the ignorance which prevails as to God's

ultimate vivification of all. Our Lord alone now has

immortality. Had Christ had it when He became incar

nate He could not have died, nor could we have been

roused from among the dead. But now He has been

roused, and through Him and His death, God is able to

promise to all the gift which they vainly seek to arrogate

to themselves, apart from His grace.

Resurrection is denied by both of the extreme views

of the death state. One theory is that the dead are con

scious, though disembodied—that they are really alive:

the opposite view holds that they are annihilated. From

both these standpoints resurrection is impossible.

If the dead are consciously alive, then they are not

dead at all, and both the need and possibility of resurrec

tion is unthinkable.

Being an unscriptural doctrine, the advocates of a

conscious intermediate state have nothing definite to

offer as to the conditions of such an existence. As near

as we can guess it would correspond to the state of the

angels, or disembodied spirits. These, too, are supposed

to be immortal. But all of this theorizing is shattered at

one blow by a passage in the Psalms. The doom of spirit

ual powers of wickedness is thus pronounced: "Surely

you shall die as mankind" (Psa. 82: 7). A spirit can die

as well as a man. Their state is not like the death state

at all, for they themselves can suffer death.

Not long ago a leading magazine published a series on

the subject, "Are the Dead AliveV9 Few seemed to

notice the incongruity of the question. If it should be

established that the dead are alive, this would also prove

that they are not dead. This leads to the poet's bold

denial of death:

"There is no death.

What seems so is transition."

This reminds us of Eden's garden where our credu-
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lous parents are told, "You shall not be dying to die."

Orthodoxy is nothing less than the propagation of the

adversary's lie. In seeking to deny death, however, it

also denies the possibility of resurrection. To vivify that

which already has endless life should not call forth much

effort. Yet resurrection is set forth as the mightiest

exhibition of God's power. And everywhere it is insisted

that it is resurrection from the dead.

Likewise, if the dead are as though they had not

been, they are beyond the reach of resurrection. Let us

allow all that God says as to the reality of the death

state. Let us never think of it as life in any sense. Let

every element return whence it came. Yet it is no more

possible to annihilate the history of a man's life than to

annihilate his individuality, or that which is spoken of in

Scripture by means of the pronoun. Our Lord said that

all that are in the grave shall hear His voice and shall

come forth. If they had been annihilated what "they"

would there be to hear His voice ? We are persuaded and

fully grant that they can hear no other voice; in fact

they are no more able to hear than if they really had been

annihilated. And, indeed, unless He should speak to

them we are persuaded that they never would hear and

never would live—they would be the same as annihilated

for all practical purposes.

But, while we allow death its full force, we must

always stop short of annihilation and acknowledge that

something still exists (not lives) which responds to the

voice of the Son in resurrection.

Perhaps one of the most convincing passages in favor

of annihilation is found in Obadiah 16: "They shall be

as though they had not been." This, however, is but a

loose paraphrase of the Hebrew text, for the verbs "shall

be" and "had been" are exactly the same. If we render

the verb the same in both instances it relieves the sen

tence of the very element which it needs to predicate

annihilation. If7 for instance, we should translate "they
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shall be as if they shall not be" their existence is affirmed
rather than denied. Besides, this passage deals with cer

tain nations, not individuals, and we are not at liberty to

apply it indiscriminately to all.

The most striking case of the fire of divine judgment

is found in the overthrow of the cities of Sodom and

Gomorrah. Indeed, they are expressly said to be set

forth as an example "experiencing the justice of eonian

fire" (Jude 7). But even this extreme case carried no

thought of final annihilation to the mind of our Lord or

to the prophets. Ezekiel assures us that Sodom shall be

restored as formerly (Eze. 16:55). Our Lord assures us

that they shall have toleration in the day of judgment

(Mat 10:15; 11:24; Mark 6:11; Luke 10:12).

While many will acknowledge that death is not anni

hilation, they insist that this is the case with the second

death, the lake of fire. We are told that death without

resurrection is virtual annihilation, and such it is. But

let us not be too positive that there is no Scripture which

teaches that there is a return also from the second death.

That many have never discovered such a passage is quite

true. But it is not what we have not seen which should

form our doctrine, but what we have seen. There is such

a passage, as we shall see, in due time. The main con

fusion on the subject of the second death has been

brought about by the refusal to believe that it is a death

at all. It is put in an entirely distinct category simply

because it is called the second death. But we must

remember that this phrase "the second death" is not to

be explained—it is itself the divine explanation of what

is to be understood by the lake of fire. Let us never seek

to explain God's explanations. They are literal.

We read of many things which are said to be second.

Was not the healing of the nobleman's son (John 4:

46-54) a sign just as well as when the water blushed at

His presence in Cana of Galilee (John 2:11) ? Was the

second jail not a jail because it was second (Acts 12:
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10) ? And the second Man, is He not a Man just as well

as the first man, Adam (1 Cor. 15:47) ? And is not the

second covenant (Heb. 8: 7) a covenant at all? And the

seepnd curtain (Heb. 9:3), was it not a curtain? Peter's

second epistle (2 Pet. 3:1), the second animal (Rev.

4:7), the second seal (Rev. 6:3), the second messenger

(Rev. 8:8), the second woe (Rev. 11:14), the second

foundation (Rev. 21:19—all of these are precisely what

they are said to be in spite of the fact that they are not

the first of their kind. Why, then, should the second

death (Rev. 2:11; 20:6, 14; 21:8) be anything else

than death?

This is the divine definition of the lake of fire. The

fearful travesty which makes the dead alive, tortured

before they are even brought before God's bar, and raised

from the dead merely to be hurled back into a fiercer

torment—with such a travesty neither we nor the Scrip

tures have anything to do. How can we appreciate the

mighty effort He puts forth to wrest them from the sleep

of death, if it is only to consign them once again into

endless oblivion by the awful horror of the lake of fire?

To those who know the God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ, the judgment of the great white throne will

always present an insuperable difficulty apart from the

grand truth of universal reconciliation. Why disturb the

slumbers of the wicked if no one is to be benefited

thereby? Why wake them to life again if it only brands

His name as Vengeance and wreaks unspeakable pain on

them? Or if (as some may insist) they are consciously

suffering even before their trial, why should He put

forth infinite power only to damn them with double

damnation? This is not our God.

A notable passage—which, indeed, contains the very

first mention of death in the Word of God—is the

penalty imposed on Adam for disobedience (Gen. 2:17) :

How shall we understand this statement? That Adam

lived on for nine hundred and thirty years (Gen. 5:5)

is beyond dispute.
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One plausible explanation—spiritual death—becomes

more impossible the closer it is considered. "Spiritual''

death is really figurative death. It depends on a knowl

edge of.literal death for its understanding. It is an

unbreakable law of figures, such as this, that the literal

must come first, then the figurative. But death was

unknown to Adam hitherto. Literal death would be dif

ficult for him to apprehend, and "spiritual" death was

altogether outside the realm of his experience. Another

consideration confirms this conclusion. In all the refer

ences to death in the Hebrew Scriptures not once is

death referred to in a figurative way. It is a thought

beyond the range of that economy.

Besides, death was by no means confined to Adam's

spirit. The pronoun "you" cannot be so interpreted, for

we are never told that Adam was spirit, but often that he

was soil. If we confine it to any part of him, it will be

necessary to refer it to his body, for he was not only

formed from the soil but it is distinctly stated "soil you

are, and to soil shall you return".

The key to the solution of our difficulty lies in the

notable expression which our translators have rendered

"surely die". In the Hebrew it is quite unlike anything

which we have in English. It reads literally, if we accept

current standards of translation, "to die . . . you will

die". The verb "die" is repeated in two different forms.

First it is in the so-called "construct infinitive". Our

infinitive is "to die". Being in the "construct state"

shows that it is limited or restricted in its meaning by

the next word. In the phrase "the word of the Lord",

for instance, the word "word" is in the construct state

because not every one's word is intended, but only the

Lord's. So here, the thought of dying is restricted by the

following verb "dying", which makes it "to die of

dying". From this we gather that it is only in a re

stricted sense that Adam would die that day. "To die

you are dying" brings before us a process of death.
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culminating, indeed, in actual death, but of indefinite

duration in its operation.

The same phrase is used in a sense akin to this in

Genesis 20: 7; 1 Samuel 14: 44; 22:16; 1 Kings 2: 37,

42; 2 Kings 1:4, 6, 16; Jeremiah 26:8; Ezekiel 3:18;

33:8,14.

The most interesting of these occurrences is 1 Kings

2:37, where we have the identical statement made to

Shimei by Solomon in case he should dare to leave the

confines of Jerusalem. "In the day . . . to die are

dying" gives us a perfectly parallel case. And, like

Adam, Shimei transgressed. And, like him, Tie did not

die on the day he crossed the brook Kidron, but went to

Gath after his servants and returned. This would not be

so notable if Solomon had offered some excuse for not

keeping his word and sending after him to fulfill his

threat. Instead, Solomon reiterates his previous words,

not omitting the phrase "in the day" and proposes to

carry it into execution several days afterward! It is

evident that his understanding of this phrase was quite

different from the impression conveyed by our version.

Such evidence as this is valuable—far more valuable

than the labored efforts of Hebrew scholarship. Learn

ing is ever lame, but here is evidence of Solomon's inter

pretation of this phrase—and how many would dispute

his knowledge of Hebrew?

But we have still stronger evidence from Him Who

is greater than Solomon.

What is Jehovah's commentary on this phrase? The

time came when He must remind Adam of it and pro

nounce a sentence in harmony with it. As a matter of

fact, the verdict of Jehovah is but an expansion of this

phrase. And, as we have been led to expect, it is mostly

occupied with the process of death (Gen. 3:17-19).

Instead of instant death, he is to eat of the ground in

sorrow "all the days of his life". Here we have an inti

mation of death, yet only as the result of sorrow long
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drawn out. The same story is repeated when he is

assured that he shall eat bread "till you return to the

ground; for from it you are taken, for soil you are, and

to soil shall you return" (Gen. 3:17).

The silly story of the "apple" need not concern us,

but, whatever the fruit may have been, it seems certain

that it was "poisonous", as we would say—a slow

poison, eventually causing death. Its effects were felt

the very day on which it was tasted.

Let us not suppose that this is the introduction of

evil into the universe. It was merely the channel through

which it came into this world (Rom. 5:1). The Slan

derer had spoken of evil as something well known to the

gods, and Jehovah Elohim Himself says: "Lo! the man

is become as one of us, to know good and evil, and now,

lest he should put forth his hand and takes moreover of

the tree of the living, and eats and lives for the eon—.

And Jehovah God is sending him from the garden of

Eden, to serve the ground whence he was taken. And He

is driving out the man; and in the garden of Eden He is

tabernacling cherubim, and a flaming, turning sword, to

keep the way of the tree of the living.

Grace glows in every word of this judgment scene.

We have become so accustomed to man's judgments that

we can think of them in no other way than as a vindic

tive condemnation. Not so in the Scriptures, "Judge the

widow and the fatherless" does not mean to condemn

them: it rather refers to their receiving their full rights

in spite of their weakness and lack of influence. So here,

in this, the earliest trial of mankind, we have the prin

ciples which govern all subsequent sessions of the court

of God. It consists essentially in such a readjustment of

affairs as will eventually produce, not only restoration,

but reconciliation. The cursing of the ground was not in

revenge; it was "for your sake". And work and sweat,

as we all know, carries with it a blessing. In fact, it is

one of the means of warding off the death which so surely
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impends. The reason that we live such short lives, as

compared with the early descendents of Adam, lies partly

in this, that men have not bowed in acquiescence to this

" curse" and claimed its blessing, but because they strive

by every means to avoid its conditions.

Another merciful provision was the guarding of the

path leading to the life-giving tree. Life, such as we

know now, is bearable for a brief period, but when the

functions fail and the senses cease, life becomes an intol

erable burden, so that death itself is a mercy, under the

circumstances, and provides the Creator with another

opportunity to magnify His name by means of resurrec

tion.



DAYS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE

The Scriptures present various elements of "Time"

as measuring units during1 the carrying out of the eonian

purpose of God. Our Lord is spoken of as the eonian

God, the King of the Eons. We find, therefore, that time

expressions used in the Scriptures are for the purpose of

presenting steps of development in the purpose of God,

the ultimate being to bring the entire universe to a cor

rect understanding of that purpose centering in the great

sacrifice of Christ through the cross.

With this thought in mind we shall be the better en

abled to understand the '' days'' mentioned in the Word

of God; and we shall be led to realize that God, as the

Architect, presented the "blue prints" to our Lord, as

the great Contractor; and that ultimately the entire

plan and purpose shall be completed in exact accordance

with the original blue prints, and that the universe shall

be led to God.

8. THE THREE DAYS

Three radically distinct periods follow the sin of man.

The first two are directed towards the repair of the damage

it has done. First man is given a free hand to see what he

can do. This is "Man's Day." It is brought to a close when

Jehovah, the God of Israel, takes matters into His hands.

That will be "Jehovah's Day." His effort is perfect in

itself, but only serves to emphasize man's utter depravity.

Then all is dissolved and created anew. That will be "The

Day of God."
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MAN S DAY

The Corinthians walked in line with humanity (1 Cor.

3:3 "as men"). And not only so, but they were applying

man's standards to the apostle's work. But he thought it

a very small matter to come under their investigation or

under that which obtains during Man's Day (1 Cor. 4:3,

"man's judgment"). The present, then, is Man's Day. A

little reflection will turn this truth into a searchlight by

which we may discern the true features of the dark scene

around us. It is not God's Day now, nor Jehovah's Day.

It is Man's Day. In order that this be so, God must re

strain His hand. He can not interfere without changing

the character of the day. Man must have a show to see

what he can do without God. He may form an alliance

with Satan and the unseen powers of darkness, but he

does not want God. Man wants happiness—but it must

be apart from the Blessed One. "Man, know thyself" is

the motto of the scholar. And they will not rest until they

have, with Satan's help, crystallized that "divinity" which

they claim indwells them.

We know God, and bless Him and worship Him alone.

Man's Day will ripen into the worship of a man and the

utter repudiation of God and His Christ.

jehovah's day

When man has reached the height of his iniquity, Jeho

vah comes upon the scene. He is the God of Israel. Man's

false god and his prophet are cast alive into the lake of

fire; his governments are overturned, his works destroyed.

During Man's Day it was repugnant to God's glory for

righteousness and happiness to crown man's efforts. But

now Jehovah blesses His people Israel and all the other

nations through them. Even such blessed environments do

not change the human heart. So that the coming of the

Day of God finds Satan once more at the head of a host

of his human dupes, only to be summarily consumed.
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THE DAY OF GOD

This ushers in the day in which God and not man will

be supreme. It will be the reflection of His perfect will.

Mankind will have learned that its own way is its own

woe, and His way its only weal. In Jehovah's Day He

interposed Israel, the Priest Nation, between them and Him

self. But now, though they excel in rule and blessing, He

is reconciled to all His creatures. No priest, no temple is

needed to fend His holy character.

During the Day of God no effort need be made to better

the condition of mankind, for His presence insures perfect

and unending bliss. During Jehovah's Day righteousness

will reign and loyalty to the great King calls for the im

mediate punishment of sin. Then, too, a perfect condition

of affairs will be to His glory.

But not so now. God is not in any of man's pet schemes

for self help, self culture, self advancement and the eleva

tion of the race to happiness and contentment. He would

not have them either happy or content without Him. He

is not profited by better sanitation or purer morals or more

devout religion so long as each advance would but deny

His sentence on mankind and flies in the face of His favor

in furnishing a real release from all that drags man down.

Re-creation—not reformation—is God's program now.

Since man is having his day now, let it be the part of

those who love God to refrain from aiding and abetting

man in his rebellious schemes for this world's betterment.

Man would make it a paradise without Jehovah if he could.

The most dreadful calamity which could overtake him would

be success. It would thrust God out of His own creation;

it would enthrone Satan; it would defeat Messiah.

True loyalty to Him demands that we wait for God's Son

from heaven to be transfigured into His ineffable likeness:

that we bear witness of His coming to the world; that we

warn them of His heavy hand upon the very best of their

endeavors.

—A. E. K.



THE GREAT MESSAGE TO BE GIVEN OUT

BY THE SAINTS TODAY

BE CONCILIATED TO GOD!

or, The Suppliant God

"Is God beseeching me to be conciliated to Him? I

thought He was angry because of my sins and that Christ

seeks to avert His wrath. Must I not pray for pardon ?''

Never! God is doing the praying now! Your prayers

will only drown His entreaties! God gave His Son to

die; He made Him sin for us in order that we might

become His justness; and now He is sending Christ,

whose ambassadors we are, to tell men of His desire for

reconciliation. Do not try to conciliate God. You could

never do it. God has already done it for Himself, in

Christ. Now He need$ no conciliation. All the estrange

ment there is left is on your part, and the quickest way

to get rid of it is to listen to God's entreaties to lay it

aside and be conciliated to Him.

'' What about my sins V'

God made Christ sin and He has effectually settled

the question by His death on Golgotha.

''How may I know that this is satisfactory ?"

God raised Him from the dead because of the glory

which it brought to Him, and He has ascended and is

seated at God's right hand. Do not worry about your

sins. The worse they are the more glory it will bring to

Him to display His justice in reckoning you as though

they had never occurred. He will give you His own

justice in their place.

"But what about my feelings? I have had harsh

thoughts of God for what I thought were His unkind

providences.''
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He refuses to take any account of offenses. His heart

is set on reconciliation and will not be denied.

Sit down and think it over. The moment your

thoughts stray back to yourself they are off the track.

There is nothing in yourself to satisfy you. When you

sit at the table you do not satiate yourself with hunger,

but with food. Your own emptiness should give you a

longing for God, but it won't satisfy you. Feed on the

fact that God not only has provided everything, but is

actually entreating you to enjoy His provision.

Let me tell you a secret. The greatest thing, after all,

is not your salvation and reconciliation, but God's glory.

That is what everything is for. There is sin in order

that He may be a Saviour. There is estrangement in

order that He may be a Eeconciler. He never would have

allowed sin to come between you and Him unless it

would turn out for His glory and your blessing in the

end.

"But I thought the Bible taught that He wants to

turn me over to everlasting torment.''

Nothing of the kind. Just as sin serves His purpose

of love so does judgment. It is temporary and reme

dial, just as a parent uses it to correct his child. "Ever

lasting," in the Bible never means endless, and God

created evil for His creatures' good. '' God is the Saviour

of all men, especially of those who believe.'' Do not wait

for Him to use extreme means to bring you to a sense of

His grace and love. Respond to it now!

Ponder this—God actually condescending to pray you

to be conciliated to Him! You may not be able to realize

it fully, but believe it as best you can because He Him

self has said it. Don't intrude with a sorry tale about

your sins. The blood of Christ has satisfactorily and

finally settled that.

Don't pray back. That is an insult.

"What shall I do, then?" Thank Him for it!
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The distressing effect of the antagonistic doctrines of

free-will and fatalism on the character of God calls for

a readjustment of our thinking along scriptural lines.

The word of God knows nothing of free-will, nor does it

recognize fatalism. Some elements of each are present.

There are "free-will" or voluntary offerings. There is

the definite teaching that God is operating all in accord

with His purpose. Yet neither of these denies the other.

One is the divine viewpoint; the other the human. It is

not only possible for faith to revel in God's supremacy

while recognizing human freedom, but it is our privilege

to understand how this supremacy operates and to rest

in the knowledge of it.

The problem is a very practical one. Let us suppose

that we have learned that God is carrying out His will,

and that nothing man can do is able to defeat Him. The

question then arises, "What is the use of doing anything?

Why pray when everything has been pre-arranged ? The

answer is very simple. God has prepared good works

that we should walk in them. It is His will to exercise

our hearts as to His ways and to engage our affections

through the veil of uncertainty and ignorance which lies

upon us. He would not have us know the details of His

operations lest we repose on them instead of throwing

ourselves unreservedly on Himself and confidently rely

ing on His love.

Man's limitations and ignorance are the foundations

of his philosophy. He judges all else, even God, by the

prison in which his faculties confine him. Surface ap-
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pearances press on his consciousness and keep him from

considering the actual, though imperceptible, realities of

existence. Many a man has imagined that he is carrying

out his own free-will when he was, in fact, in the toils of

another, and was doing the behests of a subtler intellect

than his own. An unconscious man being carried to

prison by a squadron of police is "free" so far as he is

aware. So all men, unconscious of the tide and currents

which are carrying them along, acknowledge no con

straint, for their perceptions have become too calloused

to perceive them.

What is the human will? "Wherein does its freedom

consist? It is my will to write upon this theme, yet I

am conscious that it would not be my will but for the

constraint of another Will, which is not mine. It is my

will to do the will of God, to submerge my will in His.

And, however contradictory it may seem, I have no free

dom in doing my own will. There is no liberty for me

but in the will of the Lord. So it will be seen that the

human will is not absolute, and its freedom is relative.

We shall see, as we consider the matter further, that

there is no freedom for the will apart from subjection to

God, nor is there any absolute determination except on

the part of the Creator.

The human will is dual in its source. It is the pro

duct of heredity and environment. Each of these is an

indescribably complex composite which none of us can

analyze, much less control. Why is it the will of all men

to sin ? Because it is a part of their inheritance. We can

not say they are free to sin, for then some might escape.

Has any man the choice of his race, his nationality or

the place of his birth? And yet what vital factors these

are in every act of his life! Can we think of his volition

in a single matter which is not affected by factors over

which he has not the remotest control ? I write this in the

country, far from my books. It was not my will to come,

but circumstances arose which made it expedient. These
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circumstances were made up of a hereditary weakness

and an uncongenial environment. My will, if "free" or

uninfluenced by external environment, might have led to

illness or even death.

What is really meant by freedom of will is the cor

respondence between heredity and environment. Lack of

friction is mistaken for liberty. If the impulse received

from our ancestors urge us into a course agreeable to our

surroundings we have the consciousness of being free to

do as we please. But to imagine that these seeds of our

volition were planted by our own hands, or that they

have been conjured forth by us from void vacuity, so

that our will arises without root, and flourishes without

soil, water or air, is sheer imbecility.

When a man makes up his will he subconsciously con

siders his own ego, that particular expression of the

Adamic nature which successive breeding and in-breed

ing has brought to the surface in his case, though much

else is latent. He couples this with contacts which he

has made with the world about him, material, soulish or

spiritual. Add to this compound the psychology of the

moment, especially such forceful factors as the state of

his stomach or the condition of his finances, and, if you

were wise enough, you could make up his will for him.

In fact, wise men have always acted on this principle.

They do not attempt to capture the will by a frontal at

tack. They know that "a man convinced against his

will is of the same opinion still". They execute a flank

movement. They seek to change or modify one or more

of the factors which compose the will. If a child will not

eat healthful food, let it go hungry for a time. If it

refuses to give up a sharp knife with which it might cut

itself, offer it a more desirable plaything. Few men ever

attain maturity in such matters as these, and all may be

made to change their mind by the very factors which

have formed it in the first place.

When the Creator wound up the great clock of the
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universe, He determined for all the eons exactly where

each speck of star dust should be at any given moment.

When He created Adam He implanted in him all the

potencies which are present in all his progeny. He

started the great wheel of human volition on the course

He had prescribed. Were it not so this world were a

mad-house and worse, for there is method even in mad

ness. Let us forever banish the thought that the human

will is the one lawless, independent, supreme, God-defy

ing force in the universe. Throughout the word of God

man's will is subordinated to the will of God. Tempo

rarily it appears to oppose Him and is contrary to His

revelation, but ultimately it works His way. The case

of Pharaoh shows us that He by no means limits His

operations to His revealed will. He must provide oppo

sition to His word in order to manifest Himself.

What most perplexes us is the fact that man's will

is always apparently opposed to the will of God. We do

not recognize the fact that man is a mere creature, and,

as such, has not even the power to oppose God unless it

is implanted in Him by the Creator. For the purpose of

His self-revelation it is God's will that His revealed will

be withstood. He has set into action two opposing forces.

It is characteristic of Him to do this. We do not apolo

gize for it, neither does He. He kills, He makes alive. He

wounds, and He heals (Deut. 32:39). He plants im

pulses in the human heart and surrounds men with

influences which impel them to oppose His revelation. It

is imperative that God should clash with His creatures.

It is essential that their wills withstand His. But in the

ultimate analysis both of these conflicting forces can be

traced back to the only Source and Origin of all.

To imagine that God has created a multitude of lesser

deities, with wills absolute, so that they stray beyond

the pale of His purpose, is to dethrone Him and dis

honor every attribute and essence which defines deity.

To give them the consciousness of self-determination is
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quite another thing. That His creatures should be ob

livious of the power which impels them is essential to

the exhibition of His love, for the response must be

without conscious constraint. When we seek an agree

able environment we need no urging from without. But

we do need pressing into circumstances which will pre

pare us for the fullest enjoyment of ideal conditions. So

God is not depending on His implanted antagonism to

bring men to Himself, but to drive them away, so that

the rebound will usher them into His presence, the only

environment in which man's will can ever be perma

nently comfortable and unconstrained.

Lately I listened to a sermon over the radio by one

of the great preachers of England. One thought was

often reiterated. He insisted that Omnipotence itself

must knock at the door of the human will. But what sort

of omnipotence is this? Surely if it were orthodox

omnipotence it could at least break open the door. But

the omnipotence of Love would act otherwise. It might

present itself before the door with objects of desire or

it might set fire to the rear of the house. There are a

million ways of entering a man's heart without using

force. Give me control of all circumstances in any coun

try and I will guarantee to regulate its religion, pattern

its politics, change its thinking—in fact, do almost any

thing not too greatly at variance with its past.

Jehovah Elohim, Who sits supreme above the realms

of time and space, is the only being in the universe

unshackled by the chains of circumstance. Our versions

have well-nigh hid the truth, but the highest and most

powerful of earth's potentates gladly play the part He

assigns them, though they know it not. The book of

Esther is full proof of this. A simple circumstance, such

as a sleepless night, reversed the king's plans to accord

with God's. The wise man assures us that the king's

heart in the hand of Jehovah is like a tiny rill of water

with which the gardener irrigates his plants. He can run
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it whither he wills (Prov. 21:1). Moreover, every way

of a man is straight in his own eyes, yet Jehovah regu

lates the hearts (Prov. 21:2).

In this connection I am reminded of the infidel who

raised his hand aloft and dared God, if there be a God,

to bring it down. It was a silly thing to do, for God

wants hands raised against Him now and refuses to use

force in compelling obedience. Yet God has other ways,

quite as effectual and far more impressive, though ridic

ulously simple, for accomplishing His purpose. It hap

pens that, in this case, the infidel was bald. And it also

"happened" that there was a fly buzzing about. Just

as the infidel had hurled his challenge, and stood waiting

for an answer, the fly alighted on his pate and, without

a moment's hesitation, down came the hand to swat the

fly! God had answered a fool according to his folly! It

did not need omnipotence to answer his boast. It needed

insignificant weakness.

The whole philosophy of "free-will" is contained in

this silly incident. The infidel was urged to his spectac

ular act by the desire for fame. This he inherited. He

was impelled by the presence of an audience. He would

not have "willed" to do this foolish thing when alone

or in the solitude of a desert island. He doubtless

thought he was "the captain of his soul". But he was

only a cabin boy subject to a rope's end in the hands

of Captain Forebears. The fly appealed to both of these

factors. We have all inherited a sensitive skin and he

was especially touchy where his hair should have been.

This was not his "free-will". No man wills to be bald.

So we see how easy it is to set the human "free-will"

against itself. He willed to hold up his hand, but the1

tickle of a fly was far more momentous in his life than

the existence of God. The factors that formed the will

to defy God were not so strong as the factors which pro

duced the instant decision to destroy the fly. His will

was set against itself and defeated itself.
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One of the most soul-satisfying and spirit-soothing

truths given to us is found in Paul's epistle to the

Philippians (2:12, 13) : "Be carrying your own salva

tion into effect with fear and trembling, for it is God

Who is operating in you to will as well as to work for the

sake of His delight." If I thought that it devolved on

me to originate and empower all the acts with which I

hope to please Him, I would be utterly discouraged.

While consciously I will to do many things that delight

Him, I realize that it is really the operation of the spirit

of God within cooperating with the word of God without.

No independent, sovereign will can ever be in harmony

with God. The bliss of the future will not arise from

independence from, but freedom in, the divine despot

ism. Conscious accord with God is the only liberty: free

dom outside of this is only an illusion.

To sum up. There is only one independent "free"

will in the universe, and that is the will of God. This

will, during the eons, is manifested in two distinct ways,

through evil and revelation. By evil mankind has

been placed by God in an environment which leads it

contrary to His revealed will. Evil, mankind's her

itage from Adam, disposes it against His manifest pleas

ure. This is God in evil working out His will in the

realm of subconsciousness. In order to perfect His pur

pose men must not be aware that they live and move and

are in Him. They must be oblivious of all but the fruit

of His operations through their progenitors and in their

associates. They must imagine that they are independ

ent deities, well able to match their wits and wills with

that of their Creator. This is the great democratic doc

trine of "self-determination".

The false "free-will" which men claim arises from

ignorance of God's ways and of their own limitations.

Not realizing that God is working against Himself in

order to become known, they imagine that their will is

independent of His. Not being able to analyze the intri-
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cate processes which underlie their own determinations,

they delude themselves into thinking that each volition

on their part is a creative act, indeed, far more than

that, for creation is not, as commonly supposed, based

on nothing. But man's will is itself a creature of cir

cumstance and can be molded and shaped by the great

Controller of Circumstances, to suit His own pleasure.

We, who know God, are no longer in the realm of

darkness, where all the factors continue to oppose God.

For heredity we have God's spirit within. For environ

ment we have God's word without. The only function of

our will is a negative one, for we find that we do not

need an independent volition. More than that, we do

not want our own way. Our cry is that of our adorable

Lord, "Not My will, but Thine!" In His will we are

free. All else is slavery.

The world is full of schemes to increase the power of

the human will, and promises of vast advantage lure the

ungodly to part with their pelf in order to gain ascend

ancy over their fellows. They are like the farmer who

waters his weeds and cultivates his thistles. It is a lurid

illusion. But there is a method of cultivating will power

infinitely greater and more mighty than any man's.

There is a freedom of will far beyond our highest aspira

tions. It is found in renouncing our own self-determina

tion and resting in the will of God. Let us earnestly

acquaint ourselves with His purpose and fall in line

with His plans!

How can this be done? The method is simple. We

have God's spirit within. We have His word without.

Let us make them our all. The factors which once

formed our wills may be ignored. Let us assiduously

cultivate the new factors. By His spirit, through His

word, we have access to the will of God. This is now

our will. Let us acquaint ourselves with it. Let us revel

in it. Let us apply it. We shall then delight in the free

dom of the great renunciation: Not my will, hut Thine!



THE SCRIPTURAL USE OF

SCRIPTURAL TERMS

We earnestly hope that a careful study of the foregoing

pages, together with the diligent effort to compare them with

the Scriptures themselves will enable us to see the importance

of using the proper terms and applying them in the Scriptural

way.

As an illustration, there is no such expression in the Word

of God as the bride of Christ. While it is undoubtedly true

that the Scriptures teach that Israel, once the wife of Jehovah,

but given a bill of divorcement because of unfaithfulness, will

become the bride of the Lambkin, this in no way refers to the

church which is His body. The bride of the Lambkin will be

on earth with her glorious Saviour, while the body of Christ is

to be in the heavenly allotment, a place which was prepared for

these saints before the disruption of the world. This destiny

of the church which is His body is unfolded in unmistakable

terms'in Ephesians and Colossians.
The Greek word ekklesia, translated "church," refers to a

called-out company, and may be applied according to context.

But the body of Christ is presented distinctly and separated

from the teaching regarding the future destiny of Israel. In

this joint body, there is to be no distinctions as to race, color,

social prestige, etc. In the coming kingdom, Israel will again

have the preference—to the Jew first.

When it is understood that all the writers of the Scriptures,

except Paul, wrote to or about the Circumcision, it will be

evident that the Little Flock, the 144,000, the wise and foolish

virgins have to do with the kingdom truths and the relation

ship of Israel to her Lord and to the nations, not to the present

grace.

The selection and development of the body of Christ occurs

during a parenthesis in God's plan, when Israel is cast off;

and when this body has been glorified and stationed in her

allotment, the celestial destiny, then Israel shall be restored

and the nations shall be judged and dealt with according to

the promises in the Word.



CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

In sending forth this message, an effort is being made

to arouse deeper interest in the study of the Scriptures.

It is gratifying to note that many of the members of

the International Bible Students Association are becom

ing less and less sectarian and more appreciative of the

unity of the; Spirit.

No effort is being made on the part of those interested

in this dispensational study of the Word of God to

build up any organization or to establish any basis for

Christian unity, other than that outlined in the Scrip

tures themselves. We are not exhorted to make the unity,

but to keep it—not to break it.

The years of fellowship with the Lord's dear people

witnessing with the publication of Pastor Russell have

been very precious indeed, and this special message to

them goes forth with a prayer that He will bless it to the

opening of their eyes and hearts yet further to a realiza

tion of the truth as it is in Christ Jesus.

Accept with this message our Christian love and fer

vent hope that at least a portion of the joy and peace

will attend it in its reading that has come to the compiler

in getting the material ready for a witness to the great

love of our God and our Saviour.
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